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Abstract
The handling of mobile nodes in the Internet has always been challenging since the
Internet Protocol (IP) by design assumes that a network interface has an identifier that
stays fixed at least for the duration of a data transfer. With the recent proliferation
of mobile devices that provide advanced computing capabilities and resources such as
netbooks, smartphones, or Internet tablets common mobile usage of the Internet is rising
constantly. Moreover, applications that where not developed with mobile devices in
mind and services that generally do not do well with mobility (e.g. voice-over-IP or live
streaming) can be run commonly on these devices. Providing scalable and deployable
mobility support in heterogeneous IP based wireless access networks that such devices
are used in remains an issue.
The more traditional approaches such as Mobile IP and Proxy Mobile IP provide
centralized anchors that redirect the traffic destined for the mobile node to its current
point of attachment. While especially Proxy Mobile IP sees large deployments in cellular
networks its centralized approach provides deployment and scalability barriers and is not
well suited for distributed and fragmented environments such as hot-spots.
This thesis proposes a network based decentralized mobility management framework
which can provide mobility support without the collaboration of mobile nodes and with-
out relying on centralized elements. The framework provides easy deployment as it only
requires support from access routers and scalability as the load of managing the mo-
bile nodes is distributed among the access routers. It is well suited for distributed and
fragmented environments as necessary configuration data is made available to potential
handover candidate access routers in advance.
The contributions of this thesis are the development of a framework for decentralized
network based mobility management, a system design based on this framework and the
evaluation of the system by means of theoretical analysis, simulation, and a prototype
implementation. As the evaluations show the proposed framework can provide mobility
support for generic mobile nodes with handover times that converge towards the average
one-way delay between access routers while inducing a signaling overhead that linearly
scales with the number of mobile nodes and the number of access routers in the system.
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1. Introduction
Mobility support for large, heterogeneous networks such as the Internet is an ongoing
research topic. Numerous approaches have been proposed over the years, however, there
is still no widely available mobility support for mobile users in the Internet. Existing de-
ployments, for example in cellular networks, are limited to closed networks and generally
do not allow the user to roam freely between various access networks without breaking
the mobility support.
On the other hand there has been a increasing proliferation of mobile computing
devices such as smartphones, web-pads, tablet computers, netbooks, or electronics build
in cars, trains, and other vehicles. Such devices now commonly provide their users with
advanced computing capabilities, large displays, extended run times, and a wide range
of connectivity options which allow them to access the Internet through various wireless
communication media. As shown in Figure 1.1 there are multiple billion mobile Internet
devices estimated to be in use by the end of the decade. The Morgan Stanley Mobile
Internet Report 2009 believes that more users connect to the Internet via mobile devices
than via conventional desktop PCs within 5 years [101].
Mobility support has been a research topic for a long time and numerous approaches
have been proposed. However, over time the mobile usage scenarios have changed dras-
tically. These days, mobile wireless access to the Internet is widely available, using nu-
merous technologies such as IEEE 802.11 (WLAN), 802.16 (WMAN), 802.20 (MBWA),
Bluetooth, Ultra-wideband, or 3G/UMTS. In addition new generations of mobile de-
vices offer the user access to services in a way that previously was limited to stationary
computers or nomadically used laptops. This leads to an increasing number of users that
make use of any service on the Internet, anytime, and anywhere while previously mobile
Internet access was much more limited to certain services, for example, via specialized
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) gateways [166]. As a result of this changing con-
ditions mobility support is still an ongoing research topic as there is still a strong need
for a common mobility support solution for the Internet.
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Figure 1.1.: Computing Cycle Characteristics: Tenfold increase between generations
[101]
1.1. Background and Motivation
The Internet as it is used today is built around the Internet Protocol which is also
commonly referred to as the “thin waist” because it is the single layer that connects upper
layer protocols and lower layer protocols. When the Internet Protocol was designed, it
was intended to be used over wired links between fixed nodes. Nobody was envisioning
a generation of mobile devices which participate in the same Internet over wireless links
while moving from place to place. This is reflected by a number of design choices in
the current Internet Protocol, most notably the fact that a communication endpoint is
identified by an IP address which acts as an identifier as well as a locator. Because IP
addresses are topologically bound by the routing protocols to specific network locations,
a node that changes its location, also changes its IP address and with it its identifier.
Changing the identifier in turn breaks any existing connections that are tied to the old
identifier. The fact that a change of the (IP) address breaks existing connections makes
mobility support on the network layer challenging.
Supported by a convergence of mobile access devices towards platforms that provide
capabilities that were only found in stationary devices not too long ago, it stands to
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reason that the user’s attitude towards mobile Internet access also changes. Since users
access a wider variety of services on the Internet over wireless technologies more often, it
is important that mobile access technologies provide a user experience that is adequate
to the user’s expectations which might have been formed based on wired access technolo-
gies In particular it is important for mobile access technologies to support an increasing
number of mobile user’s which are accessing more demanding services, such as multi-
media streaming and real-time interactive applications, over extended periods of time
while moving. Especially applications such as Voice-over-IP or audio/video streaming
are susceptible to interruptions that can be caused during handovers between different
access points.
Existing approaches can be broadly classified into three categories: host based ap-
proaches, network based approaches and clean slate approaches. Clean slate approaches
have inherently high deployment barriers as they are not designed with the current In-
ternet architecture in mind. As such they must be considered long term approaches
that cannot be deployed for immediate or intermediate mobility support. Host based
approaches, such as Mobile IP [64], HIP [102], or i3 [150] require changes to the mobile
node and depending on the approach to correspondent nodes and intermediate nodes as
well. As such they have high deployment barriers especially in operator driven scenarios
where the incentive to provide mobility support lies with the network operator. More-
over, Mobile IP, a well known approach to host based mobility management requires
mobility signaling over the air which is prone to losses and can impact the handover-
performance. It also relies on mobility anchors that are centralized components and
can negatively impact the routing efficiency. Network based approaches do not require
changes to the end hosts and are the only category that lies completely within the admin-
istrative control of the network operator. However, common approaches, such as Proxy
Mobile IP [51] still rely on centralized mobility anchors which constitute single point of
failures, bottlenecks, and can negatively impact the routing and handover performance
especially in large and fragmented environments.
1.2. Decentralized Mobility Management
While numerous approaches have been proposed over the time, so far none has seen a
successful, widespread deployment outside of homogeneous and closed networks. The
most notable deployment of mobility support for IP based networks today is within third-
generation mobile phone systems that are based on specifications by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP).1 However, 3GPP mobility support is based on Proxy Mo-
1http://www.3gpp.org/
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bile IP which introduces a centralized node, the Local Mobility Anchor, that is essential
for providing mobility support and as such presents a bottleneck and a single-point of
failure. Moreover, it requires a mobile node’s data to be routed via this centralized
anchor point which interferes with the optimal routing path for the data and can in-
troduce severe routing inefficiencies. A topologically sound placement of a centralized
mobility anchor, for example as the default gateway, can alleviate such routing ineffi-
ciencies. However, finding such a topologically suitable placement becomes more and
more difficult with an increasing heterogeneity of the network. Multi-homing, mobile
node to mobile node communications, and the provisioning of services across foreign net-
works (for example via the upcoming femtocell technology2) are factors that effectively
handicap or even prevent a topologically optimal placement. Moreover, in fragmented
or very large networks the round trip time to centralized components can be significant
which adds additional latency if such components need to be queried during a handover.
Besides the inherent routing inefficiencies that centralized mobility anchors have, any
kind of centralized system also has scalability and reliability limitations.
The issues of centralized systems can be summarized as follows:
• Inefficient routing Centralized mobility anchors present additional fixed-points
that a mobile node’s data needs to be routed through. Routing inefficiencies occur
if the mobility anchor is positioned outside the regular routing path.
• Potentially large delays Communicating with a centralized node has potentially
higher delay than communicating with a localized node. Especially in fragmented
networks or very large networks the round trip time to a centralized node can be
significantly higher.
• No individual administrative control Deployment scenarios that span multi-
ple administrative domains are difficult to realize as administrative control over
centralized components must be regulated.
• Bad scalability Any centralized component presents a single point of failure and
a bottleneck. Moreover, the deployment barrier is raised for small deployments if
centralized components must be deployed in addition to non-centralized compo-
nents.
This thesis explores an approach for a decentralized mobility management framework
that is designed with the decentralized and heterogeneous nature of the Internet in mind.
Instead of introducing additional centralized elements to anchor and manage mobile
2http://www.femtoforum.org/femto/aboutfemtocells.php
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nodes, the approach leverages the individual access routers that provide a mobile node
with network access and extends them with functions to provide seamless, network based
mobility support for any node that moves between them. In particular, the proposed
approach combines the following characteristics that set it apart from other solutions:
• Scalability and Deployability The individual access routers themselves are pri-
marily responsible for any operations with regards to mobility management. This
makes the approach very scalable as a deployment can easily be extended by just
adding more access routers. Furthermore, it provides a low deployment barrier as
a small number of access routers (starting with two) can already provide mobility
support without any dependency on additional devices within the network.
• Redundancy and Fault tolerance Any states with regards to mobility man-
agement are primarily maintained in the individual access routers. Moreover, no
centralized node is involved in the routing of data for a mobile node. This makes
the approach very resilient against single node failures and provides an implicit
redundancy. If an access router fails a mobile node can just associate with any
other available access router and will receive continued mobility support from the
network.
• Minimized impact on routing When a mobile node initially associates with an
access router, this access router dynamically becomes the mobile node’s mobility
anchor for the remainder of the session. This makes the approach very friendly to-
wards the underlying network routing structure as no additional centralized anchor
points are introduced that require mobile node traffic to be routed through them.
Most notable it adds no routing indirections before the mobile node hands-over
for the first time and it establishes the mobile node’s anchor point as far towards
the edges of the network as possible which allows for efficient routing strategies,
especially with regards to multi-homing.
1.3. Thesis Overview
In the remainder of this thesis, first the related work will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Following, Chapter 3 introduces the overall design of the proposed mobility management
framework. Chapter 4 illustrates the system design and implementation based on the
framework and Chapter 5 will make a number of deployment considerations for the
approach. Afterwards, in Chapter 6 an in-depth evaluation of the decentralized approach
is performed. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
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2. Related Work
The original design of the Internet Protocol as the single common communication pro-
tocol of the Internet does not include considerations for host mobility (cf. [31]). As such
it does not provide the means to inherently provide mobile nodes with seamless connec-
tivity when they move between different points of attachment. Providing such mobility
support on the various layers of the Internet architecture has been a long-standing re-
search topic. This chapter will introduce related work and the state of the art in this
field. Mobility approaches will be classified into three main categories: host based mo-
bility approaches, network based mobility approaches and clean slate approaches (for
other classifications see e.g. [78]).
2.1. Related Concepts
Mobility approaches can be divided into several conceptual categories. Each has its
distinct properties and requirements. To assess an approach to mobility it is important
to understand the underlying concept, its intended field of application, potentials and
limitations. This section will introduce a number of concepts that are common to more
than one particular category of mobility solutions.
Link Layer Mobility
Some common link layer technologies can inherently provide mobility support (e.g. IEEE
802.11). A mobile node that moves within any such link layer technology will not be
subjected to any communication breakdowns on the network layer or above. However,
there are a number of reasons that make the sole reliance on link-layer mobility unsuitable
in large scale deployments. First, any link layer solution is implicitly limited to the
particular link layer technology. A mobile node that employs multiple different link
layer technologies, for example using multiple interfaces, cannot be supported across
different technologies. Second, even within the same link layer technology mobility
support is commonly limited to the same network domain. A mobile node roaming
between two network domains that are not continuously interconnected by the same
link layer technology cannot be supported. Third, providing mobility on the link layer
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means that mobility support has to be (re-)engineered into every link layer technology
that supports mobile nodes if it is to be commonly available. Providing mobility support
on a higher layer, for example the network layer which is common to all communication
in the current Internet, can potentially lead to a more universally available solution.
While there are certainly scenarios where link layer mobility is well suited and sufficient
enough, for the aforementioned reasons it does not seem applicable to rely on link layer
technologies to provide mobility on an Internet wide scale.
End-to-End Mobility
End-to-end mobility requires both communicating parties (the mobile node and the
correspondent node) to implement mobility support but not the intermediate nodes.
Typically an end-to-end mobility solution will provide the means to overcome the address
change that the Internet Protocol causes when a node moves to a different network.
While end-to-end solutions can effectively provide mobility support they are subject to
high deployment barriers since the correspondent node has to support them. It may
seem feasible to require a mobile node to support a specific protocol or technology since
it will most probably utilize it. A correspondent node on the other hand that potentially
only communicates with a very small fraction of mobile nodes might not be subjected
to profound changes in its networking stack lightly. End-to-end approaches to mobility
are most commonly found in the upper layers of the networking stack as they are easier
to deploy the higher they are implemented.
Indirection Based Mobility
Approaches that are indirection based introduce an anchor or indirection point that
redirects traffic to its intended destination. Indirection based mobility is commonly
based on an overlay network that provides the indirection service. An overlay network
provides a service infrastructure based on the underlying (IP) network. Usually the
services offered by the overlay are not inherent to the underlying network. An overlay
network can be efficiently used to route messages over the IP infrastructure based on
service or protocol specific parameters that are not regarded by common Internet routing.
support mobility. A most simplistic overlay would be composed of just the mobile node
and an anchor point which serves as the communication endpoint to correspondent nodes.
The mobile node would use a service-specific protocol to signal the anchor point where
to forward its traffic to. Mobile IP could be regarded as a protocol that employs such a
minimalistic overlay (Mobile IP will be discussed in Section 2.2.1). A more sophisticated
overlay would be composed of a multitude of nodes and offer more complex naming and
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routing services. Overlay networks are used to provide a multitude of services in the
Internet and they are also well suited to provide mobility support. The deployability of
any particular approach depends on the nodes that it requires to be part of the overlay.
As being a part of the overlay requires changes to a node, approaches that necessarily
require the correspondent node or a given subset of routers (e.g. all edge routers) to be
part of the overlay are harder to deploy than approaches that just require the mobile
node to implement the overlay.
Locator/ID Separation
A fundamental problem for efficiently supporting mobility is that in current protocols
the IP address is used as an identifier as well as a locator. Transport protocols such as
TCP, UDP, or SCTP use the IP address to identify the endpoint of a connection. If
the IP address of a node changes, the transport protocols assume that the endpoint has
changed. For routing purposes the same identifier, namely the IP address, is used to route
the IP packet towards its destination. This means that if a node changes its location,
it also needs to change its IP address. This peculiarity is a fundamental limitation
for the support of advanced network services and functionalities such as mobility and
multi-homing. Based on this fundamental predicament of IP, it has been proposed to
decouple a node’s primary identifier (ID) from it’s location identifier (Locator) (cf. [14]).
Locator/ID separation (Loc/ID sep.) proposals differ in the deployment scenario and
implementation details as well as the layer they are implemented on.
The essential idea behind any Locator/ID separation approach is to provide higher
layer protocols with a fixed identifier that they can use to identify a communication
endpoint regardless of its location. The routing on the other hand is done based on a
nodes current locator which changes whenever the node changes its point of attachment.
The mapping between a locator and an identifier can be done regularly when data
needs to be routed instead of just when a connection is established. This allows for a
mobile node to changes locators but still be able to receive data based on its identifier.
Depending on the particular approach changes are required to the end hosts or the
network. A set of Locator/ID Separation base protocols is currently being developed
by the Internet Engineering Task Force in the Locator/ID Separation Protocol Working
Group.1 While Locator/ID separation can solve mobility implicitly, it has recently been
predominantly discussed with regards to reform the routing architecture of the Internet
(e.g. [63, 92]).
The line between indirection based approaches and Locator/ID separation approach
is not easy to draw as both essentially introduce a mapping layer. Indirection based
1http://tools.ietf.org/wg/lisp/
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approaches implicitly map one IP address which identifies the mobile node with regards
to the particular approach (e.g. the home address in Mobile IP) to another IP address
which is the current location of a mobile node (e.g. the care-of address in Mobile IP).
Locator/ID separation approaches on the other hand map an explicit identifier to an
explicit locator. For the context of this thesis approaches that use an explicit identifier
and an explicit locator are considered Locator/ID separation approaches and approaches
that do an implicit mapping between IP addresses are considered indirection based
approaches.
2.2. Host Based Mobility
Host based mobility approaches involve the mobile node itself in mobility management
operations and as such require changes to the mobile node. Whether changes to the
mobile node are feasible or not depends on the particular deployment scenario. In small
scale homogeneous deployments, such a requirement seems easier to realize than in large
scale heterogeneous deployments. This section will discuss approaches to host based
mobility.
2.2.1. Indirection Approaches
This section will introduce approaches that are based on an indirection concept.
Mobile IP
Mobile IP (MIP) is a well-known mobility protocol specified by the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force (IETF) and is available in versions for IPv4 [116] and IPv6 [64]. The
basic operation of Mobile IP is shown in Figure 2.1. To make changes in the point of
attachment of the mobile node transparent, a mobile node is assigned a home address
that it uses when communicating with corresponding nodes. The mobile node is always
expected to be reachable via this home address which is topologically anchored at the
home agent inside the mobile node’s home network. The function of the home agent is
to forward any data for the mobile node to its actual location which is registered using
a care-of address with the home agent. When a mobile node roams to another network
it acquires a care-of address that is valid within the visited network. In Mobile IPv4
this is done via a special router called foreign agent. The operation of the foreign agent
can also be co-located within the mobile node itself. In Mobile IPv6 foreign agents are
not needed and do not exists. Essentially, Mobile IP introduces a layer of indirection by
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Figure 2.1.: Basic Operations of Mobile IP
providing a fixed anchor point for a mobile node through the home agent. A correspon-
dent node can always use a mobile nodes home address to communicate with the mobile
node, independently of the mobile node’s actual location.
While the approach is simple and effective, it has two major drawbacks: it requires
changes to the mobile node and it introduces routing inefficiencies due to triangular
routing. Because Mobile IP relies on signaling messages between the mobile node and
the foreign or home agent to update the binding of its current address, a mobile node
needs to implement a corresponding Mobile IP stack. This is a considerable effort and
raises deployment issues especially in heterogeneous environments. Triangular routing
is caused by Mobile IP since the mobile node’s traffic must be routed through the home
agent instead of being routed directly from the correspondent node to the mobile node.
This can significantly increase the latency of a connection. Moreover, this routing in-
efficiencies are present even on the initial routing path before the mobile node hands
over for the first time. Although Mobile IPv6 allows for route optimization between the
mobile node and its corresponding nodes [64, 8] this requires changes to the IP stack
of the corresponding node which seems unlikely on a global scale. Additional problems
of a global mobility management protocol such as Mobile IP are potentially high up-
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date latencies, high signaling overhead over wireless links, and potential infringement of
location privacy [68, 73].
Despite the drawbacks mentioned in the previous section, Mobile IP is a readily avail-
able Internet standards track protocol which is well supported by the IETF. Enhance-
ments for Mobile IP are actively developed in the Mobility EXTensions for IPv6 working
group of the IETF (mext).2 A number of approaches exist to extend Mobile IP and al-
leviate the aforementioned issues.
Hierarchical Mobile IP Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 Mobility Management (HMIP) [146,
26] is designed to reduce the amount of signaling between the mobile node, its corre-
spondent nodes, and the home agent. To this end Hierarchical Mobile IP introduces a
Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) which presents an additional management entity for mo-
bile nodes. While a mobile nodes moves within the domain of the mobility anchor point
a large part of the mobility signaling can be limited to message exchanges between the
mobility anchor point and the mobile node. Because a mobility anchor point is topologi-
cally closer to the mobile node than the home agent, such strategy can improve handover
speed. Although Hierarchical Mobile IP can offer performance advantages over Mobile
IP, the major drawbacks of Mobile IP, namely changes are required to the mobile node
and the introduction of triangular routing are not solved. Additionally, it introduces
complexity in terms of deployability and maintenance due to the addition of mobility
anchor points.
Mobile IP Fast Handovers The goal behind Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (FMIP3)
[74] is to improve handover latencies due to Mobile IPv6 procedures which can be un-
acceptable high for real-time traffic [75]. To this end FMIP introduces predictive and
reactive handovers between the previous access router (PAR) and the new access router
(NAR). The previous access router is the access router the mobile node is associated
with prior to a handover, and the new access router is the access router the mobile
node is associated with after the handover. Specifically, the protocol provides the means
to pre-establish IP connectivity for a mobile node prior to a handover which reduces
the time that a mobile node does not have a valid IP configuration immediately after
a handover. Moreover, data for the mobile node is forwarded from the previous access
router to the new access router as long as the home agent or a correspondent node is still
routing data for the mobile node to the previous access router. Without such forwarding
2http://tools.ietf.org/wg/mext/
3Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers is a progressive update of the RFC “Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6”
[72], hence it is commonly abbreviated as FMIP.
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this data would have to be discarded at the previous access router. The efficiency of
FMIP is highly dependent on the ability of the mobile node to make accurate and timely
handover predictions and needs to be supported by all the involved nodes (mobile node,
previous access router, and next access router). FMIP also provides a reactive mode
in cases where a handover could not be predicted which also seems to be able to im-
prove performance in terms of handover latency and packet loss. However, both modes
introduce additional complexity and states in the participating nodes.
Home Agent Migration In order to reduce the topological distance between a home
agent, correspondent nodes, and the mobile node the concept of home agent migration
has been proposed by Wakikawa et al. [163]. The approach introduces the concept of a
Global Mobile eXchange (GMX) which is essentially an overlay network of multiple dis-
tributed home agents. The home agents use the overlay network to exchange information
about the mobile nodes that are managed by the individual home agents. The approach
employs anycast routing (e.g. [1, 66, 15]) to direct traffic from any mobile node to the
closest home agent while generic routing mechanisms are used to direct traffic from any
correspondent node to their closest home agent. A home agent that intercepts traffic for
a mobile node leverages the information gained through the overlay to route the traffic
to the actual home agent that a mobile node is associated with. SAIL [114] extends this
approach and reduces some of its overhead.
Essentially, home agent migration allows to employ multiple home agents in Mobile IP
instead of just one. The home agents can be placed in locations that are (topologically)
close to correspondent nodes as well as to mobile nodes, for example in Internet exchange
points. Traffic will always be routed to the closest home agent and from there via the
overlay network to the mobile node’s actual home agent. However, the approach can
only reduce routing inefficiencies if a mobile node would otherwise chose a home agent
that is topologically far outside the routing path between itself and its correspondent
nodes. Moreover, Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery that is part of Mobile IPv6
[64] is also providing the means for a mobile node to discover a suitable Home Agent
via anycast routing and can therefore provide the benefits of dynamically assigning a
home agent that is close to a mobile node’s current location. While the approach can
dynamically migrate a mobile node to another home agent this would assume that the
mobile node has traveled a significant (topological or geographical) distance for another
home agent to be better suited. In conclusion, the approach provides a solution to
dynamically assign a topologically close node to provide home agent functionality every
time a mobile node moves. However, it has to be seen if in realistic scenarios a mobile
node can draw benefits out of this approach over a well suited choice of its initial home
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agent.
Other Extensions and Enhancements As Mobile IP is a well supported IETF Inter-
net standards track protocol numerous proposals have been made to improve its per-
formance. S-MIP [58] proposes a combination of Hierarchical Mobile IP (see above),
Mobile IP Fast Handovers (see above), and a handover algorithm based on software
based movement tracking techniques ([172] prior work partly by the same authors). The
approach introduces a Decision Engine entity in every local mobility domain that makes
the handover decisions based on tracking reports of the mobile node that are submitted
by access routers. S-MIP combines two effective methods to reduce handover times (Hi-
erarchical Mobile IP and Mobile IP Fast Handovers) but it also introduces additional
complexity into the network to predict a mobile node’s movement pattern.
Cao et al. propose a mailbox based scheme which associates mobile nodes that move
to a foreign network with a mailbox [25]. This mailbox can receive data for the mobile
node instead of the home agent. When a mobile node moves it can decide to move
its mailbox as well. As correspondent nodes sent data to the mailbox instead of the
home agent, the migration of the mailbox can improve routing efficiency. Marques et al.
introduce an overlay network architecture that is based on Mobile IPv6 and integrates
quality-of-service and authentication, authorization, accounting, and charging control
per user [91].
“Chaining” anchor points is an approach to reduce the routing inefficiencies of Mobile
IP [18]. The approach uses multiple anchors that form a chain to connect the mobile
node to its actual home anchor. Each anchor along the chain defines the location of the
mobile node with an increasing accuracy until the attachment point of the mobile node
is reached. A regional mobility management for Mobile IPv6 is proposed in [104] which
introduces a regional layer of access routers that handle intra-region handovers similar
to hierarchical Mobile IP.
A cross-layer approach to improving TCP performance in conjunction with Mobile
IPv6 is proposed in [79]. The approach proposes to introduce a monitoring element in
the Mobile IP layer that notifies the TCP layer of mobility related events. Once the
TCP layer is aware of the mobility it can regulate its congestion control with regards to
the mobility events. For example, the approach proposes to trigger TCP fast recovery
just after a handover for any outstanding TCP segments. While cross-layer optimiza-
tions make sense with regards to mobility, their implementation is anything but trivial.
Furthermore it (deliberately) breaks the layered architecture of the Internet stack.
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Decentralized Mobility Management Service
Le et al. proposed a Decentralized Mobility Management Service (DMMS) architecture
[80] which leverages Shim6 and dynamic DNS to allow a mobile node to use a global
IP address to communicate with correspondent nodes. The approach uses mobility
anchors to forward data for a mobile node’s global IP address to its current point of
attachment. When a mobile node roams to another point of attachment it can request
data to be forwarded from its previous mobility anchor via a Shim6 context. Because
mobility anchors are available in every subnetwork, the architecture does not rely on
any centralized node. However, the approach requires Shim6 support from the mobility
anchors and the mobile node.
TCP Proxies
MSOCKS [90] is a TCP transport layer mobility solution that is based on a proxy which
is placed between a mobile node and its correspondent nodes. The proxy provides an
endpoint for data streams from the mobile node and from correspondent nodes and
combines them to a continuous bi-directional data stream. If a connection to the mobile
node breaks because it changes its point of attachment the mobile node will re-establish
the connection. Because the proxy is the actual endpoint of the connection with the
correspondent host this connection is not impacted and the proxy can combine the
standing connection to the correspondent node with the new connection to the mobile
node. I-TCP [13] is a similar approach proposing a modified TCP version on mobile
hosts and intermediate proxies called Mobility Support Routers to split TCP connections
between the mobile node and the proxy and the correspondent node and the proxy.
Because the approaches use a proxy no modifications are required to the correspondent
node. The mobile node on the other hand must support the particular approach.
Cellular IP
Cellular IP [24, 160] is an early approach to host mobility. It proposes to separate
macro-mobility management (a mobile node moves between domains) and micro-mobility
management (a mobile node moves within a domain) to optimize Mobile IP operations
in a localized context. The approach was developed based on the issue that second-
and third-generation cellular systems were built on a connection-oriented infrastructure
which raises some issues about the integration the of an IP based mobility solution
such as Mobile IP. Macro-mobility in Cellular IP is handled by Mobile IP while micro-
mobility is handled locally by the cellular network. This architecture provides the benefit
of a hierarchical mobility solution, namely shorter signaling paths and localized mobility
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management. Furthermore it delegates cellular-network specific tasks that have no coun-
terpart in IP to the cellular-network components. An example would be paging which is
used to query the status of a mobile node in a connection-oriented environment. Based
on the convergence of cellular networks towards IP based platforms, the basic deploy-
ment assumptions of Cellular IP are no longer valid and IP based approaches such as
Hierarchical Mobile IP seem better suited for deployment.
HAWAII
Similar to Cellular IP, HAWAII [128] aims at providing micro-mobility within a do-
main while using Mobile IP to provide macro-mobility. Intra-domain micro-mobility is
provided by installing host-based forwarding entries in specific routers along the path
towards the mobile node. The system adjusts the routes when the mobile node moves
between access routers in the domain. This eliminates the need for a mobile node to rely
on signaling to its home anchor which can potentially have large delays. The approach
does require the mobile node to send HAWAII specific messages to trigger the path
setup. Therefore a mobile node must support Mobile IP and additionally the HAWAII
protocol.
2.2.2. Locator/ID Separation Approaches
This section will discuss approaches that are based on a Locator/ID separation concept.
Internet Indirection Infrastructure
Stoica et al. propose on overlay based approach that provides a communication paradigm
based on rendezvous-points [150]. The so-called Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3)
decouples sending and receiving of data by introducing indirection points (i3 nodes)
that store triggers and forward data between i3 nodes and to end-hosts. A trigger is
essentially a subscription for data with a specific identifier. When a node registers a
trigger the responsible i3 node will forward any data for that particular identifier to the
node’s current address using IP. Using this paradigm a mobile node can receive data
under a constant identifier since it just needs to update its trigger to receive date under
its new address. Some proposals have been made to improve i3 with regards to mobility
(e.g. [173, 55]). While the approach is build on top of IP it requires support from
the mobile node and the correspondent node on the application layer. Although the
approach is called Internet Indirection Infrastructure, it is classified as an Locator/ID
separation approach corresponding to the considerations made in Section 2.1 because it
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introduces a clear segregation between locators (i.e. normal IP addresses) and identifiers
(i.e. i3 triggers).
Identifier-Locator Network Protocol
The Identifier-Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) [9, 10, 130, 11] is designed to work on
an existing IPv6 infrastructure. It uses the 64 high-order bits of an IPv6 address as the
locator and the 64 low-order bits as the identifier. It still uses the existing DNS system
to resolve the mappings between the identifier and the locator. The distinct advantage
of this approach is that an existing IPv6 transit network does not need to be modified.
However, end-hosts still need a modified IP/ILNP stack.
Host Identity Protocol
The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [102, 103, 54] separates the identifier and locator roles
of IP addresses by introducing a new Host Identity namespace. Using host identities
from this namespace instead of IP addresses decouples the transport layer from the IP
layer, making it agnostic to IP address changes. Because HIP adds a layer of indirection
and a separate namespace it can inherently provide mobility and multi-homing support
(e.g. [111, 109]). The mobility and multihoming extensions to HIP [110] introduce a
general ”LOCATOR” parameter for HIP messages to allow a host to dynamically change
the IP address that it uses to receive packets while keeping the same HIP identity. This
allows a node to change the IP addresses of communication endpoints without breaking
connections. HIP requires end-host support.
2.2.3. End-to-End Mobility
Approaches to end-to-end mobility provide mobility support with using direct signaling
between end hosts. Therefore they require modifications to mobile nodes as well as cor-
respondent nodes. However, they typically do not require support from any intermediate
node except normal traffic forwarding.
SIP Mobility
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [137] is an application-layer control protocol. It is
intended for establishing, modifying, and terminating multimedia sessions like Internet
telephone calls, multimedia distribution, or multimedia conferences. Although SIP itself
supports personal mobility (i.e. the location of the end user when starting or receiving
calls does not matter) it does not support IP mobility. However, a mobile host can
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use SIP INVITE messages to update its location with correspondent hosts after it has
changed its point of attachment [164]. Such application specific approach can reduce
handover delay as no intermediate node is involved. The drawback is that application
specific approaches require a high amount of implementation work.
SCTP Mobility
The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [148] is a reliable transport protocol
designed to overcome limitations of TCP. SCTP supports multi-homing which can be
extended to provide mobility support. The Dynamic Address Reconfiguration extension
to SCTP [149] allows the dynamic allocation and de-allocation of IP addresses to the
endpoints of a SCTP connection. This enables mobility support for SCTP (e.g. [168, 132]
as a host can change the IP addresses of the endpoints of a connection (e.g. when a mobile
node changes its point of attachment) without breaking the connection. However, for
SCTP mobility to be available, SCTP including the Dynamic Address Reconfiguration
extension needs to be employed as the transport protocol between the mobile node and
the corresponding node. Subsequently, changes to both nodes are required.
TCP Mobility
TCP Migrate [145] proposes a new TCP option that allows a host to migrate an estab-
lished TCP connection across a change in IP addresses. TCP-R (TCP Redirection) [47]
is another TCP extension which can maintain an active TCP connection across a change
in IP addresses. Similar to TCP Migrate TCP-R uses TCP options to implement the
signaling of an IP address change between end hosts. Both approaches work end-to-end
which means they need to be supported by the mobile node as well as the correspondent
node. As they extend TCP, the approaches work on top of the existing IP infrastructure
although they are naturally limited to the TCP transport protocol.
Shim6
The Shim6 protocol [112] introduces a layer 3 shim to provide multihoming and load-
sharing support below transport protocols. A host can employ Shim6 to achieve redun-
dancy or load balancing properties for its connections. While Shim6 itself does not aim
to solve the problem of host mobility itself, it can be used to dynamically switch between
different locator pairs4 while a host is moving. This can be used to achieve basic mobility
4A locator in Shim6 terminology is a topological name for an interface or a set of interfaces.
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support (e.g. [80, 136, 37, 124]). Shim6 does require changes to the mobile node as well
as to corresponding nodes, or a number of intermediate nodes (e.g. proxies).
Back to My Mac
Back to My Mac (BTMM) [30] is a commercial approach to mobility support that has
been deployed by Apple Inc. since 2007 with the Mac OS Leopard release. The approach
requires a mobile node to dynamically update its current location in the DNS every time
it changes location. Nodes that want to communicate with the mobile node establish a
long-lived query to the DNS server that hosts that mobile node’s location data. Using
such a query the DNS server will immediately send an update to the client node if
the DNS entry changes. Subsequently the client can re-establish a connection with the
mobile node using its new address. While being successfully deployed on a large scale the
approach uses a break and re-establish pattern that does induce long latencies during
handovers. It is not clear that the level of mobility support is sufficient for constant
data communications such as Voice-over-IP. The approach requires support from mobile
nodes as well as correspondent nodes.
2.3. Network Based Mobility
In contrast to host based mobility approaches, network based mobility approaches do
not include the mobile node in any mobility management related operations. This allows
for a greater deployment flexibility as no changes are required to the mobile node. This
section will discuss approaches to network based mobility.
2.3.1. Indirection Approaches
Proxy Mobile IP
Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP) is a solution for network based mobility management that
is specified by the IETF for IPv6 [51] and IPv4 [162] networks. It extends Mobile IP
signaling messages to allow network nodes to provide mobility management without the
involvement of the mobile node. Because the network manages mobility on behalf of
the mobile node, Proxy Mobile IP does not require any stack changes in the mobile
node. Furthermore, as the mobile node is not involved in mobility operations there is
no mobility-related signaling or tunneling that involves the interface which connects the
mobile node to it’s access network. In most cases this will be a wireless interface which
tends to have a high power demand as well as a connection which is prone to loss. The
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Figure 2.2.: Overview of Proxy Mobile IP
involved nodes in providing Proxy Mobile IP based mobility support to a mobile node
is the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) which connects the mobile node to the network
and the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) which provides the mobility anchor point.
Figure 2.2 shows an overview of the approach. The local mobility anchor provides
a centralized anchor or indirection point for a Proxy Mobile IP Domain. It manages
a mobile node’s data forwarding and coordinates the mobility support with the mobile
access gateways. Every time a mobile node switches between mobile access gateways
the local mobility anchor provides the next mobile access gateway with an identical
IP configuration for the mobile node and forwards the mobile node’s data to the new
point of attachment. Because every mobile access gateway provides the same set of IP
configuration data to the mobile node (e.g. via DHCP) the mobility is hidden from the
mobile node.
Proxy Mobile IP provides a number of advantages over Mobile IP. First, it does not
require any changes to the mobile node. Second, the triangular routing problem is
largely eliminated because of a natural proximity between the mobility anchor point
and the mobile node. However, Proxy Mobile IP can only provide mobility support
within the network domain of the local mobility anchor. That is, if the mobile node
leaves this domain the mobility support breaks. Moreover, when a mobile node attaches
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to a new mobile access gateway, the mobile access gateway needs to signal the local
mobility anchor to setup the corresponding data forwarding on behalf of the mobile
node and to provide the configuration for the mobile node. If the mobile access gateway
and the local mobility anchor are topologically far apart this operation can introduce
noticeable handover latency for the mobile node. Enhancements for Proxy Mobile IP
are actively developed in the Network-Based Mobility Extensions working group of the
IETF (netext).5 Similar to Mobile IP a number of extensions to Proxy Mobile IP have
been proposed.
Simultaneous Bindings Proxy Mobile IPv6 with Simultaneous Bindings (SPMIP) [16]
is an approach to reduce handover latency in Proxy Mobile IP by introducing a link
layer trigger mechanism that induces a mobile node to pre-establish connectivity with
the next mobile access gateway before it performs a handover. When a mobile node pre-
establishes a connection, the next mobile access gateway can already start the binding
procedure with the local mobility anchor which reduces the handover time once the
mobile node does perform the handover. Furthermore, the approach allows the local
mobility anchor to duplicate data for the mobile node and send it to the current and
the next mobile access gateway simultaneously which is intended to reduce packet loss
during and right after a handover. Overall, the approach is similar to Fast Handovers
in Mobile IP (see Section 2.2.1) and as such relies on accurate and timely predictions of
handovers that may or may not be possible in a given scenario. Another drawback is that
the approach relies on two specific link layer trigger messages: One trigger message has
to be processed by a mobile node and initiates a preemptive handover. The other trigger
message has to be tripped by the mobile node and concludes a handover. The trigger
mechanisms are not further addressed by the paper and while such mechanisms may
be implemented using, for example, IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH)
services [156] they require changes to the mobile node. Also, the simultaneous forwarding
of the mobile node’s traffic to two Media Access Gateways puts a strain on the network
resources and requires buffering on part of the next mobile access gateway. Furthermore,
it can lead to duplicate packets received by the mobile node after a handover since the
next mobile access gateway does not have detailed knowledge which packets the mobile
node already received via the previous gateway.
Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 Another approach to reduce handover delays in Proxy Mobile
IP is Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 (FPMIP) [57]. It directly translates the concept behind
Mobile IP Fast Handovers (see Section 2.2.1) to Proxy Mobile IP. A similar approach is
5http://tools.ietf.org/wg/netext/
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Figure 2.3.: Architecture of I-PMIP.
proposed in [81]. If a handover can be predicted prior to the mobile node performing
it, the new mobile access gateway will perform any mobility related signaling and setup
the data forwarding with the local mobility anchor in advance. Furthermore, downlink
traffic arriving at the old mobile access gateway after the handover will be forwarded
to the new mobile access gateway. Similar to Proxy Mobile IPv6 with Simultaneous
Bindings (see above) the approach leverages prior knowledge of a handover to reduce
signaling times when the handover actually happens. Both approaches share the same
drawback that they rely on an accurate prediction of handover which, depending on the
mechanisms used, might require an involvement of the mobile node.
Inter-domain extension to Proxy Mobile IP A major drawback of Proxy Mobile IP
is that if a mobile user leaves the coverage of a local mobility domain, the mobility
support breaks. I-PMIP [107] is an inter-domain mobility extension for Proxy Mobile
IP. The approach combines inter-domain mobility with the benefits from Proxy Mobile
IP based local mobility solutions. It employs a decentralized architecture as shown in
Figure 2.3. As long as a mobile node moves within its initial Proxy Mobile IP domain,
mobility is provided by the local Proxy Mobile IP mobility solution. When a mobile node
moves between Proxy Mobile IP domains its traffic is forwarded to the new domain’s
local mobility anchor. Within the new domain the mobile node is also managed by the
corresponding local Proxy Mobile IP mobility solution.
In summary, I-PMIP allows to interconnect multiple Proxy Mobile IP enabled mobility
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domains to provide a continuous mobility support for a mobile node if it moves between
those domains. The I-PMIP architecture provides an implicit near-optimal placement
of the anchor point for a mobile node and has a distributed character which does not
introduce additional bottlenecks or single point of failures. Furthermore, I-PMIP extends
the features of a network based mobility solution from Proxy Mobile IP, in particular it
does not require any changes or configuration of the end host or a dedicated mobility
provider for the mobile user.
I-PMIP can be characterized as a hybrid solution between centralized and decen-
tralized mobility management as it allows to interconnect multiple (centralized) Proxy
Mobile IP domains. However, it is still based on Proxy Mobile IP’s centralized archi-
tecture that is build around local mobility anchors. Furthermore, handovers require
information lookups of data that is potentially in another domain which can induce
noticeable handover delay.
Base Station Router
The UMTS base station router (BSR) [17] is an access router that provides access to
cellular network services within a limited coverage area. It is connected to the cellular
network backbone via an IP network and, therefore, can be deployed everywhere where
IP access is available. This includes private homes or office buildings where a cellular
operator would otherwise have no access. Because the base station router can be deployed
in access networks outside of the cellular network operator’s own infrastructure, it is
challenging to provide mobility support for them. Although the base station routers are
providing network based mobility support they rely on a home agent within the cellular
operator’s network to provide inter base station router mobility. For inter base station
router communication this introduces the same routing inefficiencies that Mobile IP has.
The base station router concept is reflected in the upcoming femtocell technology.6
Mobile Internetworking
IP-based Protocols for Mobile Internetworking [61] is an early approach to provide net-
work supported mobility. It introduces so-called Mobile Support Stations (MSS) in the
access network that exchange data about mobiles nodes that are currently active within
the cell of a MSS. A mobile node can retain the same IP address even if it switches
cells. The corresponding MSS will route data for the mobile node to its current location
based on the data it exchanges with the other MSS. The MSS effectively form an overlay
network which provides indirection based on the fixed IP address of the mobile node.
6http://www.femtoforum.org/femto/aboutfemtocells.php
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While the approach is essentially network based as the network provides the location
management of the mobile node it requires a slight modification to the mobile node to
change the routing table entry for the default gateway when it switches cells. However,
as the modification is not within the networking stack but merely a system program the
approach is considered somewhat of a hybrid.
Terminal Independent Mobility for IP
Terminal Independent Mobility for IP (TIMIP) [49] essentially integrates Cellular IP
and HAWAII (see Section 2.2.1) with the added benefit of support of legacy mobile
nodes. Like Cellular IP, TIMIP refreshes routing paths when a mobile node is detected
to be idle. Like HAWAII, TIMIP uses specific routes to provide micro-mobility within
a domain between the old access router and the new access router. Additionally the
approach provides a node that provides Mobile IP proxy services for nodes that do not
support Mobile IP. For such mobile nodes a TIMIP domain can register with a home
agent on behalf of the mobile node and therefore allow a mobile node to receive data
using a home address. However, when the mobile node switches TIMIP domains the
mobility support breaks as the mobile node requires a different default gateway. If the
mobile node does support Mobile IP, TIMIP falls back to Mobile IP for macro-mobility
like Cellular IP and HAWAII.
2.3.2. Routing Based approaches
The Internet routing fabric is responsible for forwarding data from its sender to its
receiver. As such it seems a natural starting point for mobility support as routing
based approaches do not need to introduce an indirection layer that provides a mapping
between the location and the identifier of a mobile node.
Global IP Network Mobility using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
Connexion by Boing (CBB) [41] is a commercial service developed by Boeing to support
network mobility in their aircrafts. Each aircraft is assigned its own /24 network which
is used to apply one-to-one network address translation to private IP addresses assigned
to mobile nodes within the aircraft. The /24 address block assigned to an aircraft is
announced via the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [131] by the ground station cur-
rently serving the aircraft with connectivity to the Internet. While traveling the aircraft
accesses the Internet through a satellite link to a ground station. A handover is shown in
Figure 2.4. When an aircraft moves from the coverage area of one ground station (“A”)
to the coverage area of another ground station (“B”), the IP address block is withdrawn
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Figure 2.4.: BGP announcements in Connexion (source: [41]). Left: Before the han-
dover. Right: After the handover.
from the BGP table in ground station “A” and is announced by the next ground station
“B”.
The approach manages to reduce packet round-trip-times when compared to ap-
proaches that use a static home anchor which might be situated on a different con-
tinent. However, Connexion exploits a number of attributes that are closely associated
with the deployment scenario. For instance, the link layer (Satcom) handover time is
already substantial (“less than a minute”) which prevents seamless mobility and allows
for generous handover latency on the mobility layer. Furthermore, the handovers are
comparatively rare (handover interval “usually 4-8 hours for an average flight”) which
does not raise scalability issues and alleviates the user impairment during handovers.
Overall, using BGP to realize mobility support seems to be feasible in very limited de-
ployments at best. There are major scalability problems to be expected when BGP is
used for mobility support on a large scale.
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Figure 2.5.: WINMO’s basic architecture (source: [59])
Wide-Area IP Network Mobility
Wide-Area IP Network Mobility (WINMO) [59] is another approach intended for network
mobility and is also based on BGP. Figure 2.5 shows an overview of WINMO’s basic
architecture. The global network architecture depicts the current Internet structure with
a set of Autonomous Systems (ASs) that are interconnected by BGP gateway routers.
A mobile network has a fixed network prefix allocated by its home mobility provider;
hosts within the mobile network are assigned IP addresses within this prefix. There is a
mobility router (MR) inside each mobile network which connects the network to the AS
that it is currently attached to.
The approach is designed with the global architecture of the Internet in mind and uses
existing mechanisms (i.e. BGP). The approach tries to minimize the introduction of
additional states in routers and aims at incrementally deployability. While the approach
does not require modifications in the end hosts, a significant improvement of the approach
does require end-host support. Namely, a secure token which is mirrored back by a
corresponding host to allow routers to avoid triangular routing. In fact, it can be argued,
that the results of the inter-domain evaluation of the WINMO approach are solely based
on this improvement which makes the approach a lot weaker. Without this improvement
WINMO suffers from triangular routing within the AS. Besides the deployability issues
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regarding the secure token, the decryption of the token in AS border routers in order to
access the encapsulated mobility states may create high load on those systems. Another
drawback of the approach is that it requires the modification of major router systems,
namely the aggregation routers and, in case the secure token mechanic is deployed, the
AS border routers. While it may be true that the modifications can be implemented in
software only, the focus of the approach on tier-1 provider means that the aggregation
routers will be among the most critical systems in the Internet. This introduces a
major deployability issue. Furthermore, the additional states and operations, such as
the tunnel mappings, that are introduced into these high-level systems are not explored
in the original paper and may be significant.
2.4. Clean-Slate Approaches
Clean slate approaches to mobility do not consider any compatibility to existing protocols
or technologies. The focus of such approaches is usually long term without regards to
deployability in the current Internet environment. As such they can provide valuable
insights and solutions that are not commonly considered because they are not practically
applicable in current scenarios. Clean slate approaches can provide valuable and valid
scientific contributions.
2.4.1. Routing Schemes
Sa¨rela¨ et al. propose a fast inter-domain mobility signaling protocol that is based on
in-packet Bloom filters [141]. Intermediate routers collect bi-directional Bloom filters
on mobility signaling messages which essentially provide a basis for source-routing of
subsequent data. As subsequent data is routed based on the Bloom filters and not based
on the IP address of the mobile node, the mobile node can change its point of attachment
without breaking any ongoing connections.
Weak State Routing [4] is a routing scheme intended for large-scale highly dynamic
networks. It uses random directional walks that are influenced by state information in
intermediate nodes. Nodes only have a probable location of a destination. This weak
state allows the approach to aggregate information about multiple remote locations in
a geographic region. The approach was developed with large and highly dynamic ad-
hoc networks in mind. Because of its probabilistic character it cannot guarantee packet
delivery.
Routing on Flat Labels (ROFL) [22] proposes a routing algorithm that routes directly
on host identities, thus eliminating any need for locations to be included in network-layer
protocols. As the host identity is independent of any location and can stay fixed for the
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lifetime of a host such a routing algorithm could overcome the basic problem of changing
identifiers that mobility poses to the current routing architecture. The evaluations show
an average inter-domain routing stretch of 2.5 which means that the routing overhead
would more than double for any host (not just mobile hosts). However, the approach
can establish a basic feasibility for routing directly on host identities.
2.4.2. Locator/ID Separation
Virtual Id Routing (VIR) [85] introduces a new node identifier space which is mapped to
the underlying network topology. As such it can be classified as a Locator/ID separation
approach and can provide basic mobility support based on stable node identifiers. In
contrast to similar schemes (e.g. [21]) the approach inserts an intermediate layer which
maps the underlying topology to the node id space in a way that the node id space
resembles the network topology.
“Mobile Party” [140] introduces temporary addresses that are assigned based on lo-
cality and a global identifier for each node. The temporary address changes when a
node moves but its identifier stays the same. While the approach follows the general
formula for Locator/ID separation (i.e. one fixed address, one variable address, and a
mapping service) its implementation limits it to local (mesh) networks. It is intended as
a stand-alone routing and layer 2 protocol and does not work on existing IP platforms.
Another approach is the Protocol for Evolutionary Addressing (PEA) Framework [53]
which proposes a self-organizing approach to addressing and routing. In PEA nodes
organize themselves as hierarchical clusters. When a node joins a network it assumes
a local address within the cluster and is reachable via a global address that consists of
its local address as well as all the local addresses of intermediary nodes. Since a node’s
global address changes when it moves, the approach requires external mechanisms to
avoid or minimize disruptions at the higher layers (e.g. SCTP).
2.4.3. Data-Oriented Networking
A Data-Oriented Networking Architecture (DONA), also known as “Named Data Net-
working” (NDN) or “Content-Centric-Networking” (CCN) is a new communication para-
digm that proposes to change the Internet architecture so that protocols communicate
in a data or content centric manner rather than in a host centric manner as they do
today (e.g. [76, 62, 94]). Mobility can be inherently support to a degree since data is
no longer routed based on host identifiers or locations. Instead it is routed based on its
name or description towards hosts that have subscribed or expressed an interest in this
data. If a host moves it can re-subscribe or express another interest and the data will
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Table 2.1.: Overview of host based mobility approaches
Approach Concept Layer Support Req.
MIP [116, 64] Indirection Network MN
HMIP [146, 26] Indirection Network MN
FMIP [74] Indirection Network MN
HA Migration [163, 114] Indirection Network MN
MIP related Indirection Network MN
[58, 172, 25, 91, 18, 104, 79]
DMMS [80] Indirection Network MN
MSOCKS [90] Indirection Transport (TCP) MN
I-TCP [13] Indirection Transport (TCP) MN
Cellular IP [24, 160] Indirection Network MN
HAWAII [128] Indirection Network MN
i3 [150, 173, 55] Loc/ID sep. Transport/App MN, CN
ILNP [9, 10, 130, 11] Loc/ID sep. Transport/App MN, CN
HIP Loc/ID sep. Intermediate MN, CN
[102, 103, 54, 111, 109, 110]
SIP [137, 164] End-to-End Application MN, CN
SCTP [148, 149, 168, 132] End-to-End Transport MN, CN
TCP Mobility [145, 47] End-to-End Transport MN, CN
Shim6 [112, 136, 37, 124] End-to-End Shim MN, CN
BTMM [30] End-to-End Application MN, CN
be routed to its new location. However, such an architecture requires the mobile node
to repeat its request for data after a handover which might introduce noticeable latency.
Moreover, while such an architecture might be able to solve mobility on the network
layer it cannot mask mobility on higher layers (cf. [76]).
2.5. Conclusion
Mobility support can be broadly classified depending on where it is implemented: in the
end-hosts, in the network, or in the routing architecture. Table 2.1 shows an overview
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Table 2.2.: Overview of network based mobility approaches
Approach Concept Layer Support Required
PMIP [51, 162] Indirection Network Access Network
SPMIP [16] Indirection Network Access Network
FPMIP [57, 81] Indirection Network Access Network
I-PMIP [107] Indirection Network Access Network
BSR [17] Indirection Network Access Network
Mobile Internetworking [61] Routing/Indirection Network Acc. Network, MN
TIMIP [49] Indirection Network Acc. Network, (MN)
CBB [41] Routing Network BGP
WINMO [59] Routing Network BGP
of the presented host based mobility solutions. They require support from the mobile
node (MN) itself and provide mobility on the network layer (e.g. Mobile IP), on the
transport layer (e.g. SCTP, MSOCKS) or on the application layer (e.g. SIP, BTMM).
They can be further classified by the basic concept that they are based on. Indirection
based approaches do not require support from the correspondent node (CN) as mobility
is supported by an indirection that is typically implicitly provided by an overlay. Lo-
cator/ID separation approaches (Loc/ID sep.) as well as end-to-end approach require
support from the mobile node as well as the correspondent node and therefore have
even higher deployment barriers than indirection based approaches. Mobile IP is a very
prominent approach for host mobility and is based on an indirection layer that is pro-
vided by a minimal overlay which is only composed of the mobile node and its home
anchor. Because the home anchor is a centralized anchor point and topologically fixed,
the approach suffers from strong routing inefficiencies. Enhancements such as home
agent migration can improve Mobile IP’s routing performance for the cost of additional
deployment complexity. Similarly, other overlay based approaches have a high deploy-
ment complexity as they require a more extensive overlay. Moreover, as they include the
mobile node, signaling messages are exchanged via a wireless interface. This makes them
prone to loss which can negatively impact handover performance. Because every host
based mobility solution requires changes to the mobile node they are not well suited
for operator driven deployments that cannot count on the involvement of the mobile
device’s user or administrator.
Table 2.2 shows an overview of the presented network based mobility solutions. They
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Table 2.3.: Overview of clean slate approaches to mobility
Approach Concept Layer Support Required
In-packet Bloom filters [141] Routing Network MN, CN, Network
Weak State Routing [4] Routing Network MN, CN, Network
ROFL [22] Routing Network MN, CN, Network
VIR [85] Loc/ID sep. Network MN, CN, Network
Mobile Party [140] Loc/ID sep. Network MN, CN, Network
PEA [53] Loc/ID sep. Network MN, CN, Network
DONA/NDN/CCN [76, 62, 94] Named Data Network MN, CN, Network
do not require any end host support but support mobility from within the access network
or with support from the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [131] depending whether they
are based on an indirection concept (e.g. PMIP, BSR) or routing based (CBB, WINMO).
Routing based approaches are either hard to deploy as they require support from inter-
mediate networks or the network of the correspondent node. Furthermore they have a
high overhead and limited efficiency especially when they used to provide host mobility.
Indirection based approaches, predominantly Mobile IP, provide a good deployability
as they only require changes to the access network which is serving the mobile host.
However, they commonly rely on centralized indirection points (e.g. the local mobility
anchor in Proxy Mobile IP). This limits scalability and forms single points of failure for
the entire network, especially when the network is multi-homed. Furthermore any signal-
ing that includes centralized components induces large delays, especially in decentralized
deployments. This negatively impacts handover times.
Table 2.3 shows an overview of the presented clean slate approaches. While they
are conclusive and can potentially provide efficient mobility support they are developed
without any deployability considerations for the current Internet environment. As such
they commonly have very high deployment barriers and cannot be considered for short
term solutions. For example all of the presented approaches require support from the
mobile node, the correspondent node, and intermediate networks.
In conclusion, host based approaches are not suited for operator driven deployments
as they require modifications to end hosts. Efficient routing based approaches and
clean slate approaches have a very high deployment barrier as they require modifications
to intermediate nodes that are outside the domain of the access provider who wants
to provide mobility support. Moreover, because routing based approaches inform the
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whole network about changes to a mobile node’s location they do not scale well in large
networks or for a large number of mobile nodes. Therefore from a scalability point of view
approaches to mobility that are designed outside the global routing system are preferable
(cf. [170]). Clean slate approaches additionally require changes to the mobile node.
Network based mobility approaches that provide mobility based on an indirection layer
have a good deployability, especially in operator driven scenarios as they do not support
from nodes outside the supported network. However, current approaches, predominantly
Proxy Mobile IP employ centralized components that limit scalability and induce large
delays in distributed scenarios. The remainder of this thesis will present a framework for
mobility management that is well suited for distributed and fragmented environments
because, contrary to Proxy Mobile IP, it does not employ any centralized components.
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3. A Framework for Decentralized Mobility
Management
As motivated in Chapter 1 this thesis aims at exploring an approach to decentralized
mobility management. In contrast to more traditional approaches, like Mobile IP, a
decentralized mobility management framework does not rely on any centralized com-
ponents, such as dedicated mobility anchors, as they provide bottlenecks and make
scalability more complex. Furthermore, dedicated mobility anchors negatively impact
routing performance unless they are explicitly placed in the only possible data path for
a mobile node to reach any other node. However, in a hierarchical network such as the
Internet, by design, the only node that is in-path for any possible connection is the access
router a mobile node is connected to. Based on this observation this thesis proposes a
decentralized mobility management framework that is being implemented in its core by
access routers and does not rely on any other network nodes. An early model of this
framework has been published in [106]. This chapter introduces the generic framework
that the decentralized mobility management solution is built on.
3.1. Design Basis
The design of the framework is based on extensive preliminary considerations about
deployment scenarios, design goals, and underlying assumptions. This section will in-
troduce these preliminary considerations as well as the design choices that are based on
them.
3.1.1. Deployment Scenarios
Any respective deployment scenario has its individual requirements and conditions.
Therefore, before design goals can be set and underlying assumptions can be made, the
possible deployment scenarios for a decentralized mobility management solution have
to be discussed. This section will highlight the particular deployment potentials in dif-
ferent deployment scenarios with regards to the individual demands of users, network
operators, and on-site access providers.
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User’s Perspective The proliferation of access technologies and powerful mobile devices
does not only increase the amount of data and services that is accessed, it also provides
more access options for the user via various technologies. Each technology has been
designed for its specific deployment scenarios. To a certain degree they complement
each other rather than compete with each other. For example, the range, bandwidth,
and cost of a technology are trade-offs that result in different technologies for different
ranges and bandwidth requirements. here are high bandwidth, low range, and medium
cost technologies (e.g. IEEE 802.11) that complement low to medium bandwidth, high
range, and medium to high cost technologies (e.g. 3G/UMTS). A user wants to be able
to opportunistically use the “best” technology and network for his particular scenario.
Therefore, it is highly desirable for mobile users to be able to handover between different
technologies and networks even during an application session. From a user’s perspective
a mobility solution needs to support this kind of seamless handover across different access
technologies and, more importantly, between different access networks.
Network Operator’s Perspective The business model of large network operators such
as mobile phone network operators is to provide user’s Internet access, usually within a
large and continuous area. Depending on the size of the operator the covered region can
be municipal, metropolitan, regional, national, or even international. Such operators
operate multiple access points and users commonly roam between them. This makes
mobility support an essential service for large network operators. Localized mobility
solutions such as Proxy Mobile IP are designed to provided mobility in such scenarios.
They use centralized anchor points that provide mobility support for a domain. It may
seem feasible to position such centralized mobility anchor points in a way that round trip
times for queries involving them are low and that places them on the default routing path
for mobile nodes to reduce routing overhead. However when a domain becomes larger and
larger, gains multiple upstream connections (multi-homing), or becomes fragmented due
to a federation with another operator or because of satellite stations such as femtocells
any centralized component will negatively impact routing paths and increase latencies
for any queries that involves it. Therefore, from an operator’s perspective a scalable
mobility solution needs to support large, multi-homed, or fragmented networks.
On-Site Access Provider’s Perspective With the wide availability of low-cost and
license-free access technologies such as 802.11, wireless hot-spots are a common occur-
rence. They complement the wide area wireless networks such as cellular networks with
cheap and ample bandwidth in a small coverage area. Such hot-spots can be found
in any number of places such as private homes, hotels, restaurants, public buildings, li-
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braries, companies or schools. Besides large network operators, there are small operators
such as businesses that provide on-site network access as a supplemental service to their
customers. Examples for such on-site access providers are coffee-shops, restaurants, or
libraries. In contrast to the large network operators, on-site access providers only oper-
ate a single access point or a very small number of access points. Because of this small
number of access points and the fact that network access is offered as complimentary
service, mobility support is usually not specifically considered or is supported on the link
layer. Therefore, from an on-site access provider’s perspective a mobility solution should
have low deployment barriers and ideally not require any other network equipment than
the actual wireless access routers.
Inter-Domain Mobility Management
In deployment scenarios where seamless mobility support is to be provided across mul-
tiple administrative domains a decentralized mobility management can be more easily
integrated due to the lack of centralized components. This pertains to management com-
ponents as well as mobility anchors. Management components, for example user and
mobile node databases or authentication, authorization and accounting servers, contain
sensitive data of a specific administrative domain. In a distributed mobility management
solutions such services can be kept separated even when mobility support is provided for
multiple domains under different administrative authorities. Mobility anchors are nodes
that forward traffic for mobile nodes to their current point of attachment (e.g. the home
agent in Mobile IP and the local mobility anchor in Proxy Mobile IP). In a centralized
mobility management solution they are commonly positioned in a topologically favorable
position to minimize the impact that the traffic redirection has on the routing efficiency
and with it on the traffic’s delay. For example as a default gateway for the network
segment that mobile nodes connect to or as an edge router of the domain that mobility
support is provided for. However, in multi-domain scenarios such a placement is hard
to find as there might be no common intersection of routing paths for mobile nodes that
are connected to either of the domains. A decentralized mobility management solution
on the other hand employs multiple mobility anchors that can be placed individually in
either of the domains, edge, or access networks.
Large Networks
A decentralized mobility management solution can provide two substantial benefits to
large networks: scalability and flexibility. Instead of employing a single centralized
infrastructure, multiple decentralized components can be deployed in different areas of
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the network. This provides scalability benefits that are inherent with decentralized
architectures and also allows for more flexibility and control over subsets of the network.
For example in a large multi-homed network, multiple mobility anchors can be deployed
close to each individual network edge instead of having a single mobility anchor in a
centralized position.
Small On-Site Access Providers
A decentralized mobility management solution can also benefit small networks, for exam-
ple on-site access providers such as small businesses that provide mobile network access
in a very localized environment or just complimentary to their main business. In such
scenarios a deployment of a complex and costly centralized infrastructure for mobility
management might not be feasible. A decentralized mobility management solution on
the other hand might be easier to deploy. For example the necessary services can be
integrated via software in common access points that have to be deployed in any case.
Providing mobility support can then be provided by simply configuring the access points
to act as mobile access routers.
Off-Loading of Mobile Nodes
With increasing wireless network access by mobile users it has become more attractive
for network operators to off-load users from expensive radio technologies to cheaper
alternatives when the mobile user is in a corresponding coverage area. One example is
off-loading mobile users from 3G cellular networks to IEEE 802.11 networks. Another
example is the emerging femtocell technology (see Section 2.3.1) that enables mobile
users to operate their own very small radio cell. Such a femtocell is connected to the
radio operators core network over the user’s broadband Internet connection. Similar,
an IEEE 802.11 access point that a user is off-loaded to might be connected via a third
party to the operators core network. In both cases, the new point of attachment might
be topologically far away from the core network. Any centralized mobility solution
will incur a delay in operations that is much larger than the delay of operations with
network entities that are part of the operators own access network. In such a scenario, a
decentralized mobility management solution that is designed with large delays in mind
might yield better performance during handovers and normal forwarding operations.
3.1.2. Design Goals
After the envisioned deployment scenarios for the mobility management solution have
been introduced in the previous section, this section will set design goals that benefit
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these deployment scenarios.
Minimize Bottlenecks and Single Points of Failure
Centralized components in any network present bottlenecks and single points of fail-
ure. Furthermore they can impact routing efficiency if they are positioned outside a
straight routing path between two corresponding nodes and yet require traffic to be
routed through them. Mobility anchors in centralized mobility support approaches such
as Mobile IP or Proxy Mobile IP are commonly designed as centralized components. To
overcome the limitations and drawbacks of centralized nodes, a decentralized mobility
management framework must minimize the number of centralized nodes as much as pos-
sible. As a design goal, the proposed approach should not have common nodes which are
permanently involved in the mobility operations of every mobile node or a large portion
of the mobile nodes managed by the system.
No Changes to End Hosts
Mobility support clients are usually end devices that are managed by individual users.
Therefore, any approach that requires changes to the client, for example Mobile IP, needs
to be implemented by these users. Moreover, corresponding revisions of the particular
operating system, protocol implementations, libraries or applications need to be imple-
mented and made available. In case of approaches, such as HIP or SCTP based mobility,
changes are even required to systems on both sides of a communication. For these rea-
sons, solutions that require changes to clients are more complex to deploy and cannot
be unilaterally implemented by a single network operator or on-site access provider.
Therefore, a mobility support solution that does not require changes to the end host
has deployment advantages and is especially suited for operator driven deployments. As
a design goal, the proposed approach should not require any changes to end hosts to
minimize implementation complexity and allow for unilateral deployments on part of
network operators and on-site access providers.
Deployable within the Current Internet
Based on the deployment scenarios stated in Section 3.1.1 the approach must be deploy-
able in the current Internet environment. In addition to the previous design goal of not
requiring changes to the end host this means that also no changes must be required to
any intermediate nodes that are not within the direct control of the operator deploying
the mobility support solution. For example, while it is acceptable to require an operator
who deploys the mobility solution to make changes to its own routing infrastructure, it
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is not acceptable to require changes to the routing structure of any upstream provider or
of any correspondent node’s operator. The rationale behind this design goal is to lower
deployment barriers, especially with the deployment scenario of small on-site network
operators in mind (see Section 3.1.1).
No Impact on Non-Roaming Nodes
Even when using wireless connections, user can connect to a network without roaming to
another network or access point for an extended time period or even without roaming at
all. Moreover, a mobile user potentially does not even know in the beginning of a session
if he will roam to another network. Common approaches to mobility management can
impact nodes before they even start roaming. For example Mobile IP requires a client to
route all its traffic via the home agent regardless whether the node is actually roaming
or not. Depending on the current whereabouts of the node and the position of the
home agent this can induce noticeable latency for the mobile node. Moreover, it puts
load on the home agent since it needs to forward all the client’s traffic even though the
client does not actually require mobility management. An ideal mobility management
approach will not impact non-roaming nodes. Moreover, the impacts that non-roaming
nodes have on the managing systems will be kept to a minimum. Therefore, it is a design
goal of the proposed approach to be transparent to nodes as long as they are not moving
away from their initial point of attachment and therefore starting to roam to another
point of attachment.
Low Deployment Barriers and Inherent Scalability
Deployability and scalability are characteristics that must be addressed by any system in
order to be practical in real-world scenarios. While the extend of what can be considered
a still acceptable deployment barrier and the upper and lower bounds of scalability
demands are highly dependent on the specific scenario it is generally favorable to keep
deployment barriers low and provide good scalability. Therefore, the proposed approach
must keep its deployment barrier as low as possible. In particular this means that no
dedicated and specialized nodes should be introduced since this would induce additional
costs in terms of hardware and maintenance. Especially small deployments might not
have the necessary amount of users to redeem such additional costs. However, it is
considered feasible to require upgrades to existing nodes (in particular the existing access
routers) to add mobility management functionality, for example via a firmware update.
Generally not acceptable for the proposed approach are mechanisms or protocols that
are not compatible with the current state of the Internet infrastructure (so-called “clean
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slate” approaches). The approach is required to work over the current IPv4 or IPv6
infrastructure respectively.
Since no additional nodes are introduced it is required that the approach provides
inherent scalability. The occurring load must be distributed among the involved systems
without putting exceeding high load on any single system. However, it is acceptable
that load scales with the number of mobile nodes connected to an access router. That
is the more nodes are connected to a single access router the higher its load is in terms
of mobility management. In cases where a single access router cannot scale over the
number of present mobile nodes, additional access routers must be deployed in the same
area which take over the responsibility of a portion of the mobile nodes.
Minimize Configuration Delay
Mobility management solutions commonly introduce additional network latency during
handovers due to management operations that must complete before the handover can
be concluded. Such management operations are setting up the forwarding of a mobile
node’s data traffic to its new point of attachment and providing configuration data for the
mobile node. While any node usually requires dynamic configuration when connecting
to a network (e.g. via DHCP or IPv6 Autoconfiguration), the procedure of providing
this information is more complex in network based mobility management solutions. A
principle of operations in network based mobility management is to provide a mobile
node with consistent configuration data when it changes points of attachment to hide
the movement from the mobile node’s network layer. To keep the configuration data
consistent access routers have to make sure that they present the same configuration
data to a mobile as the previous access router did. This usually involves a query to some
kind of authoritative entity which coordinates the configuration data. For example the
local mobility anchor in Proxy Mobile IP. However, in a decentralized environment there
can be considerable latency between any two nodes. As a design goal, the proposed
approach must employ appropriate methods to minimize any configuration delay during
handovers even in distributed deployment scenarios where an authoritative entity might
be topologically far away from an access router that a mobile node hands over to.
3.1.3. Assumptions
The design of the mobility management framework is based on a number of assumptions
about the environment and the scenario that it will be deployed in. This section will
briefly introduce these assumptions.
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Geographical Movement and Topological Distances
Roaming in communication networks happens based on geographical positions and move-
ment. Without making any specific assumptions about how a mobile node will select
available wireless communication networks at any given time a mobile node will only
have a limited number of choices between wireless stations that it can connect to. This
set of available stations will change, among other factors, based on the geographical
movement of the node. When a mobile node moves it will eventually leave the coverage
area of the radio signal of wireless stations and enter the coverage area of others. If a
mobile node happens to leave the coverage are of its currently associated radio station
or finds a better suited radio station for further communications a handover to another
station will occur. Terrestrial radio communication technologies used for wireless Inter-
net access typically have a maximum transmission range between hundreds of meters
(e.g. IEEE 802.11) to tens of kilometers (cellular networks). Based on this observation
it can be assumed that handovers will occur between wireless stations within a limited
geographical area. Intuitively, a mobile node is not expected to handover between wire-
less stations that are geographically very far apart (hundreds of kilometers or more).
Furthermore it is assumed that geographically close stations are also somewhat topolog-
ically close. While no strong correlation between geographical and topological distances
is assumed, two stations that are geographically close are expected to be more likely
connected on a regional or national level than on a global level. Intuitively, even if two
wireless stations are in different networks, these networks are expected to be intercon-
nected via an exchange point that allows them to communicate somewhat directly (i.e.
with regional or national round trip times) without any extremely large indirections (i.e.
packets routed via another continent).
Inter-Operator Relationship
The different mobility domains can be operated by different network access providers.
However, in that case, it is assumed that there is some kind of business and trust
relationship between those operators. The approach requires a level of trust between
the different session access routers that is comparable to the level of trust that each
local mobility anchor requires from it’s corresponding mobile access gateways in Proxy
Mobile IP. Part of such operational agreements are, for example, the conditions under
which users are allowed to move between domains, authentication methods, and security
associations between authoritative nodes (e.g. access routers).
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Seamless Connectivity
In order to provide any kind of seamless mobility on the networking layer an underlying
seamless network connection is required. If a mobile node does not have a physical or
link layer connection any attempt to provide mobility support on a higher layer is in
vain. The mobility framework introduced in this thesis does not consider connectivity
on the link layer or below. It is assumed that a mobile node can be provided with
seamless connectivity by the lower layers and that it falls to the mobility framework
to manage connectivity on the network layer and above alone. If a mobile node looses
its primary wireless network connection there are no mechanism provided within the
mobility management framework to take any action and existing connections are subject
to timeouts.
Correlation between Mobile Node Density and Access Point Capacities
An equal distribution of mobile nodes over a geographical area is not likely. For example,
city blocks with family homes will have less users than city blocks with high-rises and
transport hubs such as airports or bus stations will likely have a higher node density than
large open areas such as parks. However, it is assumed that there is a positive correlation
between the capacities of the deployed access points and the density of mobile nodes.
Intuitively, an area that has a certain density of mobile nodes will likely have access
points deployed that are capable of handling the average node density. For example, an
area with a high mobile node density will have either multiple access points deployed
or access points that have a high capacity. Some limitations and exceptions to this
assumption have to be acknowledged. For example there is a technical limitation to the
number of wireless nodes that can be served in a certain area as radio capacities are a
limited resource. However, the assumption, is based on the general understanding that
an operator of an access point will try to reach a certain level of user satisfaction. This
means that once there are more mobile nodes than an access point can handle and the
service quality degrades below a threshold where the users are satisfied with the service,
the operator will increase capacities or reduce the number of users.
3.1.4. Design Choices
Based on the envisioned deployment scenarios depicted in Section 3.1.1, the design goals
stated in Section 3.1.2 and the assumptions made in Section 3.1.3 a number of design
choices have been made. These design choices will now be discussed briefly.
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Overlay Based
A fundamental design choice is the selection of the basic mobility concept that the
framework will be build on (some common mobility concepts have been introduced in
Section 2.1). An inter-domain deployment scenario as it is envisioned in Section 3.1.1
precludes any link layer based solution. Moreover, as argued with regards to link layer
mobility (see Section 2.1) mobility support on the network layer or above is much more
universal and can benefit from the fact that the network layer is designed as a common
denominator for all Internet communication. An end-to-end mobility approach would
implicitly require changes to the end host which conflicts with the design goal not to
change the end host (see Section 3.1.2). A routing based approach does not only have
bad scalability for host mobility but it also requires changes to the routing infrastruc-
ture. In small deployments a service provider might not even operate its own routing
infrastructure. As small on-site access providers are one of the deployment scenarios
(see Section 3.1.1) a routing based approach is therefore also not feasible. Locator/ID
separation approaches require either changes to the end hosts or to intermediate nodes
in the edge or access networks of the mobile node as well as the correspondent node.
Changes to end hosts would conflict with the design goal not to change the end host
(see Section 3.1.2), as stated before any changes to intermediate nodes outside of the
operator’s own network would conflict with the design goal of being deployable within
the current Internet environment (see Section 3.1.2). As a result of these considerations
the approach will be designed as an overlay based mobility solution that provides indi-
rection or anchor points for mobile nodes. This design choice corresponds with all the
stated design goals and can be expected to provide good deployability. Moreover, it is a
well known concept that has been deployed by other mobility solutions such as Mobile
IP and Proxy Mobile IP.
Network Based
An overlay based mobility approach can provide host based mobility as for example
Mobile IP does or network based mobility as for example proxy Mobile IP does. However,
to adhere to the design goal of not changing the end host (see Section 3.1.2) only a
network based approach can be considered.
Access Routers as Mobility Anchors
An indirection or anchor point based mobility approach needs anchor points that topo-
logically anchor a mobile nodes IP address. In practical terms this means that they
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constitute the routable destination for an IP address for any correspondent node. Be-
cause the anchor point is fixed it can provide a stable communication point for any
correspondent node. Its primary function is to forward any incoming data to the cur-
rent point of attachment of the mobile node. The choice and placement of the mobile
anchor points has great implications for the routing efficiency of the system. The fur-
ther the anchor point is outside the direct routing path between a mobile node and its
correspondent node the larger the introduced routing inefficiencies will be because the
traffic is routed via the anchor point. Such routing inefficiencies put additional strain on
the network infrastructure and introduce additional end-to-end latencies. Correspond-
ing to the design goal of not having an impact on non-roaming nodes (see Section 3.1.2)
the anchor point must be in path with the mobile node before it starts roaming and
any potential correspondent node. Either the access router that a mobile is attached to
or any default gateway, for example an edge router, can fulfill this requirement. How-
ever, in multi-homed networks a default gateway beyond the access router might not be
available. For this reason and to implement the design goals of limiting the number of
bottlenecks and to keep deployment barriers low (see Section 3.1.2) the proposed mobil-
ity framework will use solely the access routers as anchor points. Moreover, based on the
assumption that there is a correlation between the mobile node density and access point
capacities in a certain area (see Section 3.1.3), the access routers will likely scale with
the number of mobile nodes which provides an inherent scalability of the framework.
3.2. Framework Architecture
Following the design choices made in the previous section the framework will provide
network based mobility support that uses access routers as anchor points for mobile
nodes. Because the approach is build around access routers it will be referred to as
Access Router Approach (ARA) in the remainder of this thesis. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the basic mode of operation of the approach. When a mobile node initially connects to an
access router, this access router assumes responsibility for the mobility management of
the node. An access router that has assumed responsibility for the mobility management
of a mobile node is called the session access router with respect to that particular mobile
node. Upon movement of the mobile node to another access router all of its connections
are being forwarded by the session access router to the current access router. If the
mobile node moves again, the session access router changes the forwarding path to the
new access router, reliving the previous access router of any further responsibilities with
regards to the mobile node.
Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the processes that take place when a mobile node
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Figure 3.1.: ARA overview
(MN) attaches to an access router (AR). First, the access router must determine if
the mobile node attaches initially or if the node hands over from another access router
and already has a session access router. To this end the access router will lookup
if a configuration already exists for the mobile node. If a configuration does exists
the access can assume that it is the current access router (CAR) and will execute a
handover procedure. Essentially a handover involves configuring the mobile node with
the existing configuration and signaling the session access router to setup a forwarding
for the mobile node’s data (handovers will be explained in the following section in more
detail). If a configuration does not yet exists in the system the access router can establish
itself as session access router (SAR) and create a new configuration for the mobile node.
The highlighted processes, namely the lookup of a mobile node’s configuration from the
system and signaling the session access router with the mobile node’s current point of
attachment, involve communications with the ARA system and therefore potentially
introduce large latencies.
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Figure 3.2.: Process overview of what happens when a mobile node (MN) attaches to an
access router (AR).
3.2.1. Handovers
A fundamental operation for any mobility approach that uses anchor points for mobile
nodes is the handover. When a mobile node changes its point of attachment to the
network (i.e. moves from the old access router to the new access router) its binding
at the anchor point has to be updated so that traffic from the corresponding node is
sent to the new location of the mobile node. Data that is still forwarded to the old
access router either gets discarded or needs to be forwarded to the new access router
as well. Furthermore, in network based mobility management systems the new access
router needs to ensure that the mobile node is configured with the same IP configuration
as with the old access router in order for the movement to be transparent to the network
layer.
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Mobile Node Configuration
When a mobile node attaches to an access router the access router needs to determine
a valid IP configuration for the mobile node. As a principle of network based mobility
management a mobile node will be provided a stable IP configuration as part of the
mobility support. This hides the mobility from the network layer of the mobile node
and its correspondent nodes. Therefore, in order to provide the mobile node a valid
IP configuration an access router must determine if the mobile node has already been
assigned an IP configuration by a previous access router. If that is the case the access
router must provide the mobile node with the same IP configuration otherwise the mo-
bility support will break as the mobile node will reset its connections due to a change
in IP configuration. Unless the access router already has information about a mobile
node’s IP configuration it must query the system for a valid IP configuration for the
mobile node. If the query returns an existing IP configuration the access router will use
this configuration to configure the mobile node. If the query does not return an existing
IP configuration the access router must assume that the mobile node initially attaches to
the network and provide an IP configuration from its own local pool. This local pool will
commonly be a subnetwork that is assigned to the access router solely for this purpose.
As a result a mobile node receives a local IP configuration when it initially attaches to
the network just like it would without the mobility support. The exact mechanism that
is being used by the access router to configure the mobile node is outside the scope of
this thesis and dependent on the deployment scenario. For example, in IPv4 networks,
dynamic host configuration is commonly performed using DHCP [40], while IPv6 has
inherent configuration capabilities using IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration [158].
Data Forwarding
Once a mobile node has received an IP configuration it is able to send data. However,
if the mobile node is not attached to its session access router it will only be able to
receive data once a data forwarding has been setup from the session access router to
the current access router. Since the IP address that the mobile node was configured
with belongs to a subnetwork that is managed by its session access router (see previous
section), normal routing mechanisms will deliver any data for this IP address to the
session access router. The current access router must signal the session access router the
current location of the mobile node so that the session access router can configure a data
forwarding for any data that is destined for the mobile node to the current access router.
Once the forwarding is established the current access router can deliver the data to the
locally attached mobile node. The exact mechanism that is being used by to provide
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data forwarding is dependent on the deployment scenario. Simple IP in IP tunneling
will suffice (e.g. [144, 115, 33, 45]). If there are security concerns the forwarding can
also be based on a secure protocol such as IPsec [69, 70].
3.2.2. Global Session Cache
A main goal of ARA is to be easily and flexibly deployable. The actual mobility support
is provided solely by the access routers which is a big step towards this goal. However,
during a handover (and only during a handover) an access router needs to look up the
context information of a mobile node. More specifically it needs to find the session
access router for this node and query it for the mobile node’s IP configuration as well as
initiate the data forwarding on behalf of the mobile node. This lookup is realized using
a cache that stores the mobile node to session access router associations. To implement
this cache, a number of deployment models each with different characteristics can be
considered.
Server Assisted ARA
A rather straight forward way is to implement the ARA cache on a dedicated node
as shown in Figure 3.3a. The server can be bootstrapped into the access routers and
presents a single and consistent entity to handle the complete cache. Depending on the
number of participating systems in an ARA deployment this cache can be co-located
within an access router or be a dedicated machine. The cache is only consulted during
a handover and its operation is limited to a simple lookup and forwarding of signaling
data. However, the server assisted approach still introduces a bottleneck and especially
in large deployments can introduce noticeable latency in the lookup process because of
long RTTs between the server and an access router. A distributed approach using data
replication might alleviate some of this problems but introduces a higher deployment
complexity. It must be noted that the actual forwarding of data between the mobile
node and its corresponding nodes does not involve the cache in any way. The cache, no
matter in which way it is deployed, is only involved in locating the session access router
during a handover. Therefore, for the data forwarding it does not provide a bottleneck
or a single point of failure.
Distributed ARA
A more scalable and flexible approach is to distribute the session cache over the involved
access routers as illustrated by Figure 3.3b. The distributed ARA model benefits from
the common attributes of distributed systems which is especially scalability. Moreover,
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Figure 3.3.: ARA Deployment Models.
since the session cache is inherently co-located with the access routers there is no need
to deploy any additional equipment. Therefore, distributed ARA allows very simple
deployment. A new access router can be easily integrated in an existing ARA deployment
just by bringing it online and bootstrapping it with the information of the distributed
cache.
The cache is implemented as a distributed hash table (DHT) which is maintained in an
overlay between the access routers. The DHT is using a recursive routing scheme which
means that lookup requests are forwarded inside the DHT until they can be resolved.
The final node which has the key-value mapping then forwards the request to the corre-
sponding session access router. The exact DHT algorithm used for a distributed cache is
flexible and can be adapted on a per-deployment basis. Promising candidates are struc-
tured peer-to-peer overlays such as Chord [151], Tapestry [171], Pastry [139], Kademlia
[93], Viceroy [89], or a Content-Addressable Network (CAN) [129]. Also possible are
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one-hop DHTs (see [135] for an overview).
Hybrid ARA
The hybrid ARA deployment model as shown in Figure 3.3c combines server assisted
ARA and distributed ARA. In this model the session cache is distributed among a num-
ber of servers which maintain the cache similar to the distributed approach. Essentially
this deployment model combines the advantages of both previous approaches. The cache
servers can be placed strategically to serve a crowd of access routers. A local placement
strategy would for example place cache servers in certain regions or metropolises while
a topological strategy would place cache nodes for example at peering points or edge
networks. The goal of an optimal placement of cache servers is to reduce the round trip
times between access routers and their respective cache server.
The benefit of the hybrid ARA deployment is twofold. First, because access routers
and cache servers are localized, the latency between them is low. This leads to very effi-
cient lookups for nodes that move within such localized access routers. Second, because
the number of servers is rather small (compared to the total number of access routers)
the lookups in the DHT are also very fast. Even in the case were the session access
router of a mobile node is registered with another cache server, the result can be cached
after the initial lookup to keep further lookups local.
3.2.3. Neighborhoods
As a decentralized system, an important design aspect of the ARA framework is to
reduce any dependencies of an access router on other nodes. Dynamically assigning the
initial access router as mobility anchor for a mobile node already distributes the function
of anchoring and forwarding traffic for a mobile node in the system. Another important
component of the ARA framework is the cache that contains information about the
mobile nodes within a network. The global session cache is used during handovers by
the new access router to obtain the relevant information about a mobile node such as
its IP configuration, its session access router and its previous access router.
Section 3.2.2 discusses several possible deployment models for the global cache ranging
from a dedicated server to a distributed hash table among all access routers. However,
two deficiencies can be identified with regards to the global session cache: First, depend-
ing on the deployment model it impedes the distributed nature of ARA. And second, it
introduces notable lookup latencies during handovers. Moreover, these two parameters
are potentially diametrically opposed to each other as distributed cache approaches (e.g.
based on DHTs) commonly have a higher lookup latency than simple server based ap-
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Figure 3.4.: Conceptual neighborhood of an access router
proaches. This means that the lookup latency tends to go up the more the cache is based
on a distributed model. Although there are valid approaches to distributed databases
based on one-hop DHTs available (see Section 2.1) that can significantly reduce the
lookup latency, an optimal solution would not introduce any lookup latency at all.
To further reduce the lookup latency during handovers and to strengthen the dis-
tributed nature of the framework, ARA introduces the concept of neighborhoods. Es-
sentially the neighborhood of an access router is the set of access routers that it can
expect mobile nodes to hand in from. Figure 3.4 illustrates the concept: The neighbor-
hood of access router AR 1 consists of access routers AR 2 to AR 8 as they have an
overlapping area of service with AR 1 which would allow a mobile node to handover be-
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tween them. Each of these access routers again, has its own distinct neighborhood. For
example, the access routers AR 9 to AR 11 do not belong to the neighborhood of AR 1
as they are too far away for a handover to occur but they belong to the neighborhood
of AR 2 (not illustrated).
Benefits
By maintaining individual neighborhoods access routers can stay in direct contact to any
adjacent access routers and directly exchange information without querying the global
session cache. Consider the scenario in Figure 3.4 again: Access router AR 1 and access
router AR 2 are positioned close enough to each other (in a spatial sense) so that a
mobile node can potentially move seamlessly between them. This makes AR 1 and AR 2
neighborhood candidates for each other since they would need to perform a handover
for any mobile nodes that does move between them. By forming a neighborhood and
regularly exchanging mutual information about their currently attached mobile nodes
each access router learns about mobile nodes before any potential handover. This means
that if a mobile node hands-in from a neighboring access router, the new access router
does not need to query the global session database because the information about the
mobile node is already available in its local session cache.
The main goal of ARA is to provide seamless mobility management. Therefore it is
mainly concerned with mobile nodes that are moving between access routers that pro-
vide seamless coverage. In such a scenario, the neighborhood concept allows the ARA
framework to transport a mobile node’s information in a localized manner along the
movement path of a mobile node. Every time a mobile node moves the ARA frame-
work will proactively distribute any information regarding the mobile node to the new
potential handover candidate access routers. The remaining access routers that do not
require this information because a mobile node physically cannot hand in to them, do
not experience any overhead because they are not in a neighborhood together with the
current access router of a mobile node.
Essentially the neighborhood concept allows access routers to maintain any infor-
mation pertaining to a mobile node in a truly decentralized fashion. By caching the
information locally they also vastly improve the configuration lookup time. Despite the
capabilities of neighborhoods, the ARA framework still maintains the global cache as a
fall back in case a mobile node hands in from a previously unknown access router.
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Forming Neighborhoods
Maintaining an accurate neighborhood positively impacts the configuration lookup per-
formance directly and the overall handover performance indirectly. If an access router
misses neighboring nodes in its neighborhood it will need to fall back to querying the
global session cache if a node hands in from one of these nodes. This greatly impacts the
configuration lookup latency and also increases the dependency on other nodes in the
system (i.e. the nodes that provide the global session cache). On the other hand if an
access router includes too many neighboring nodes in its neighborhood this unnecessarily
increases the overall overhead. It is therefore important to have an effective selection
strategy to form neighborhoods.
Static Configuration A simple approach would be to statically configure neighbor-
hoods. However, this approach has a number of limitations. First, it might not be
initially apparent which access routers actually do form a neighborhood. In such a case
complex experiments would have to be conducted to identify neighborhood candidates.
Second, this approach does not tend to scale well. While it might be feasible to stati-
cally configure neighborhoods in very small deployments it will be a cost a lot of time
and effort in larger deployments. Third, static configuration consistently introduces
manual overhead every time a neighborhood changes. Therefore static neighborhood
configuration should only be considered in small non-productive deployments.
Location Based Selection A fairly straight forward way of selecting neighborhood
candidates is to use location information. An access router can for example utilize GPS
or IP geolocation to acquire its physical location or just have its co-ordinates statically
configured. Based on this information it can use a database that includes the location
of all other access routers in an ARA deployment and select neighborhood candidates
based on the physical distance.
Besides introducing more overhead, dependencies, and requirements this approach also
yields bad candidates because spatial proximity is a weak criteria for selecting access
routers that can potentially hand-in mobile nodes. Since the propagation of radio waves
is severely affected by physical objects two access routers that are closely positioned
to each other can still be out of reach for a handover. For example in urban areas
or buildings radio waves physically cannot propagate as well as in wide open spaces.
Moreover, antenna gain, transmission power and positioning (the top of a radio mast vs.
the basement) also greatly impact the actual range of wireless radios.
Overall, location based selection while a fairly straight forward approach seems not
well suited to form accurate neighborhoods as locality is a bad indicator for actual han-
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dover probability. Moreover, this selection strategy would introduce additional overhead
because the locations of each access router would have to be determined and main-
tained. As a result location based neighborhood selection is not considered in the ARA
framework.
Topology Based Selection A topology based selection strategy is trying to identify
neighborhood candidates based on topological proximity rather than geological one.
The topological “position” of a node can be determined, for example, using network
co-ordinates (see [39] for a recent survey of network coordinate systems) or simple mea-
surements of hop counts or round trip times between two nodes.
In comparison with the location based selection strategy, the topology based selection
strategy induces even more overhead since it requires network measurements. Even
when using a network-coordinate system a basic set of measurements is necessary to
determine a sufficient amount of parameters to determine a node’s topological position.
Furthermore, the topological position is an even worse indicator than the geographical
position for determining neighborhood candidates. On the one hand, nodes can be
topologically very close but geographically a long way away from each other (too far to
allow for seamless handovers). An example is a city-wide operator who manages all of
it’s access routers within a single layer-2 virtual LAN. On the other hand, topologically
distant nodes can be geographically close enough to allow for seamless handovers between
them. Most commonly this is the case for access routers that belong to different operators
but are deployed at the same location.
For the purpose of neighborhood selection in ARA, a topology based selection strategy
seems to be a worse choice than a location based one. Not only does it introduce more
overhead since dedicated measurements between nodes are necessary, it is also a very
poor indicator for the actual handover probability between two access routers. As a result
topology based neighborhood selection is also not considered in the ARA framework.
Sensing Based Selection Closer related to radio networks is a sensing based selection
of neighborhood candidates. Using its own radio interface an access router can just
scan all available frequencies to identify access routers that are within its own receiving
range. If another access router can be identified by receiving its beacon it is a definite
neighborhood candidate as its sending range overlaps with the one of the sensing access
router.
A sensing based approach could even work without any kind of database since the two
neighboring access routers can directly exchange information over the radio interface. In
case the radio connection is volatile or has a low bandwidth it is sufficient to exchange
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Figure 3.5.: Two access routers with different radio technologies.
connection details for other means of communication, such as IP addresses of a wired
interface. Moreover, a sensing based approach also has the strong security implication
that an access router cannot pretend to be in a neighborhood that it is not. If an access
router does not have any overlapping service area with another access router it is simply
not detected and, therefore, not included in the neighborhood.
The major drawbacks of the sensing based approach is that it only works within homo-
geneous radio technologies and that it generally tends to underestimate the neighborhood
size. Since an access router uses its own radio to sense other access routers it can only
detect access routers within the same radio technology. However, in principle, a device
with multiple interfaces can also handover between access routers that do not have any
radio technology in common. In such a scenario, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 it is impos-
sible for an access router to detect a neighborhood candidate that uses a different radio
technology. It is also impossible for an access router to sense a neighborhood candidate if
they indeed have an overlapping service area but are outside of each others sending and
receiving ranges as illustrated in Figure 3.6. While the mobile node moving within the
overlapping service area can communicate with both access routers and, hence, perform
a handover, the access routers cannot detect each other as their communication ranges
are not large enough. As a result of these two scenarios the sensing based approach
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Figure 3.6.: Two access routers with overlapping service areas but outside of each others
sensing range.
tends to underestimate the size of the neighborhood. Especially the scenario where two
access routers have an overlapping service area but are outside of each others can be
considered quite common as network providers tend to position access routers in such a
manner that maximizes coverage and minimizes interference.
A sensing based approach to build neighborhoods seems a valid choice but it cannot
detect access routers that use a different radio technology or are positioned outside a
node’s service are. As ARA, in principle, is not limited to access routers that have
a common, homogeneous radio technology and deployments where access routers have
an overlapping service area but are outside of each others transmission range tend to
be quite common, a sensing based approach to form neighborhoods seems not optimal.
As a result the ARA framework does not use sensing based neighborhood selection.
However, as there is virtually no overhead associated with this approach, it is a very
good candidate for a secondary selection strategy. As a matter of fact, active monitoring
of the radio environment is already quite common for access routers, for example, for
channel selection purposes or as part of cognitive radio applications [100]. A sensing
based neighborhood selection as a secondary selection strategy can be used to effectively
supplement an effective neighborhood selection process by avoiding overhead that is
associated with the primary selection strategy or bootstrapping the access router with
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a basic neighborhood before any other selection process is started.
Self-Learning A rather simple but effective approach is to build neighborhoods based
on self-learning. In this strategy an access router simply maintains a list of neighboring
access routers which a mobile node has handed in from in the past. Every time a mobile
node hands-in the access router determines the previous access router and compares it
to its current neighborhood list. If the previous access router is not on the list it is
included as a new neighboring node. Over time this allows an access router to build an
accurate list of its neighborhood.
The self-learning approach has two distinct advantages: it is simple and accurate.
Assuming an access router has alternative means for obtaining a mobile node’s informa-
tion the self-learning approach does not require additional infrastructure, devices, or a
dedicated protocol. If an access router does not have information about a mobile node
because the mobile node handed-in from a previously unknown access router, the access
router just employs the alternative means to obtain any information it needs to perform
a handover for the mobile node including information about its previous access router.
This not only enables an access router to perform a handover for a mobile node despite
its missing information from the local neighborhood cache, it also implicitly builds an
accurate neighborhood. The self-learning strategy is very accurate because a node only
becomes a neighborhood candidate after at least one mobile node has actually performed
a handover between the two access routers. This by itself is a clear indication that the
two access routers are neighborhood candidates.
The drawback of the self-learning approach is that it requires alternative means to
obtain the information that an access router needs about a mobile node to perform a
handover. This potentially makes the whole system more complex, impacts the per-
formance, and introduces additional dependencies, overhead, and latencies. Naturally
the degree to which this impacts the overall system depends on actual means that are
being employed to obtain the handover-related information. However, overall the im-
pact gets mitigated by the fact that an access router only needs to occasionally fall back
on the alternative means, namely when a hand-in happens from a previously unknown
neighboring access router. Moreover, this will happen more frequently at the beginning
of an access router’s operating phase when it’s neighborhood list is still mostly empty
and subsequently decrease. It can be expected, that after an initial phase the system
has stabilized in the sense that the access router has learned most of its neighbors and
hand-ins from unknown access routers happen much more sporadically.
One noticeable exception are mobile nodes that are initially (i.e. at the beginning
of their mobility session) connecting to an access router. Because these nodes are just
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starting their mobility session they are unknown to every access router in the network.
This also means that they are not in the local neighborhood cache and the access router
will treat them like it would treat a hand-in from an unknown access router. However,
while the impact on the overall system is the same for a node that hands-in from an
unknown access router and for a newly attaching node, the impact on the node itself
is quite different. It can be expected that a node that hands-in from an unknown
access router has ongoing IP-connections that are directly impacted if an access router
needs to perform an alternative lookup, for example if the alternative lookup introduces
additional latency. However, in the case of a newly attaching mobile node there will be
no ongoing IP-connections since the node initially attaches to the network. The impact
of an alternative lookup in this case will be far less, if it is even noticeable. Intuitively,
a user will barely notice if the IP-configuration of his mobile device takes a little bit (up
to a couple of seconds) longer.
The self-learning strategy is the primary neighborhood selection strategy in ARA be-
cause of its simplicity and accuracy. While there are drawbacks to consider, maintaining
a global cache also adds another layer of redundancy to the system. Overall the self-
learning strategy of building neighborhoods together with a global cache as fall-back
seems to strike a good balance of accuracy and complexity. While individual mobile
nodes might be impacted during the learning phase this is deemed acceptable by ARA
as long as it does not break the handover for these particular nodes altogether.
To speed up or kick start the learning phase a secondary neighborhood selection strat-
egy such as sensing can be employed to complement the self-learning strategy. In this
case the neighborhood candidates that are being selected by the secondary strategy can
be directly added to the neighborhood list without waiting for a mobile node to hand-in
from the candidate access router. Because an overestimation on part of the secondary
strategy would directly inflate the neighborhood list a secondary neighborhood selection
strategy that does not overestimate the neighborhood works best. However, in combi-
nation with an effective maintenance of the neighborhood list even an overestimating
secondary selection strategy can effectively complement the self-learning neighborhood
selection. Another mechanisms to increase the neighborhood learning rate that is imple-
mented in ARA is to let an access router know when it has been added to a neighborhood.
If an access router learns about a new access router in its neighborhood it sends a simple
hello message to the newly learned access router to let it know that it was determined
to be a part of the sending access router’s neighborhood. This allows an access router
which receives such a hello message to add the sending access router to its own neigh-
borhood. As neighborhoods are usually reciprocally this allows for a bi-directional and
therefore faster learning process.
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Table 3.1.: List of ARA design goals.
Index Design Goal
DG 1 Minimize Bottlenecks and Single Points of Failure
DG 2 No Changes to End Hosts
DG 3 Deployability within the Current Internet
DG 4 No Impact on Non-Roaming Nodes
DG 5 Low Deployment Barriers and Inherent Scalability
DG 6 Minimize Configuration Delay
3.3. Verifying the Design Goals
This chapter has presented the design of a framework for decentralized network based
mobility management. Before the next chapter will introduce a system design based on
this framework, the results of the design will be verified. Based on the design goals that
were established in Section 3.1.2 the framework design will be evaluated in this section
with regards to the realization of these goals. For reference purposes the design goals
are listed in Table 3.1 and designated DG 1 through DG 6.
Using the outlined architecture, the Access Router Approach does not rely on any
dedicated mobility anchors as other approaches commonly do. Every ARA-enabled
access router can inherently provide mobility management functions to mobile nodes
that are moving between ARA-enabled access routers. There is no necessary involvement
or support needed of any other node in the network expect the set of two access routers
that are responsible for a mobile node (the session access router and the current access
router) at any given point in time. For the system of access routers and mobile nodes as
a whole this means that there is no common node that provides a bottleneck or a single
point of failure for every other node in the system. The architecture, therefore, satisfies
the design goal to minimize bottlenecks and single points of failure (DG 1). It also
satisfies the design goal of being deployable within the current Internet as no changes
are required to intermediate nodes or corresponding nodes (DG 3). Furthermore the
architecture contributes to the design goal of low deployment barriers and scalability as
the system can be easily extended by deploying more access routers without having to
consider capacity limitations of other nodes (DG 5).
By providing network based mobility support the framework implicitly satisfies the
design goal of not requiring any changes to end hosts (DG 2). To satisfy the design goal
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of not impacting non-roaming nodes the framework dynamically assigns the first access
router that a mobile node attaches to as its anchor point (DG 4). The session access
router provisions a valid IP-configuration from its own IP-range which is no different than
if a non-mobile node would attach to a common access router. This topologically anchors
the mobile node in the network it actually resides at the point in time before it starts
roaming. By design this does not introduce any routing inefficiencies in contrast to other
approaches, like Mobile IP, where the mobile node is topologically anchored in the subnet
of the Home Anchor. To keep the IP-configuration fixed when the mobile nodes moves,
any subsequent access router must ensure that it provisions the same IP-configuration.
While this is solved by the framework, a side-effect is that the mobile node keeps being
topologically anchored at it’s first access router. Therefore, the routing performance in
terms of routing stretch degrades if the mobile nodes moves (topologically) further away
from its session access router.
Finally, neighborhoods as a mechanism to distribute a mobile node’s configuration
data to any potential handover candidate access routers before a handover occurs con-
tribute to the design goal of minimizing configuration delay (DG 6). After the neighbor-
hood forming process is complete, neighborhoods should be able to reduce configuration
delays during handovers close to zero as the configuration of a mobile node is already
available locally. Only mobile nodes that are just starting a mobility session and associ-
ating for the first time will be subject to a network lookup delay as no valid configuration
data exists yet. However, it can be assumed that this configuration phase as it does not
presents a handover with ongoing connections is far less sensitive in terms of delay. In
conclusion, the proposed ARA framework can satisfy all six of the established design
goals.
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4. System Design and Implementation
The previous chapter has introduced the conceptual system design of the ARA framework
which provides network based decentralized mobility support using an overlay concept
with indirection points. Based on the conceptual framework this chapter will present
the more concrete system design and discuss some optional enhancements.
4.1. ARA Nodes
To provide network based mobility support, an ARA implementation needs to provide
two core functionalities: 1) It needs to make changes in the point of attachment of a
mobile node transparent, and 2) it needs to forward data for a mobile to its current point
of attachment. As the ARA framework is decentralized these functions are assumed
by individual access routers on a mobile-node-by-mobile-node basis rather than by a
centralized entity. In ARA the session access router is responsible for managing a mobile
node’s data forwarding and the current access router is responsible for making a change
in the point of attachment transparent.
4.1.1. Bootstrapping the Access Router
Depending on the complexity of an ARA deployment a number of configuration vari-
ables need to be configured on each access router. Such a configuration includes, for
example, the type and parameters of the global session cache (see Section 3.2.2), link
layer parameters (e.g. the Extended Service Set Identifier (ESSID) or WPA keys for
IEEE 802.11), or any kind of policy an access router might need to be aware of. It can
be assumed that the configuration of an access router will stay rather static as these
are the basic operating parameters for an ARA deployment. Therefore, it is viable to
assume a manual bootstrapping procedure. This can be for example a configuration
file which is provided for all participants in an ARA deployment. Depending on the
specific deployment scenario the configuration can be made available by proper means,
for example a secured website.
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4.1.2. System Components
An ARA node has a number of basic components which handle any data that is associ-
ated with known mobile nodes and known neighboring access routers.
Session Cache
The session cache is a register maintained by an ARA node that contains data about
mobile nodes that are active within the access router’s area of service or its neighborhood.
The data structure is used to maintain any local and common states for a mobile node.
As the session cache is a local data structure the particular data that it holds is dependent
on the implementation of the ARA layer. For example, nodes with multiple wireless
interfaces or nodes connected to multiple access points might want to store an additional
information about which interface a mobile node is connected to. An implementation
can also store timestamps used for timeouts and retransmissions in the session cache.
However, certain information is required to be maintained in the session cache regardless
of the particular implementation. Most notably this includes data about the ARA nodes
involved in a mobile node’s mobility management and data about its IP configuration:
Identifier A stable identifier that can be deducted from the communication with the
mobile node. Examples for such identifiers are an IEEE 802 Media Access Control
address (MAC address) [154], a Network Access Identifier (NAI) [2], a International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) [60], or a International Mobile Equipment Iden-
tity (IMEI) [44]. This identifier is used to uniquely identify a mobile node in the
ARA system and must be the same in all access routers for the same mobile node.
Session Access Router The ARA node that is the session access router for the mobile
node. If a mobile node associates with an ARA-enabled access router this infor-
mation is used to send direct Session Update Requests to the session access router
in order to initiate data forwarding of the mobile node’s data to the current access
router.
Current Access Router The ARA node that is the current access router for the mobile
node. This information is mainly relevant for mobile nodes that are currently not
associate with the access router but are active in its neighborhood. If such a mo-
bile node roams into the service are of the access router and associates with it, the
stored current access router becomes the previous access router and the informa-
tion can be used to send a direct Session Update Requests to initiate temporary
data forwarding. A session access router uses this information to maintain data
forwarding to the access router that a mobile node is currently attached to.
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IP Configuration This is the mobile node’s IP configuration data as it was assigned by
the session access router. It is used by any current access router that a mobile
node associates with to present an identical IP configuration, therefore making
the movement transparent to the network layer. The particular configuration data
depends on the IP version that is used. For example, an IPv4 configuration that is
disseminated via DHCP usually contains an IP address, a subnet mask, the default
gateway, and optionally DNS servers. An IPv6 configuration that is disseminated
via auto-configuration usually contains an IP prefix, the prefix length, and the
prefix of the default gateway.
Gateway Address The IPv4 or IPv6 address of the gateway that the mobile will send
its outbound traffic to. This is usually the address that the session access router
has in its local network. The current access router needs to accept any traffic that
is directed to this address and forward it towards its destination.
Node Type As the session cache is used to store data about different types of nodes
(e.g. session nodes, visiting nodes, neighboring nodes) this flag is used to keep
track of the particular type of the node.
Neighborhood List
The neighborhood list is a simple data structure that contains all known neighbors of an
ARA node. If data about a locally associated node changes (e.g. a new node associates
or an associated node disassociates) this information is disseminated to any node in
the neighborhood list. Please refer to Section 3.2.3 for detailed information about how
neighborhoods are built and how data is synchronized within them.
4.2. ARA protocol
When a mobile node attaches to an access router, this access router uses the ARA pro-
tocol to provide mobility support for the mobile node. The ARA protocol is a simple
signaling protocol that is used to transfer context information (mainly the IP configura-
tion for a mobile node). It also sets up the data forwarding between the session access
router and the access router which the mobile node is currently attached to. Mainly an
access router needs to find out if a session access router and an IP configuration already
exists for a mobile node before responding to any configuration requests of the mobile
node. One of the main design objectives of ARA is to provide network based mobility
and not to require any changes to the mobile node. This means that ARA cannot rely
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Figure 4.1.: ARA protocol flow
on any extension of the mobile node to provide a hint to the access router about any
previous attachments. In order to allow an access router to locate the session router of a
mobile node a global session cache is introduced which includes all the mappings between
mobile nodes and their corresponding access routers. Different deployment models for
the global session cache have been discussed in Section 3.2.2.
The general protocol flow in ARA when a mobile node attaches to an access router is
shown in Figure 4.1. As soon as the access router can deduce the identity of the mobile
node, for example by extracting its hardware address from the initial router solicitation
message, it sends a Session Update Request (SUReq) to the global session cache. The
request contains the identity of the mobile node, the address of the access router and
a message sequence number. If the global session cache does not have a session anchor
entry for the mobile node yet, it will designate the current access router as session access
router and sent a Session Update Response (SUResp) back, indicating this. In case there
is a valid entry found for a corresponding session access router, the global session cache
will forward the Session Update Request to the session access router. To reduce query
times the global session cache will also send a non-authoritative Session Update Response
back to the querying session access router which contains enough information to configure
the mobile node. As soon the current access router receives a Session Update Response
message with a valid IP configuration it can use the IP configuration to configure the
mobile node, for example by sending a router advertisement message. When the session
access router receives a Session Update Request concerning a mobile node for which
it is responsible for it will sent a Session Update Response to the access router from
which it received the request. The response includes the IP configuration for the mobile
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node (e.g. an IPv6 network prefix) as well as the original message sequence number.
A copy of the response is sent to the global session cache to freshen the session cache
entry. Furthermore the session access router creates a data forwarding tunnel between
itself and the current access router. This tunnel is used to forward any data that is
intended for the mobile node to the current access router. As shown in the figure the
data forwarding for the mobile node is setup by the session access router as soon as it
receives the Session Update Request message. The ARA protocol defines a number of
protocol messages to exchange data and signal states. ARA messages are exchanged
over IP and can either be transported via UDP or TCP.
4.2.1. Session Update Request
A Session Update Request is sent from an access router that is responsible for a particular
mobile node and indicates that data for this node needs to be updated. When a mobile
node associates with an access router, the access router will send a Session Update
Request to the global session cache or directly to the session access router of the mobile
node (if known) to indicate that the mobile node has changed its point of attachment.
The current access router will include the mobile node’s IP configuration in the request
that is valid from its current perspective. In case the node is unknown to the current
access router the IP configuration will be a fresh and valid IP configuration from the local
pool. In case the node is known through previous association or through neighborhood
updates the IP configuration will be carried over. When a session access router receives
a session update request directly from the current access router and not via the global
session cache it will forward the request to the global session cache. Similar, if the global
session cache receives a Session Update Request that does not originate from the session
access router of a mobile node it will forward the request to the session access router. A
node that receives a session update request must reply with a Session Update Response.
If an access router receives a valid Session Update Request for a mobile node that it is
the session access router for, it will update the data forwarding accordingly. In a soft
state system a Session Update Request message will be send to the session access router
for every mobile node that is associated with an access router at least once every timeout
period to keep the states fresh.
A Session Update Request message contains the following data:
• The identity of the mobile node that the update request pertains to
• The address of the current access router
• The mobile node’s expected prefix (IPv6) or IP address (IPv4)
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• The mobile node’s expected prefix length (IPv6) or subnet mask (IPv4)
• The expected gateway address that a mobile node will be using as a default
4.2.2. Session Update Response
When a Session Update Request is received the access router will respond to the request
with a Session Update Response. The response will include the configuration data
that is associated with the mobile node at the responding access router. If the Session
Update Request was for a mobile node that does not have an IP configuration yet
the configuration data will be carried over from the Session Update Request and the
requesting access router will be designated session access router for the mobile node.
A Session Update Response message contains the following data:
• The identity of the mobile node that the update response pertains to
• The address of the session access router
• The address of the current access router
• The address of the previous access router that the mobile node was associated with
• The mobile node’s expected prefix (IPv6) or IP address (IPv4)
• The mobile node’s expected prefix length (IPv6) or subnet mask (IPv4)
• The expected gateway address that a mobile node will be using as a default
• Result type to indicate whether the requesting access router has been designated
current access router or session access router
• A flag to indicate whether the response is authoritative (in case it is send from the
session access router) or non-authoritative (in case the response is send from the
global session cache)
4.2.3. Neighborhood Hello
The Neighborhood Hello message is sent by an access router to indicate that it wants to
be added to the receiving access routers neighborhood list. Typically a Neighborhood
Hello will be sent by an access router after a previous access router has been indicated
by a Session Update Response message that was unknown to the receiving access router.
Neighborhood Hello messages speed up the neighborhood forming process. Without
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Neighborhood Hello messages neighborhoods will only be formed on part of access routers
that mobile nodes handover to as they can learn the previous access router from the
Session Update Response message. Using Neighborhood Hello messages the access router
that a mobile node handover from can learn the identity of the next access router. This
allows to establish neighborhoods in pairs instead of just unilaterally.
A Neighborhood Hello message contains the following data:
• The address of the sending access router
4.2.4. Neighborhood Update
To proactively distribute configuration information about a mobile node to potential
handover candidate access routers of a mobile node Neighborhood Update messages are
used. After a mobile node has successfully handed over to an access router the access
router will send a Neighborhood Update message to all access routers in its neighborhood
list which contains the IP configuration data that was used to configured the mobile node.
In a soft state system the Neighborhood Update message will be resend for every mobile
node that is still associated with an access router at least once every timeout period.
A Neighborhood Update message contains the following data:
• The identity of the mobile node that the update pertains to
• The address of the session access router
• The mobile node’s expected prefix (IPv6) or IP address (IPv4)
• The mobile node’s expected prefix length (IPv6) or subnet mask (IPv4)
• The expected gateway address that a mobile node will be using as a default
4.2.5. Neighborhood Purge
If an access router receives Neighborhood Update messages from an access router that it
is not interested in receiving updates from it can send a Neighborhood Purge message to
the corresponding access router to solicit its removal from the destination access router’s
neighborhood list. The Neighborhood Purge allows an access router to exercise a certain
level of control over the number of access routers that it gets regular update messages
from. For example, an access router could determine that the amount of updates it
receives from a neighbor is grossly disproportionate to the amount of handovers from
that access routers and request a purge.
A Neighborhood Purge message contains the following data:
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• The address of the sending access router
4.3. State Synchronization
For every mobile node there exists a state at least in the global session cache, in its ses-
sion access router, and in its current access router. Furthermore, Neighborhood Update
messages are sent to any access router that is on the neighborhood list of the current
access router. In a decentralized system such as ARA is important to assign clear respon-
sibilities for state synchronization and maintenance to prevent discrepancies between the
state for a mobile node that is maintained in multiple nodes. Moreover, as Neighborhood
Updates essentially broadcast a mobile node’s state to all neighboring access routers it
must be ensured that neighborhoods themselves are maintained accurately to keep the
overhead of Neighborhood Update messages to a minimum.
4.3.1. Session Cache
Maintaining session states for a mobile node is vital for its mobility support. If a mobile
node’s state expires its mobility support will be reset and it will be treated as a new
mobile node that associates initially by its next access router. Every time a handover
occurs the session access router will be queried for the mobile node’s configuration data
either via the global session cache or directly. If the query is forwarded via the global
session cache, a non-authoritative response message will be sent by the global session
cache to reduce the configuration lookup latency. Therefore it is important that a mo-
bile node’s state information is synchronized between the session access router and the
global session cache. Moreover, as the current access router of a mobile node is using
Neighborhood Update messages to inform neighboring access routers of a mobile node’s
state it needs to ensure that its session cache stays entry consistent with the session
access router’s data and the global session cache’s data. If the state of a mobile node
expires the mobile node will be treated as a new node and its mobility support will
be re-initialized. In case the state expires with the session access router, it will stop
forwarding data for the mobile node and might re-assign the IP configuration to the
next mobile node. If the state expires in the global session cache it will not forward any
Session Update Requests anymore and instead reply with a Session Update Response
that indicates to the querying access router that it has been designated as the mobile
node’s session access router.
To ensure a consistent state for a mobile node’s session cache entry on every node,
one node has to be assigned the authoritative responsibility for the cache state. This
could be either the global session cache, the current access router, or the session access
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router. The authoritative node is the only node in the system that can trigger state
updates. The global session cache has a somewhat central role in the ARA framework
and as such can be considered as authoritative entity for session states. However, first of
all, the global session cache’s significance in ARA conceptually diminishes over time as
neighborhoods are formed. Second of all, as ARA is designed as a decentralized system,
increasing the importance of any single entity is counterproductive. Third of all, the
global session cache is the only entity that is not directly involved with the mobile node
(the mobile node is neither associate with it nor does it forward data for the mobile
node). Therefore it does not have any first hand indications about the actual state of a
mobile node. For these reasons the global session cache is not considered a good solution
as main authority over session states.
The current access router has an active association with the mobile node and as such
has the best indication about the current state of a mobile node. However, first of all,
this association is only a temporary as the mobile node will eventually move to another
access router. Switching responsibilities for state maintenance between entities (i.e. from
the current access router to the next access router once the mobile node moves onward)
potentially causes problems when the switch takes too long and timeouts occur during the
switch. Second of all, the current access router might be in a different administrative
domain than the session access router which initially assumed operative control and
accountability for the mobile node. In the interest of keeping clear accountability it
seems pertinent to keep the transfer of responsibilities between administrative domains
to a minimum. For these reasons the current access router is also not considered a good
solution as main authority over session states.
The session access router did not only initially assume responsibility for the mobile
node, it also forwards the mobile node’s data continuously. Furthermore, the session
access router stays fixed for a mobile node as long as the mobility session is ongoing.
Therefore, in ARA the session access router is designated as the main authority respon-
sible for the state of a mobile node. This means that the global session cache must only
update its session cache entry based on dedicated Session Update Request messages send
by the session access router and the current access router must only send Neighborhood
Update messages once it receives a Session Update Response message from the session
access router. However, as the current access router is the only entity that has an active
association with a mobile node the general responsibility is somewhat split. While it
is the responsibility of the session access router to update a mobile node’s state it is
the responsibility of the current access router to provide the session access router with
continuous information about the state of a mobile node via Session Update Request
messages.
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4.3.2. Neighborhoods
For an access router to maintain a neighborhood is an active and ongoing process.
Neighborhood maintenance means primarily to keep the neighborhood list concise and
accurate. The complexity of this process depends on the churn rate of the neighboring
nodes (i.e. the rate at which new neighbors become available and existing neighbors be-
come unavailable) and the estimation accuracy of the neighborhood candidates selection
strategy. The bigger the churn rate is and the less accurate a selection strategy is the
more complex is the neighborhood maintenance.
Depending on the deployment scenario churn may be generated by a number of factors.
Simple and less dynamic examples are new access routers being deployed or existing ac-
cess routers being removed or repositioned. There are also examples that can lead to a
more volatile churn rate, such as access routers regularly changing their operating state
(e.g. they are being switched on or off), or a temporary change in conditions that alter
the range of radio transmissions (e.g. better or worse propagation conditions caused
my meteorological changes, more/less interference from external radios, or temporary
physical obstacles for radio transmissions). Churn can even be inherent to a certain de-
ployment scenario. For example, an access router that is mounted on a moving vehicle
will experience considerable churn and cause minor churn for access routers that the
vehicle passes by. Essentially churn leads to the neighborhood list not being static but
(to a certain degree) dynamic. Besides the churn rate, the accuracy of the neighbor-
hood selection strategy is also a contributing factor to the complexity of neighborhood
maintenance. A selection strategy that largely overestimates the list of neighborhood
candidates is in turn exceedingly inflating the neighborhood list while a selection strat-
egy that tends to underestimate does not provide enough neighborhood candidates to
build an adequate list.
To effectively maintain an accurate neighborhood an access router needs to regularly
purge old neighbors from the neighborhood list and add new neighbors to the list. Both
theses process are highly dependent on the employed neighborhood candidate selection
strategy. For example, if the chosen selection strategy tends to overestimate the neigh-
borhood candidate list, the access router might be more aggressive in purging entries
from the neighborhood list. On the other hand if the chosen selection strategy tends
to underestimate the neighborhood the access router might keep entries longer in the
neighborhood list and perform a neighborhood selection process more often.
A general strategy to remove stale entries from the neighborhood list is to attach a
timestamp to each list entry and to define a timeout value after which the entries will
be removed from the list. The timestamp attached to a list entry should be updated
every time a mobile node actually does hand-in from that particular neighboring access
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router. Similar a fixed sized list could be maintained by replacing least used entries with
access routers that are newly discovered. Any specific parameters for a neighborhood
maintenance strategy have potentially great impact on the performance of the ARA
network and as such must be adjusted depending on the particular deployment. For
example, if the algorithm removes entries from the neighborhood list too aggressively
the overall handover performance will be impacted as the neighboring access routers
need to query the global session cache instead of using local information when a mobile
node hands in.
In order to find new neighboring access routers, the access router needs to depend on
its neighborhood selection process (see Section 3.2.3). Depending on the chosen selection
strategy there might be a number of parameters to adjust (e.g. how often to query the
location database for nearby nodes in the location based selection strategy) but largely
the access router needs to wait for the algorithm to select a neighborhood candidate
and then add it to the list. As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, a secondary strategy can be
chosen to complement the primary strategy for better results.
Session Cache Synchronization
The purpose of neighborhoods is to provide access routers with the configuration data of
mobile nodes before they actually handover to the particular access router. In order to
fulfill this purpose an access router needs to synchronize the data of a mobile with the
mobile node’s current access router in due time (i.e. before the mobile node initiates the
handover process). To perform the synchronization with its neighborhood access routers
an access router has a number of options that will be discussed below.
Push-Model Following a push-model approach an access router can subscribe to all of
its neighboring access routers to receive any updates with regards to mobile nodes. Once
an access router has identified a neighboring access router it will send a simple subscribe
or hello message to the neighboring access router to indicate that it is interested in
receiving neighborhood updates. An access router that receives such a subscribe message
adds the subscribing access router to a neighborhood update list and initially send a
complete set of configuration data for any currently active mobile node to the subscribing
access router. After this initial synchronization the access router will push any changes
that occur within its own area of responsibility (e.g. new mobile nodes arriving or
current mobile nodes leaving) to any access routers on the neighborhood update list. If
an access router is not interested in any updates from a particular neighboring access
router anymore it will send an unsubscribe or purge message to this neighbor. If an access
router receives such an unsubscribe message it will simply remove the corresponding
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access router from its neighborhood update list which will prevent any further updates
from being send to the unsubscribing access router. An access router also needs to
remove entries from the neighborhood update list if a subscribed access router is no
longer reachable. This simple push model can be extended to a soft-state protocol
by requiring any access router to periodically re-affirm its interest in updates. This
can be done via dedicated keep-alive messages or simply by repeating the subscribe
message. However, in the later case the subscribe message needs an indication for the
receiving access router that a complete synchronization is not necessary and that the
(re-) subscribing access router is just still interested in incremental updates. If an access
router does not receive any update messages from a peer within a certain time frame it
will automatically remove the particular peer from the neighborhood update list.
The benefit of a push-model is that the signaling and synchronization overhead caused
by neighborhoods is minimized. Besides the initial synchronization that only occurs
when an access router first subscribes for updates the only time that data messages are
sent is when an actual state change happens with regards to an access router’s associ-
ated mobile nodes. However, the push-model has a somewhat higher implementation
complexity. It requires an access router to maintain the neighborhood update list which
includes states for all entries.
Multicast Push-Model If available, IP Multicast [122, 5, 46] might be an option to fur-
ther increase the efficiency of the data transfer in the push-model. Since update messages
with identical content need to be sent to every peer on the neighborhood update list,
multicast routing would allow an access router to simplify the synchronization process.
By using multicast routing, an access router could simply send update messages to a dis-
tinct multicast group instead of maintaining a neighborhood update list. Access routers
that are interested in updates can subscribe to the multicast group for as long as they
want to receive the updates. However, this requires multicast routing to be available for
every router in a neighborhood which might not be the case in real world deployments.
Moreover, while multicast routing can reduce the implementation complexity of updates
in the push-model it has an inherently higher deployment complexity with regard to the
underlying network compared to networks without multicast support. The increased
efficiency of multicast routing is also limited by the fact that the set of neighborhood
access routers is highly individual for every access router. As explained in Section 3.2.3
every access router is forming its neighborhood only with its direct neighbors. Except in
scenarios where only a small number of access routers are deployed in a way that makes
them all direct neighbors of each other, access routers commonly have a unique neigh-
borhood. To use multicast groups most efficiently, every access router would require its
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own multicast group. An access router would use its individual multicast group to send
mobile node updates and each of its neighbors would need to subscribe to this multicast
group. Depending on the neighborhood size this means that a multicast will only have a
limited number of subscribers. An alternative would be to increase the number of access
routers that use a multicast group to send updates. However, in this case the multicast
group will also transport updates sent by peers that are not within the neighborhood of
a particular access router which reduces the overall efficiency.
Another issue that needs to be solved when using multicast routing is the initial
synchronization that is supposed to provide a complete state of the active mobile nodes
for a neighboring access router. If the multicast group is only used to send incremental
updates either an additional mechanism needs to be employed to provide an initial and
complete synchronization, or access routers must do without it. The former case again
increases the implementation complexity while the later case increases the number of
handovers where the mobile node’s information is not available in the local session cache
which in turn increases handover latency. The lack of the initial synchronization will
become insignificant over time as eventually any active mobile node will be captured
by an incremental update. In the case of access routers with a fixed position and long
operating times this makes the initial synchronization less important. However, in cases
where access routers are moving (e.g. in vehicular networks or vehicle-mounted access
points) or have very short operating times (e.g. access routers that are switched on and
off dynamically) the time that the particular access router is part of a neighborhood can
be greatly reduced. In such cases the initial synchronization is much more important
to quickly populate the local session cache in order to reduce handover times. Another
alternative is for an access router to use the multicast group to distribute only complete
updates instead of incremental updates. However, this would greatly reduce the efficiency
of the push-model. Depending on the number of active mobile nodes and their churn
rate (i.e. how fast nodes are associating and disassociating with an access router) this
approach might even make multicast updates less efficient than unicast ones. Finally,
multicast routing also makes it harder to provide security. An access router can directly
apply security checks to incoming messages (e.g. subscribe messages) and allow or deny
updates based on the result of these checks. In the multicast scenario it is not that
straight-forward for an access router to control who receives updates and who does
not since it is sufficient to subscribe to the multicast group to receive the updates. In
conclusion, multicast routing has limited potential to reduce the implementation and
signaling overhead of the push-model. In certain scenarios, especially when multicast is
already available in the network, it might be beneficial to use multicast routing. However,
in common scenarios the benefits are most probably too limited to compensate for the
drawbacks that are associated with this approach.
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Pull-Model Compared to the push-model the pull-model is much simpler. In the pull
model an access router simply periodically queries all its neighborhood access routers
for a session cache update. For this purpose it sends a simple update request message
which is answered with an update response message. This model does not require the
maintenance of any states such as the neighborhood update list in the push-model. An
access router interested in updates just needs to maintain a generic timer and an access
router that is queried for updates does not need to maintain any per-node states at
all. To increase the efficiency of the pull-model, updates can be incrementally instead
of complete. While a complete update would include any active mobile nodes that are
currently associated with an access router, an incremental updates only includes changes
such as new nodes that have been associated with the access router and old nodes that
have been disassociated since the last update request. For the purpose of incremental
updates, the querying access router must include an identifier in the update request
message which indicates the time since its last update. The identifier is issued by the
queried access router as part of the previous update response message and is opaque to
the querying access router. Depending on the implementation the identifier can be, for
example, a simple local timestamp or a counter. It is not overly complex for an access
router to track newly arrived nodes using the timestamps that are part of its local session
cache entries. On the other hand, nodes that have been disassociated will usually be
removed from the local session cache. There are two options with regards to disassociated
mobile nodes and incremental updates. If they should be included in updates an access
router needs to keep track of them, for example, using a corresponding flag in the local
session cache or a dedicated internal list. Using this option the disassociated nodes can
be included as entries that are marked as no longer valid when an access routers compiles
an incremental update response message. Another option is to use soft-states for session
cache entries that are received via an update response message and simply let them time
out. This option requires the queried router to augment cache entries in the update
response message with a time period that the corresponding entry is valid for. After
the given time period the querying access router must consider the corresponding cache
entry as stale and remove it. To refresh a cache entry the queried access router simply
includes the corresponding entry in a following incremental update response message
which refreshes the entry in the queried router as current.
The overhead of the pull-model depends significantly on the interval that access routers
request cache updates. When using incremental updates the overhead is not as high as
when using full updates because it is limited to signaling messages. However, in general,
a larger polling interval incurs less overhead. On the other hand, the polling interval
should be small enough that any mobile node that is moving straight through the service
area of a neighboring node is captured by an update request before it reaches the querying
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access router. If a mobile node is moving faster through a neighborhood than the polling
interval, it will incur a large handover delay as its configuration data is not yet locally
available. Hence, an ideal polling depends on the specific deployment scenario. For
example, in a scenario with very fast moving nodes (e.g. cars or trains) and a limited
coverage area of each access router the polling interval needs to be much smaller than
in a scenario with slow moving mobile nodes (e.g. pedestrians) and a large coverage of
each access router. Assuming a vehicular network scenario where cars move with a speed
of 120 km/h on a highway that is serviced by access routers with an average coverage
radius of 100m it will take the car only 6 seconds (assuming it directly passes through
the center) from the edge of the coverage area of a neighboring access router until it is
at the outer edge of its coverage area and about to handover.
4.4. Optimizations
The ARA framework is designed to provide decentralized mobility management that is
implemented by access routers in a common IP environment. Based on the design it
does not require any support from any other nodes in the network such as intermediate
routers, the mobile node, or correspondent nodes. However, the performance of certain
functions might be optimized if this design rationale is relaxed. This section will discuss
a number of optimizations with regards to routing and handovers under the assumption
that other nodes in the network can be involved in mobility management functions. Any
of these potential optimization are purely optional and do not intend to change the core
design of the ARA framework. Arguably such optional modifications that are intended
to improve the performance of the framework violate the design goal of not requiring
changes to intermediate nodes or corresponding nodes. However, even such modifications
would not decrease the compliance with the design goal of minimizing bottlenecks and
single points of failure. First, modified routers or end hosts would not provide any
additional bottlenecks as traffic is not artificially but naturally routed through them.
And second, they either already are single points of failure (i.e. single, non-redundant
routers) or they fail gracefully with regards to ARA (i.e. they do not perform route
optimizations anymore but they do no prevent communication).
4.4.1. Routing
Per design ARA does not have any impact on a mobile node as long as it is associated
with its session access router. However, when a mobile node roams away from its session
access router a data forwarding is established that relays all of the mobile node’s com-
munication traffic from the session access router to the current access router. This data
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forwarding introduces a routing inefficiency as data is no longer routed on a straight
path between the correspondent node and the mobile but instead is redirected via the
session access router where the mobile node is topologically anchored (i.e. the mobile
node’s IP address belongs to the network that the session access router is the route
destination for; see Figure 3.1 for an overview of routing paths in the ARA framework).
The routing inefficiency can be measured in additional hops that the indirect routing
path (i.e. routing via the session access router) is longer than the direct routing path
(i.e. routing straight from the correspondent node to the mobile node). The amount
of additional hops introduced is highly dependent on the specific topology that forms
the basis of the ARA-enabled network and as such cannot be reliably estimated. How-
ever, as the mobile node is physically moving between access routers it stands to reason
that their geographical proximity to a certain degree presents an upper bound to their
topological distance. More precisely, two nodes that are located in the same geographic
region are more likely connected via a regional, national, or even continental Internet
exchange point (IX) than via a global one that is located on another continent. Overall
the routing inefficiencies introduced by ARA are not likely to be substantial enough to
effectively impair ongoing connections. Nonetheless, deviating from the optimal routing
path does introduce additional overhead in terms of latency and network load. This
section will discuss a number of approaches to optimize the routing of traffic destined
for mobile nodes.
Reset Session Access Router in Idle Periods
Similar to the approach in [152] idle periods of the mobile node can be used to reset
the mobility support and to re-assign the current access router as session access router.
Idle periods mean that the mobile node has no established connections. This approach
would require some sort of connection tracking by the session access router to determine
the status of a mobile node’s connections. If the session access router determines that
no established connections exists the current access router can reset a mobile node’s
mobility support and assign itself as session access router. This entails providing the
mobile node with a new IP configuration that belongs to a local network managed by
the new session access router. Such a switch could either happen during a handover
where the (old) session access router would simply signal the new access router that it
has been registered as session access router or it could happen in between handovers. In
the latter case a special signaling message would be sent by the session access router to
the current access router triggering the reset. The drawbacks of this approach are that
connection tracking is non-trivial (esp. for stateless protocols such as UDP), additional
states and management operations are introduced, and such a reset would also prevent
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any correspondent node to establish a new connection to the mobile node under the
previous IP address.
Network Address Translation for Mobile Nodes
Without changes to additional nodes such as corresponding nodes or intermediate routers
traffic for a mobile node will always be routed towards the router that is responsible for
the network that the mobile node’s IP address is assigned from. In ARA this would
be the session access router which in turn is responsible to forward the data to the
current access router. An approach to optimize the routing path in a way that traffic is
routed directly from a correspondent node to the current access router is to allow access
routers to apply network address translation (NAT) [147] to outgoing traffic of a mobile
node. By substituting the source IP addresses of a mobile node’s outgoing traffic with
an address that is assigned to the current access router, return traffic would be directly
routed to the current access router instead of the session access router. Re-substituting
the destination IP address of a mobile node’s incoming traffic with the address originally
assigned to the mobile node by its session access router makes the process transparent
to the mobile node.
The ARA/NAT variant has the following workflow: (1) When a mobile node associates
the current access router must synchronize any existing NAT mapping in addition to
the mobile node’s IP configuration. Just like the IP configuration this information can
be previously synchronized via neighborhood updates. As before, the mobile node gets
configured with the IP configuration that was originally assigned by the session access
router which makes the movement between networks transparent to the mobile node’s
network layer. (2) In addition to initiating data forwarding with the session access
router, data forwarding needs to be initiated with every access router that has an active
NAT mapping for the mobile node. (3) Any source address of outgoing traffic is subject
to NAT mapping. If an active mapping already exists for the particular destination it
needs to be applied and the original access router that created the mapping needs to
be informed that the mapping is still in use and must not expire. If no active mapping
exists, a new mapping must be created using an IP address that will be routed back
to the current access router. (4) Any destination address of incoming traffic is subject
to (reverse) NAT-mapping according to the existing mappings. Similar to the outgoing
NAT the original access router needs to be informed that the mapping is still is use
and must not expire. (5) If the mobile node moves to another access router any NAT
mapping that was created at the access router must be maintained until a timeout occurs.
Additionally data forwarding for the existing NAT mappings must be setup once the new
access router sends a corresponding request.
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While this approach can effectively optimize routing of traffic between a mobile node
it introduces additional complexity. First, non-session access routers must assume re-
sponsibility for any connections that are initiated while the mobile node is connected to
the access router. They are responsible for these connections even after the mobile node
moves to a different access router as the connections are using a (translated) IP address
that is anchored with the access router. Second, NAT mappings need to be synchro-
nized much like the IP configuration of a mobile node. However, the complete set of NAT
mappings for a mobile node is much more dynamic and extensive than its IP configura-
tion data. Another disadvantage is that the ARA/NAT variant might implicitly impose
common drawbacks of network address translation such as limited reachability for nodes
behind the NAT from the outside. However, first of all in ARA/NAT a mobile node still
retains its original IP address that is anchored at the session access router and globally
reachable. In fact, the IP address that was assigned by the session access router is the
only IP address that the network layer of the mobile node is made explicitly aware of
via the mobile node’s configuration. Second, the degree of reachability for nodes behind
NATs is based on the actual NAT mechanism that is used. While Network Address Port
Translation (NAPT) can limit the reachability of mobile nodes if no explicit mapping
exists Basic NAT provides a direct mapping between an two sets of IP addresses [147].
In the latter scenario, reachability of a mobile node is not restricted as both the IP
address assigned by the session access router and the IP address that is used for the
NAT mapping are globally reachable.
In conclusion, ARA/NAT can potentially greatly optimize the routing efficiency be-
cause every newly initiated connection is anchored at the current access router instead of
the session access router. The drawbacks usually involved with NAT seem negligible in
the ARA scenario as the mobile node always retains a globally reachable address. How-
ever, the approach introduces a great deployment complexity. Moreover there are open
issues such as the question whether a great deal of NAT mappings can be synchronized
efficiently enough during a handover.
ARA-enabled Intermediate Routers
Another approach to route optimization would be to enable intermediate routers to
forward traffic directly to the current access router of a mobile node instead of the
session access router. An ARA-enabled intermediate node that has knowledge about
the current access router of a mobile node can directly forward the mobile node’s traffic
to the particular access router much like the session access router does. With regards to
deployability it is not necessary to enable every intermediate node in this way. A small
subset of ARA-enabled intermediate nodes, for example strategically placed in peering
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points, could optimize the routing path in an early stage. After an ARA-enabled router
has applied the optimization once and knows the current access it can tunnel a mobile
node’s traffic directly to its current access router and subsequent routers do not need
to give any special considerations to the traffic anymore. Such a deployment strategy
would be similar to the one proposed in [163] where distributed home agents form what
the authors call a Global Mobility eXchange (also see Section 2.2.1).
For an ARA-enabled router to be able to perform route optimizations there are two
challenges to overcome: First, an ARA-enabled router needs to be able to identify traffic
that should be optimized (i.e. traffic that is destined for a mobile node) and second, the
router needs to be able to determine and track a mobile node’s current access router.
If those two challenges can be solved, an ARA-enabled router can tunnel traffic for a
mobile node directly to its current access router much like the session access router would
do. Addressing the first challenge, determining which traffic is to be subjected to router
optimizations, can be done probabilistically or deterministically. Using a probabilistic
selection strategy, an access router tries to perform traffic optimization on random traffic
flows. If traffic optimization is successful (i.e. the destination of the flow is a mobile node)
the particular traffic flow can be tracked and continuously optimized. A deterministic
selection strategy on the other hand leverages flow data to determine whether a flow
can be optimized. Such flow data can be source or destination addresses or other header
data such as dedicated TCP or IP options. For example, an ARA-enabled router can
perform traffic optimization for traffic flows that are originating from a known host that
serves (largely) mobile nodes, for flows that are destined for an address out of a known
network range for mobile nodes, or for flows that have a particular IP or TCP option
set. Probabilistic traffic optimization seems to be more suited for scenarios where either
most of the traffic is known to be susceptible to traffic optimization or where no data
can be leveraged for a deterministic selection. Also, any attempt to perform traffic
optimization creates overhead which is another drawback of the probabilistic selection
strategy that becomes more severe with an increasing number of flows that would result
in a failed optimization attempt. While deterministic flow selection can potentially yield
better results it also requires specific information as the basis for the deterministic traffic
selection. As already mentioned this can be information about source or destination IP
addresses either of hosts that serve (predominantly) mobile nodes or of known networks
ranges that are used for mobile nodes. Another possibility is to utilize specific protocol
options (e.g. IP options or TCP options) to mark flows. Such protocol options could
be either set by the mobile node, the corresponding node, or the ARA node that is
currently handling the mobile node. An ARA-enabled router can monitor traffic flows
and perform route optimization on any flow that has the particular protocol option set.
The second challenge, determining and tracking the current access router of a mobile
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node, is much more straight forward compared to traffic selection. Once a traffic flow has
been selected for route optimization an ARA-enabled router can use the global session
cache to look up the session cache entry of the mobile node much like an ARA node
does when a mobile node associates. As the session cache entry includes the address
of the current access router the router can setup a direct tunnel to the current access
router for the corresponding flow data. When a mobile node moves to another access
router while a route optimization tunnel exists, the tunnel endpoint must be adjusted
to the new current access router. To notice a movement of the mobile node an ARA-
enabled router can synchronize with the session access router or global session cache
similar to the synchronization that is being done in neighborhoods (see Section 4.3.2
for a detailed discussion about state synchronization in neighborhoods). For example,
a router could be informed via a push mechanism whenever a mobile node moves and
the route optimization needs to be adjusted to a new current access router. Such a push
mechanism can either be implemented via the global session cache or via the session
access router.
In conclusion route optimization in intermediate routers seems promising if traffic that
can be optimized with regards to ARA can be somewhat reliably identified. Because this
form of route optimization is completely optional no negative impacts can be expected
if the route optimization fails of even if a router that performs such route optimization
fails. An issue that has to be solved is that this form of route optimization potentially
introduces additional packet loss during a handover as data might be send to the previous
access router before the router can update its forwarding. A solution would be to
implement a data forwarding from the previous access router to the current access router
for a short time after a handover.
ARA-enabled Correspondent Nodes
Similar to ARA-enabled routers, route optimization could also be performed by ARA-
enabled correspondent nodes. The mechanics are the same as with ARA-enabled routers.
Additionally, an ARA-enabled correspondent node might be able to leverage application
specific data for flow selection. For example, if a correspondent node hosts some applica-
tions that are specifically designed for mobile users, route optimization might be applied
to any flows that can be associated with these particular applications. Route optimiza-
tion based on correspondent nodes is somewhat similar to the route optimization that
Mobile IP provides. However, unlike in Mobile IP, the mobile node itself is not directly
involved in the process. Route optimization is initiated by the correspondent node and
carried out with support from the network. This approach to route optimization seems
more interesting for nodes that predominantly serve mobile hosts. However, it can be
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argued that even in this case the deployment of an ARA-enabled intermediate router
that performs route optimization on flows involving the particular host is more flexible.
The same conclusions with regard to packet loss during a handover as in the previous
section apply.
4.4.2. Handovers
Handovers are a critical part of any mobility management system. ARA provides a basic
framework to conceptually handle handovers without the involvement of the mobile node
or any other network entity. However, numerous proposals have been made with regards
to handover optimizations that might be transferable to ARA.
Make-Before-Break Handovers
Many handover methods assume that a mobile node can only be connected to one access
point at a time because only a single interface is available. Under this assumption a
mobile node has to break an existing connection with an access point in order to establish
a new connection with another access point. However, if a mobile node can connect to
multiple access points at the same time it can wait until the connection with a new access
point is established before breaking the connection with the old access point during a
handover. This approach is called make-before-break and requires multiple interfaces or
one interface that can be used to connect to multiple access points (e.g. [27, 108, 65]).
Make-before-break approaches have been proposed and evaluated for multiple link layers
and mobility solutions (e.g. [117, 118, 125]) and the principle is easily transferable to
ARA. Assuming a mobile can be associated with multiple access routers, it just needs
to maintain its connection with the previous access router until data arrives via the
new access router. After a short grace period the mobile node can be certain that the
handover is complete as data arriving via the new access router is a clear indication
that the session access router has changed the forwarding which concludes the handover
process (assuming the mobile node has been assigned a valid IP configuration already).
Since in this approach a connection is maintained over multiple interfaces the mobile
node needs to have some mechanism to transfer or multiplex one connection between
them.
Predictive Handovers and Simulcasting
Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (see Section 2.2.1), Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6, and Proxy Mo-
bile IPv6 with Simultaneous Bindings (for both see Section 2.3.1) leverage triggers from
the mobile node to improve handover performance by preparing a handover procedure
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Table 4.1.: Basic elements of a session cache entry and their respective data size.
Entry Size (B)
Identifier (MAC address) 6
Session Access Router 16 (IPv6) + 2 (port no.)
IP Address 16 (IPv6) + 1 (prefix len.)
Gateway Address 16 (IPv6)
Sum 57
before a mobile node actually does handover. Furthermore, they introduce simulcast-
ing (or bicasting) between a previous access router and the current access router to
limit packet loss during a handover. Both concepts are easily applicable in ARA as
well. Predicting a handover alone does not benefit ARA if a working neighborhood has
been established. In that case the access router already has all the information it needs
about a mobile node. While predicting a handover could provide some time to prepare
a data forwarding between access routers this process is currently not considered time
consuming as simple IP in IP encapsulation is suffice. However, other tunnel methods
might require a tunnel setup with a bidirectional handshake in which case a predictive
handover can provide the necessary time for the procedure. On the other hand, simul-
casting data from the current access router to the mobile node and concurrently to the
handover candidate access router has the same results in ARA as in Mobile IP or Proxy
Mobile IP, namely reducing the packet loss during a handover. Simulcasting does pose
some problems with regards to duplicate packets as an access router after a handover
occurred has no means of determining which packets the mobile node already received.
However, these issues are the same for ARA, Mobile IP, and Proxy Mobile IP. It can be
assumed that simulcasting has the same advantages and disadvantages in any approach.
4.4.3. Reducing Signaling Overhead
The ARA framework uses signaling messages to exchange information about mobile
nodes. Without anticipating the evaluation on signaling overhead in Chapter 6 this
section will provide a theoretical discussion about the estimated overhead and present
approaches to reduce the signaling overhead. Neighborhoods will be the focus of the
discussion as they can be expected to contribute most of the overhead. However, most
of the considerations apply to session updates as well.
Neighborhoods are used to synchronize data about active nodes and as such essentially
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synchronize local session cache entries. Therefore, the amount of exchanged data is based
on the elements of a session cache entry. The basic elements of a session cache entry
with their respective sizes in bytes are listed in Table 4.1 (see Section 4.1.2 for more
details about session cache entries). The table includes all the data that is needed to
provide a mobile node with a basic IPv6 configuration1. Although the current access
router is also part of a session cache entry it is not necessary to transfer this information
with every entry as it is implied during a synchronization. An access router will only
send session cache updates with date of mobile nodes that it is itself the current access
router for. An access router receiving session cache updates can, therefore, just record
the sending access router as the current access router for any particular session cache
entry that is included in the update message. The only exception are potential updates
that indicate that a session cache entry is no longer valid during incremental updates
(see above) in which case the corresponding local session cache entry is deleted. Also not
part of neighborhood updates is the node type as only entries for neighboring nodes are
exchanged which implicitly defines the node type. The data listed in Table 4.1 adds up
to 57 Byte but is only a very basic set of configuration data. Depending on the scenario,
supplemental configuration data such as DNS/WINS server entries, a host name, or
proprietary data might also be included in session cache update messages. However, a
rough estimate can be made based on this data that a single session cache update is in
the order of magnitude of 60 to 200 bytes.
Besides incremental updates a number of techniques can be used to further decrease
the amount of data that is transferred during a cache synchronization such as data
compression, omitting data fragments that have not changed, or only sending session
cache entries of mobile nodes that are likely to handover. The efficiency of lossless data
compression algorithms (e.g. algorithms based on Lempel and Ziv [174], prediction by
partial matching [32], or the Burrows–Wheeler transform [20]) is highly dependent on
the redundancy of the source data. Session cache entries might include redundant data,
since MAC addresses and IP addresses can share common prefixes. 48-bit universal
LAN Media Access Control (MAC) addresses which are used in Ethernet have a three
byte prefix. This Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI) identifies the organization
that provisioned it [154]. As this is usually the manufacturer or the organization that
commissioned the production of the network interface card such prefixes have an inher-
ent redundancy. Similarly, IP addresses share a common prefix if they are part of the
same sub-network. This will usually be the case if mobile nodes share the same access
router as they were most likely provisioned with an IP address from a common network
1While an IPv4 configuration is also possible with ARA, IPv6 addresses are bigger and therefore provide
an upper bound.
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that is managed by the access router. Furthermore, the addresses of particular session
access routers and default gateways will commonly be identical between mobile nodes
that share the same session access router. Based on these redundancies that might occur
in session cache entries, compression can be an efficient method to reduce transferred
data. However, updates with only a small number of session cache entries and especially
incremental updates might lack a critical mass of redundant data. Furthermore, com-
pression algorithms require complex arithmetic operations and memory capacity so there
is also a trade-off to consider with regards to available processing power and available
memory capacity. A further evaluation of the effectiveness of compression to reduce the
synchronization overhead of ARA will not be conducted at this point as it is considered
out of scope of this thesis.
Omitting data fragments that have not changed in an update response message is an
orthogonal strategy to reduce the synchronization overhead in the push model. Instead
of transferring complete cache entries, the sending access router reduces the data send
to just the data elements that have actually changed. However, in ARA a cache entry
is mostly static data that does not change over time. The session access router or IP
configuration of a mobile node is fixed for the duration of the session and the only variable
is whether a mobile node is active within a particular neighboring access router or not.
Still, partial updates can be used, for example, in the scenario described above where an
access router regularly re-sends an update for the same mobile node to prevent a soft-
timeout of the particular entry. In this scenario sending a partial instead of a complete
cache entry means that the access router limits the data that is included in the update
to just the mobile node identifier and, depending on the scenario, a timestamp. Since
the update is just meant to refresh the timestamp of the cache entry on the receiving
access router, other cache data such as the address of the mobile node’s session access
router or its IP configuration can be omitted to reduce the size of the update. However,
when only sending partial cache entries the sending access router must be sure that the
receiving access router already has the complete cache entry available since the partial
update on its own is insufficient to perform a hand-over for the mobile node. In the pull
model with incremental updates this can be easily implemented by reusing the same
timestamp that is used to indicate the point in time of the last update. Especially in
the strategy using incremental updates without initial complete synchronization this can
not be guaranteed without a sending access router keeping states for each cache entry
and for each receiving access router. Using incremental updates with an initial complete
synchronization on the other hand does implicitly ensure that the receiving access router
has a complete cache entry. Therefore, the strategy to send partial updates is well suited
for this scenario. Partial updates are not suited to reduce the synchronization overhead
in the push model that uses hard states or in any of the pull models. In those scenarios,
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cache entries are not transferred more than once which makes partial updates useless.
Another approach to reduce the synchronization overhead is to directly reduce the
number of cache entries that are considered to be included in update response messages.
Normally, the local cache entry of every mobile node that is associate with an access
router must be considered for synchronization. However, realistically the receiving ac-
cess router only requires cache entries of mobile nodes that will be handing-in within the
particular update interval. Hence, cache entries of mobile node’s that will not hand-in
to the receiving access router could be completely omitted to reduce the synchronization
overhead. Unfortunately it can be challenging for an access router to determine the
exact point in time when a mobile node is about to handover. Furthermore, in the pull
model an access router cannot be sure when the querying access router will perform
its next update request. Also, most of the limitations that have been discussed above
with regards to the on-demand synchronization model apply as well. Theses facts make
it difficult to effectively limit the number of cache entries that are considered for syn-
chronization. Moreover, if all of the requirements are met to effectively and accurately
identify mobile node’s that are about to hand-over it seems to be more favorable to
generally chose an on-demand push model as the basis for synchronization.
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5. Deployment Considerations
For a system to be considered for deployment a number of requirements must be met.
Not all of these requirements can be directly derived from the system design that was
introduced in the previous chapter. Before the quantitative evaluation is presented in
the next chapter, this chapter will discuss a number of qualitative considerations with
regards to the deployability of ARA.
5.1. Incremental and Mixed Deployment
ARA provides a very flexible location management and forwarding framework which
allows for an incremental or mixed deployment with other mobility support solutions.
The ARA architecture focuses on inter access router mobility. How an access router
provides mobility inside its domain is completely transparent to ARA. For example, an
access router can have multiple radio interfaces for which it provides link layer mobility
support. In the same sense can an access router use other mobility solutions to provide
mobility support for its mobile nodes within its domain. In this case, the ARA protocol
is only used when the mobile node leaves this domain.
An example for a deployment which integrates Mobile IP and Proxy Mobile IP into an
existing ARA network is shown in Figure 5.1. Consider the following example: A mobile
node initially attaches to access router AR1 which becomes the nodes session access
router. Now the mobile node moves to AR2 and the ARA protocol initiates the data
forwarding from AR1 to AR2. The mobile node continues to move into another domain
which supports Proxy Mobile IP for intra-domain mobility support. The local mobility
anchor of the Proxy Mobile IP domain (AR3) is also part of the ARA network and uses
the ARA protocol to initiate data forwarding from AR1 to itself. As long as the node
moves within the Proxy Mobile IP domain, the local mobility anchor will take care of the
mobility support. There is no need to employ ARA. In the next step, the mobile node
moves on to a domain which does not support any mobility. As a fallback the mobile node
employs the Mobile IP protocol and connects to its home agent (AR4). The home agent
supports ARA and initiates the data forwarding from AR1 to itself. It then forwards
the data to the current point of attachment of the mobile node. The ability of ARA
to interconnect different mobility support solutions to provide an inter-domain mobility
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Figure 5.1.: Mixed ARA deployment with Mobile IP and Proxy Mobile IP
support makes it very versatile. It allows for mixed deployments as described above
or for incremental replacements of existing deployments. In an incremental replacement
strategy an existing mobility solutions can first be adapted to be embedded into an ARA
network. In subsequent steps the existing system than could be replaced by ARA nodes
incrementally.
5.2. Security
The introduced ARA framework provides network based mobility management functions.
In particular it allows for ARA-enabled access routers to forward a mobile node’s traffic
from its initial access router to its current access router. This section will discuss any
security considerations regarding the ARA framework itself or regarding additional risks
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that may be introduced by the ARA framework in networks where it is deployed.
5.2.1. Mobile Node Security
The purpose of the ARA framework is to provide mobility support for mobile nodes. As
such, mobile nodes are the subject of the framework. However, as a design goal ARA does
not require any changes to the mobile node’s and does not actively involve the mobile
nodes in any ARA-specific operations in addition to the normal operating procedures a
mobile node performs in its network environment. Such normal operating procedures
include, for example, associating with access routers or performing IP configuration
via DHCP or IPv6 Autoconfiguration. Because ARA does not introduce any changes to
mobile nodes it also does not introduce additional security risks with regards to a mobile
node’s protocol stack.
5.2.2. Network Access
Depending on the link layer access technology used within an ARA deployment, ARA
may require certain concessions in order to be able to provide network based mobil-
ity management. This is most notably reflected in the fact that in order for network
based mobility management to work and in order to prevent a mobile node to reset
connections when moving between access routers, any change in network connectivity
must be transparent to the mobile node. Specifically this means that certain configura-
tion parameters must be consistent between every access router. For example, in IEEE
802.11 networks, the service set identifier (SSID) is commonly used as an identifier for
a particular wireless network. If two access points do not share the same SSID a mo-
bile node might assume they do not belong to the same network and reset any ongoing
connections when associating with an access point that has a different SSID. Similar
limitations can apply for other configuration parameters such as encryption keys. The
principle of making changes in network attachment transparent to a mobile node also
prevents switching configurations during a handover, for example encrypting data with
a more secure encryption scheme in case the new access router supports it. None of
these configuration parameters have any requirements of secrecy and must be known
or inferable, in order for a mobile node to be able to establish network connectivity.
Furthermore, any of these limitations are common for all network based mobility sup-
port solutions and are not unique or original to ARA. However, in an ARA deployment
such configuration parameters can be distributed over a much larger number of nodes
and administrative domains than in common scenarios which might lead to difficulties
updating the configuration parameters in a timely and consistent manner. Moreover, it
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can introduce security risks because all of the nodes within an ARA deployment have to
be operated with a commonly supported configuration set. Such a configuration might
not reflect the most secure operating mode but rather a less secure operating mode that
is supported by all involved access routers instead.
5.2.3. Mobile Node Authentication
Independent of basic network access an ARA deployment can employ mobile node au-
thentication. While link layer specific authentication mechanisms can be used (e.g. IEEE
802.11i [155] or IEEE 802.1X [157]) they would limit any ARA deployment to the spe-
cific link layer. Therefore, mobile node authentication on the network layer is preferred
unless the ARA deployment is specific to a certain link layer technology. For mobile node
authentication on the network layer for example the Extensible Authentication Protocol
(EAP) [3] can be used. More elaborate authentication architectures similar to [48] are
also possible as long as they build on top of IP. However, to provide effective security the
mobile node authentication has to be repeated every time the mobile node hands over
to a new access router. Depending on the employed authentication method it is likely
that the mobile node will need a valid IP address during the authentication procedure.
Therefore, at least the IP configuration has to be completed. While the authentication
procedure can be performed in parallel to setting up the data forwarding it must be
ensured that the authentication procedure does not introduce additional latencies that
are too long for a seamless handover. Especially authentication mechanism that involve
interaction with the user such as username/password authentication cannot be employed
during a handover. However, they might be employed during the initial association of
a mobile node with the network as in this point of time no ongoing connections are
established yet.
5.2.4. Global Session Cache
The global session cache is primarily used by ARA-enabled access routers when a mobile
node hands-in from an access router that is not yet in the local neighborhood. In
such a case the access router will use the global session cache to look up configuration
details about the mobile node that would otherwise be transferred via neighborhood
updates. As such the global session cache has a critical role during the start-up time
of an access router (as neighbors are not discovered yet) and in ARA deployments
where neighborhoods are very volatile (e.g. vehicular networks or vehicle-mounted access
points). With an increasing period of operation it can be expected that more and more
information is exchanged via neighborhoods than via the global session and as such the
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overall impact of attacks on the global session cache decreases. Nonetheless, a number of
security threats with regards to the global session cache will be discussed in the following.
Service Failure
Depending on the deployment scenario (see Section 3.2.2) the global session cache can fail
completely or partially, for example due to a denial of service attack or due to hardware
failure. In case of such a failure, access routers are no longer capable of querying session
data about unknown mobile nodes and queries will timeout or result in an error. For
the following discussion, it is assumed that access routers are configured to fall back
to creating a new IP configuration for unknown mobile nodes when the global session
cache is unavailable. The reason for this assumption is that the only alternative is to
not provide a mobile node with a configuration at all. This would effectively prevent
the mobile node from getting any network access at all which seems to be the worst
case. Providing a mobile node with a new IP configuration might break any existing
connections, however, the mobile node does have basic network connectivity.
A mobile node that is unknown and therefore requires a global session cache lookup
can either be a new mobile node that is initially associating with the network or it
can be an existing mobile node that is handing-in from a neighboring access router.
In the first case, where the mobile node is a new node, the node is unknown because
no configuration has been created yet. A failure of the global session cache, therefore,
can only delay the initial configuration of a mobile node as a new configuration will
be created eventually. Assuming a working neighborhood, the new configuration will be
shared with any neighbors and regular ARA operations will proceed even with the global
session cache being unavailable. In the second case, where the mobile node is handing-in
from a neighboring access router, the mobile node does have an existing configuration
and a corresponding session anchor. The mobile node is unknown to the current access
router because it did not receive a neighborhood update with regards to the mobile node
before the mobile node associated itself. This can be the case either because the previous
access router is not in its neighborhood list, hence does not provide neighborhood updates
to the current access router at all, or because the mobile node was changing associations
faster than the previous access router is sending neighborhood updates. However, the
latter case should not happen in a working neighborhood environment that uses a suited
neighborhood update mechanism (see Section 3.2.3 for a comprehensive discussion about
possible neighborhood update mechanisms). Creating a new configuration for such a
node which does have a previous configuration and providing the mobile node with this
new configuration will effectively break any established connections on part of the mobile
node.
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In conclusion, a global session cache failure will only break mobility support when
an existing mobile node with ongoing connections hands over to an access router that
did not receive a neighborhood update for that particular mobile node before. After
an initial phase of neighborhood discovery when an access router initially starts its
operations and in networks that do not have a high volatility of access routers this case
can be considered rare. As a matter of fact, the low dependency of access routers on
the global session cache during normal operations reflects the design goal of ARA to
minimize bottlenecks and single points of failure (see Section 3.1.2).
Eavesdropping
The global session cache provides access to the combined data of all session access
routers and as such can provide detailed information about any active mobile node. For
an unauthorized node it may be possible to obtain such information by eavesdropping
on the communication of legitimate nodes with the session cache. An eavesdropper
can attempt to either target the global session cache itself or a specific access router.
Eavesdropping on the global session cache itself provides global information but can be
inherently difficult depending on the deployment scenario. While it might be feasible to
eavesdrop on a single server in a server assisted ARA deployment it is much more difficult
to eavesdrop on a global session cache that is deployed via a distributed hash table
(DHT) in a distributed ARA deployment. However, even in a DHT based deployment,
eavesdropping is possible at least on a subset of the global session cache (e.g. just one
DHT node). Eavesdropping on a specific access router, for example by an intermediate
node between the access router and the global session cache, can be easier to perform
but provides only localized information about mobile nodes that are currently managed
by the particular access router.
Session cache information gained by eavesdropping contains data about a mobile
node’s current access router, its session access router, and its IP configuration. The
individual information about a mobile node’s current access router can be leveraged to
infer the mobile node’s approximate current location, for example by using geolocation
techniques (e.g. [50, 167, 113, 67]).1 In combination with the address of a mobile node’s
session access router, a rough movement pattern could be deduced as the session ac-
cess router represents the location where the mobile node initially started its mobility
1Note that a mobile node’s location cannot be simply inferred by leveraging the mobile node’s global
address since it might currently not be associated with its session access router. In such a case, an
attempt to locate a mobile node based on its global address will yield false results as data for the
mobile node is transparently forwarded to the mobile nodes current location. To infer a mobile node’s
location one must leverage the address of its current access router.
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session. If an eavesdropper can obtain continuous information about a mobile node, he
can combine this information to create a more fine grained movement pattern of the
mobile node. Information about a mobile node’s IP configuration can also be obtained
by eavesdropping on communications with the global session cache. Such information
can be leveraged by an attacker, for example to impersonate an access router towards
the mobile node and to launch advanced attacks. A more detailed discussion on imper-
sonation attacks will be conducted in Section 5.2.5.
Eavesdropping can primarily compromise data that is relevant to the location privacy
of a mobile node. However, IP configuration data is also observable in such an attack and
can be leveraged in other attacks, for example impersonation attacks. To prevent any
eavesdropping on communication between an access router and the global session cache,
or between different global session cache nodes in a distributed ARA deployment sce-
nario, any communication should be encrypted. Depending on the deployment scenario
the communication can be encrypted on the network layer, for example by deploying
Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [70], or on a higher layer, for example by deploying
Transport Layer Security (TLS) [38].
Data Manipulation
Information from the global session cache is actively used by access routers to configure
a mobile node and to initiate data forwarding with its session access router. If an
attacker is able to manipulate session cache data he is indirectly able to influence data
forwarding paths and mobile node configurations the next time an access router queries
the cache. Data manipulation can be performed either by directly accessing the global
session cache much like a legitimate access router does or by altering or discarding
session update messages. For example, to perform a simple denial of service attack, an
adversary could directly delete session cache entries in the global cache or discard any
session update messages that are intended to register or query the session access router
for a mobile node. In a more advanced attack, an adversary could register itself as the
session access router for any given mobile node with the global session cache and as
the current access router with the actual session access router of the particular node.
This will allow the adversary to establish itself as a man-in-the-middle the next time
an access router queries the global session cache and uses the information to establish
a data forwarding. In a more subtle attack, an adversary could use access to the global
session cache to obtain data about a mobile node. In this case the attacker would gain
the same advantages an eavesdropper has (see discussion in the previous section) but
with a finer control over the data he has access to.
To prevent data manipulation an ARA deployment must be able to guarantee ac-
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cess router authentication, authorization, message integrity and message freshness. For
distributed ARA deployment scenarios DHT-specific security techniques should be de-
ployed to secure communication within the global session cache (see [159] for a recent
survey on DHT security mechanisms).
5.2.5. Impersonation
To gain access to a mobile node’s communication data, an attacker might try to emulate
a legitimate access router. If the mobile node can be enticed into associating with
the malicious access router, the attacker can perform a man-in-the-middle attack on
the mobile node’s data traffic. Multiple elaborate man-in-the-middle attacks have been
discussed for several common link layer technologies (e.g. GSM/UMTS [96, 95]; cf.
[138, 88] for IEEE 802.11 “evil twin” wireless access points). Attacks on mobile nodes
by such rogue access points are primarily a link layer security issue since the decision
whether to associate with an access point or not is usually made by the link layer and
numerous solutions have been proposed to identify rogue access points (e.g. [165, 56,
87, 12, 142, 6]). As ARA operates on the network layer there are only limited options
to circumvent impersonation attacks from within the framework.
In the context of ARA there are three attack scenarios to consider. In the first scenario
an attacker emulates a legitimate access router towards the mobile node but does not
perform any actions towards the ARA network. If a mobile node wrongfully attaches
to the imposter in this scenario the imposter might be able to provide basic network
connectivity but it cannot provide continued mobility support. Even if the imposter
could gain access to a mobile nodes configuration data via eavesdropping he would not
be able to establish a data forwarding with the session access router. Therefore, any
established connections break and no data is disclosed to the imposter from the ARA
deployment. However, any future connections that are established or re-established
after the mobile node associates with the imposter can be overheard by the imposter.
As this scenario is completely outside the ARA framework there is nothing that can be
done from within an ARA deployment on a technical bases. On an organizational basis
the ARA deployment can enforce a secure link layer technology that provides mutual
authentication between access router and mobile node. This might allow a mobile node
to realize if it is connecting to an imposter.
In the second attack scenario the imposter emulates a legitimate access router towards
the mobile node and the mobile node towards the ARA network. This effectively puts
the imposter in the middle between the ARA network and the mobile node and allows
him to overhear any data that is exchanged by the mobile node. Because the imposter is
emulating the mobile node towards the ARA network the mobility support is still intact.
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This kind of elaborate man-in-the-middle attack is not detectable from within the ARA
network and can only be averted if strong link layer authentication mechanisms are used
that prevent the imposter from emulating a mobile node towards the ARA network.
In the third attack scenario the imposter tries to gain access to the ARA network by
emulating a legitimate access router. If he is successful he can act as a legitimate access
router towards any mobile node. Furthermore he has full access to the mobility support
for a mobile node and its data. This scenario is easily avoidable by employing strong
authentication between the access routers for example by deploying Internet Protocol
Security (IPsec) [70] or Transport Layer Security (TLS) [38]. However, as ARA is a
distributed deployment and neighborhoods are formed autonomously it is not feasible to
use pre-shared keys. As a distributed deployment ARA would require a key distribution
center or a certificate authority. Both seems feasible to be introduced in an ARA deploy-
ment. A certificate authority can be provided by any of the participating operators or a
third party. A key distribution center can be implemented on top of the infrastructure
for the global session cache.
5.3. Accountability and Charging
As a decentralized approach to mobility management, ARA aims at being deployable
in scenarios where multiple operators or providers are involved. In such multi-provider
scenarios a user will commonly roam between access routers that are operated by different
providers. If one or multiple providers that are involved in an ARA deployment want to
charge mobile users for wireless access a common charging model has to be established
and the accountability of every participant must be defined and ensured by the system.
This section will discuss how accountability and charging can be provided in such an
environment. Based on the assumption of inter-operator relations (see Section 3.1.3)
charging models and accounting responsibilities can be agreed upon and setup outside
of the ARA framework. However, their technical realization must be implementable
within the ARA framework.
5.3.1. Accountability
When a mobile node is active in a network and is to be charged there needs to be a clear
accountability at any time. A responsible entity must track a mobile user’s usage of the
network and record this data so that the user can be billed subsequently. Moreover, the
user must be able to understand, agree to, and reproduce any charges. Accountability in
the context of this thesis means the responsibility to ensure that a mobile node is entitled
to use a service and that its usage is properly tracked and cleared with all involved parties.
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In a decentralized environment like ARA accountability has to be shared between the
involved entities as no central authority is available. While a mobile node is connected to
an ARA enabled network, its session access router is responsible for its mobility support.
Any mobility operations are coordinated and sanctioned by the session access router via
Session Update Request/Response messages (cf. Section 4.3.1). As such the session
access router also seems a logical choice to be responsible for any accounting pertaining
to the mobile node’s usage of network capacities. Besides its inherent potential to track
a users network usage the session access router is per design also the initial point of
attachment for a mobile node. Any authentication or authorization that might take
a noticeable amount of time can be performed at this point as there are no ongoing
connections yet. An example could be a simple web-based user authentication using
usernames and passwords which could be tied into an authentication, authorization and
accounting infrastructure such as RADIUS or Diameter (e.g. [105]). Any other time
a mobile node associates with an access router there are potentially open connections
that would be impacted by additional latency that is caused by an interactive user
authentication or a service-specific authorization method such as an HTTP redirect to
a web page with terms of use. Because any user interaction is essentially limited to the
initial connection with the network which is handled by the session access router, the
session access router should also be responsible for managing a user’s rate. For example,
the session cache entry can be extended to indicate the rate or tariff that a user has
chosen or that the user has been assigned by other means.
Although a session access router can be accountable for a mobile node’s overall activity
in a decentralized environment there might be multiple administrative domains involved.
In this case one administrative domain does not necessarily want to rely on entities in
another administrative domain to assume accountability for services rendered within
the own domain. For example, when proceeds are distributed based on a mobile node’s
online time, a domain operator might prefer authoritative statements from its own access
routers about the time that a mobile node has spend roaming within his domain rather
than relying on data provided by the operator of the domain that the session access
router of the corresponding mobile node belongs to. Therefore, in addition to a session
access router the current access router can assume accountability for services rendered
within its own administrative domain.
5.3.2. Accounting
An important basis for charging a user is the accounting about its usage of a particular
service. The metrics are comparable to other Internet access services, for example usage
time, or downloaded and uploaded data. Standardized accounting services and protocols
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such as RADIUS [134, 133] or Diameter [23] can be used to collect this kind of accounting
information. Since ARA is a decentralized framework, every single access router must
provide such accounting information. While the information can be collected with a
centralized accounting infrastructure it is also viable that every administrative domain
employs its own accounting infrastructure and that items are cleared regularly among
the involved domain operators.
5.3.3. Charging Users
A decentralized system like ARA can only be deployed successfully if it can provide a
seamless user experience on the technical as well as on the organizational level. For
scenarios where multiple operators cooperate in an ARA deployment this means in
particular that a user must be admitted and charged for network usage in a transparent
and consistent manner no matter where he initially connects to and no matter where
he roams to. Different operators that participate in an ARA deployment can arrange
different rates and conditions with their respective customers. However, subsequently the
customer must be able to use the ARA deployment as a whole under these conditions.
First of all, it might be impossible for a user to influence or even recognize to which
domain a particular access point belongs to before associating with it. Second of all and
more importantly, if it cannot be guaranteed that a user can roam between domain an
important foundation for a cooperative deployment is missing. If a customer is denied
network access by an access router of a domain while he has a valid contract with the
operator of another domain the ARA deployment is pointless as seamless roaming is
not possible. Therefore it is important for a cooperative deployment that the involved
operators can agree on an organizational framework before the actual deployment is
performed.
Charging models between operators and users can be individually arranged as long as
every operator in an ARA deployment admits users that have a valid contract with any
participating operator. Therefore any valid charging model such as volume based charg-
ing, time based charging, or flat-rate charging can be employed. How charging models
can be calculated is outside the scope of this thesis. However, it can be expected that
in a distributed environment inter-operator charges must be factored in as a substantial
portion of an operator expenses.
5.3.4. Inter-Operator Charging
As established in the previous section a user must be able to associate with any access
router in an ARA deployment. This explicitly includes access routers that are operated
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by a service provider that a user might not have any user contract with. However,
as operators of such access routers provide resources for a user they might require a
compensation from the operator that the user does have a user contract with. A number
of models can be considered for such inter-operator charges for roaming users. Assuming
that the operators agree to charge each other rather than providing network access as
a mutual beneficial service charging can be simply done based on the access router
capacities that are contributed. For example, a fee is charged from every participating
operator and the overall receipts are divided among all participating operators based
on the individual ration of operated access routers. More sophisticated charging models
can incorporate a mobile user’s consumption data such as online time or expended data
volume. Such a model would require access routers to track a mobile node’s usage data
(see Section 5.3.2). Based on this data an operator can charge another operator for the
resources that he provided to a mobile user.
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6. Evaluation
To justify the system design of ARA as introduced in the previous chapter, evaluations
in practical terms such as scalability and performance are necessary. While qualitative
aspects such as deployability, security, or accountability have been discussed in the pre-
vious Chapter, this chapter will introduce the evaluations that have been performed with
regards to quantitative aspects such as signaling overhead, handover delay, and system
performance.
6.1. Methodologies
A system design can be evaluated with numerous methods that usually present a trade-
off between feasibility and validity. An extensive field test with an actual deployment can
be expected to yield very good results but it also rather complex and costly to perform.
Within the scope of this thesis three different methods of evaluation have been applied:
theoretical analysis, simulation, and tests based on a prototype implementation. Each
of these methods has its distinct setup, values and limitations.
6.1.1. Theoretical Analysis
Theoretical Analysis as an evaluation method can provide numerical estimates based
on a theoretical model. As such it is better suited for initial evaluations and to provide
estimates about upper and lower bounds of a problem that can be modeled theoretically.
Since models are commonly based on assumptions, the explanatory power of theoretical
analysis depends on the plausibility and validity of these assumptions. In this thesis
theoretical analysis will be used to initially model objects of investigation based on
assumptions that were made during Chapters 3, 4, and 5 as well as assumptions that will
be introduced during the evaluations themselves. To strengthen the results of theoretical
analysis the results will be correlated with results from the other methods, mainly from
simulations.
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Figure 6.1.: Simulation Topology: 22 Access routers in four domains connected via a
common transit network.
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Table 6.1.: Simulation and evaluation parameters.
Parameter Value
Number of Access Routers 22
Number of Mobile Nodes 1 to 600
Number of Domains 4
Access Routers per Domain 4/5/5/8
Intra Domain Delay 2 ms
Inter Domain Delay 20 ms
Core Traversal Delay 90 ms
Mobile Node Movement Model Random Waypoint Mobility
Mobile Node Movement Speed 5 m/s (18 km/h)
Mobile Node Wait Time 10 sec
Simulation Run Repetitions 10
6.1.2. Simulation
The ARA framework has been implemented in the OMNet++ 4.1 simulation framework
[161].1 The implementation is based on the INET Framework, an open-source commu-
nication networks simulation package which contains models for the relevant networking
protocols such as IPv6 and IEEE 802.11.2 IPv6 was chosen as the network protocol
based on its expected deployment in future networks. However, the results are largely
independent of the network protocol and should be transferable to IPv4 scenarios. The
simulation studies were performed based on a simple stub-topology shown in Figure 6.1
which consists of 22 access routers in four administrative domains. The domains were
connected via a common transit network. The access routers were deployed in a regular
pattern to provide seamless coverage within the movement area of the mobile nodes.
Each access router has between three and six neighbors.
Unless otherwise noted during the discussion of the evaluation results the simulations
and evaluations have been performed based on the parameters listed in Table 6.1. The
topology is meant to reflect a small ARA deployment with four operators. The delay
1http://www.omnetpp.org/
2http://inet.omnetpp.org/
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parameters are similar to [173] and based on empirical data from various sources.3 The
mobile node movement speed is meant to average a pedestrian and a vehicle in urban
traffic. This kind of average can be used since a change of state in ARA is only triggered
when a mobile node attaches to an access router but not while it is moving within the
coverage area of an access router (c.f. Section 3.2). Therefore, the only direct impact of
the movement speed is its influence on the handover frequency (i.e. the faster a mobile
node moves, the more probably are handovers). However, the handover frequency has
no direct impact on most of the evaluated metrics such as handover latency or routing
efficiency. While it may have an indirect impact on quantitative metrics such as the sig-
naling overhead (i.e. the more handovers occur, the more signaling messages need to be
exchanged), the handover frequency is also influenced by other parameters, most notably
the coverage area of an access router. Moreover, in such evaluations, the influence of the
handover frequency will be commonly put into perspective by normalization so that its
impact can be quantified and extrapolated for other parameter values. Consequently,
the parameter for a mobile node’s movement speed can be considered incidental and is
set as an average rather than a variable. The deployment scenario is server assisted with
the global session cache being hosted outside the four ARA domains but reachable with
the common intra domain delay. This is meant to make the results more comparable
to other deployment scenarios as every access router has the same average delay to the
global session cache.
6.1.3. Prototype Implementation
To further substantiate the evaluation of the ARA framework and to gain more in-
sights into practical problems with regards to a deployment, the framework has been
implemented and deployed in a small testbed. As basis for the implementation commod-
ity wireless access routers (Linksys WRT160N/WRT160NL) have been used which run
the OpenWrt Linux distribution4 for embedded devices. The implementation includes
a modified DHCP server and an ARA daemon that runs on the access routers. No
modifications have been made to the mobile nodes. The testbed topology as shown in
Figure 6.2 consists of four access routers that are deployed in a common network.
3http://stat.qwest.net/
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/about/network/latency/
http://ipnetwork.bgtmo.ip.att.net/pws/network delay.html
http://www.caida.org/projects/ark/statistics/
http://www-iepm.slac.stanford.edu/pinger/
4http://openwrt.org/
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Figure 6.2.: Testbed Topology: Four access router connected via a common edge net-
work.
6.2. Handover Latency
A critical evaluation metric for any mobility management solution is the handover latency
as it determines the amount of time a mobile node is unable to communicate during a
handover. For the purpose of this thesis handover latency is defined as the amount of
time that is introduced by a system component during a handover in which a mobile node
cannot send or receive data. It is important to note that the following evaluations only
account for the handover latency that is introduced by the ARA framework. Depending
on the scenario and the link layer technology in particular other components can also
induce latency during a handover. For example when an IEEE 802.11 node switches
access points, among other things, it needs to scan for a new candidate access point,
possibly perform authentication, and finally complete a handshake to associate with
the access point before any link layer connectivity is established. However, for the
purpose of this thesis handover latency that is induced outside of the ARA framework is
considered out of scope. Firstly, reducing handover latency, especially on the link layer,
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is a different object of research. Indeed, numerous contributions have been made in the
fields of link layer specific handovers (e.g. [97, 126, 98, 169, 19, 35, 143, 29]). Therefore
it stands to reason that a separation of these research topics has its benefits as each
can be investigated on its own. Secondly and more importantly, the ARA framework
operates on the network layer and is therefore link layer independent. Depending on
the deployment scenario ARA can be used to provide mobility support for numerous
wireless technologies all of which can have different handover methods.
In network based mobility support solutions such as the ARA framework two sources
for handover latency can be identified: the configuration of the mobile node and the
establishment of data forwarding from the mobility anchor. The time it takes to select
a set of suitable configuration data for a mobile node determines the time delay before a
mobile node can be provided an IP configuration. Without a suitable network configura-
tion a mobile node can neither send nor receive any data. The time it takes to establish a
forwarding of a mobile node’s inbound data from it mobility anchor to its current point
of attachment determines the time delay before a mobile node can receive data that
has been sent by any of its correspondent nodes. While the configuration of a mobile
node is a basic requirement for its ability to exchange data, selecting a configuration and
establishing the forwarding are operations that can be executed in parallel. Depending
on the approach, the entity responsible for coordinating a mobile node’s configuration
might be identical with a mobile node’s mobility anchor which can be leveraged to unify
the evaluation of the handover latency. For example in Proxy Mobile IP the entity that
handles both a mobile node’s configuration data and the data forwarding is the local mo-
bility anchor. However, in the ARA framework a mobile node’s configuration is looked
up in the session cache while the data forwarding must be triggered by the mobile node’s
session access router. Therefore, the configuration lookup time and the time it takes to
establish a forwarding will be evaluated separately.
6.2.1. Configuration Lookup
In contrast to host based solutions, a mobile node that is provided with network based
mobility support needs to be configured with an identical IP configuration at every
handover. While a host based approach can just use local configuration data a network
based approach needs to make sure that the configuration data is consistent with the
configuration that was used at the previous handover. To provide such consistency the
particular configuration data has to be coordinated between any mobility anchor that is
involved in a mobile node’s handover process. In the ARA framework a mobile node’s
configuration data is maintained as part of the session cache. When a mobile node
associates with an access router the access router has to query the session cache to
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Type of cache Avg. Lookup Time Result
Server-assisted/Distributed (One-Hop) 2 ∗ INL 40 ms
Distributed (Chord) (log10(Nar) + 1) ∗ INL 80 ms
Distributed (Tapestry/Pastry) (logB(Nar) + 1) ∗ INL ∼ 70 ms
Distributed (One-Hop) 2 ∗ INL 40 ms
Hybrid (Chord) (log10(Ncp) + 2) ∗ INL 80 ms
Hybrid (Tapestry/Pastry) (logB(Ncp) + 2) ∗ INL ∼ 73 ms
Hybrid (One-Hop) 3 ∗ INL 60 ms
Local Session Cache Hit ∼ 0 ∼ 0 ms
Table 6.2.: Cache lookup times for different deployment models. Results based on 20 ms
inter-node latency (INL), 128 bit hexadecimal identifiers (B=16) for DHT
algorithms, 1.000 access routers (Nar) for the distributed scenarios, and 100
session cache peers (Ncp) for the distributed scenarios.
determine if a mobile node is already managed by the ARA framework and therefore
already has a configuration (see Section 3.2). If an entry for the mobile node exists in
the local session cache this operation completes almost instantly as no network operation
is necessary. An entry typically exists if the mobile node hands in from a neighboring
access router that has advertised the mobile node’s configuration via a neighborhood
update or if the mobile node re-associates before the entry has been removed due to a
timeout. However, if there is no entry in the local session cache the access router needs
to query the global session cache which involves a network operation and can take a
substantial amount of time to complete.
Theoretical Cache Lookup Times for Different Deployments
The actual lookup time of an entry in the global session cache depends on the particular
deployment strategy and the network topology. Table 6.2 shows an overview over the
theoretical cache lookup times for a number of deployment alternatives. INL is the
average inter-node network delay between ARA nodes. The table shows results for an
assumed average one way inter-node delay of 20 ms which is the average inter domain
delay. This is the same value used in the simulation (see Section 6.1.2). This is an upper
bound value as it essentially assumes that every node is in another domain. Figure 6.3
illustrates the expected lookup values for different latencies. Every deployment model
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Figure 6.3.: Expected cache lookup times for different inter-node latencies.
has a linear increase of varying degree in lookup times with an increasing inter-node
latency. For the server assisted ARA the lookup latency is straight forward. The access
router queries the global session cache server which returns a valid configuration for
the client. Therefore, the total delay is one round-trip or two times the average inter-
domain delay. For distributed and hybrid deployments the lookup time depends on the
selected DHT algorithm and the number of access routers that the cache is distributed
over. The example includes distributed and hybrid deployments based on Chord [151]
and Tapestry/Pastry [171, 139] overlays. The algorithms behind these overlay networks
are well known. However, the selection is just of exemplary nature to roughly illus-
trate the lookup performance of distributed and hybrid deployments (please refer to [86]
for a more detailed survey and comparison of peer-to-peer overlay network schemes).
Moreover, the practical performance of DHTs is dependent on a number of deployment-
specific and environmental parameters such as peer churn. Numerous works have been
published on evaluating DHT performance under various conditions (e.g. [82, 83]) show-
ing that the actual performance of DHTs can be highly fluctuating. On the other hand,
studies also show that in a stable environment without churn the lookup performance
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can approximate the well known average hop count (cf. [77]). Therefore, for the scope
of this theoretical analysis the average lookup performance of the DHT algorithms as
established in the respective original publications will be considered sufficient.
The example shows that server-assisted and distributed deployments using a one-hop
DHT algorithm can perform a global cache lookup in one round trip which is equiva-
lent to two times the average inter domain delay and amounts to 40 ms in the topol-
ogy that has been used in the simulation scenario. Other deployments scenarios and
algorithms respectively perform worse. For example, for a distributed cache among
1,000 access routers using the Tapestry algorithm a lookup takes an average of 3.5 hops
(log16(1.000) = 2, 941 an additional hop must be added as the result needs to be send
back to the access router) which amounts to 70 ms for an average inter-domain delay
of 20 ms. The lookup time for the hybrid approach is analog to the lookup time in the
distributed approach except that it takes the access router an additional hop to reach
the nodes that are responsible for the cache. As shown in Table 6.2 the lookup delay
for the hybrid approach might be higher than in the distributed approach even with a
smaller number of nodes.5 However, the performance benefits in the hybrid approach are
expected to come from extensive caching which is not shown in the table. A substantial
improvement of the lookup times can be achieved using a one-hop DHT algorithm (e.g.
[52, 127, 71]; see [135] for a larger selection) which performs essentially like a server
based cache.
Simulation Results
Figure 6.4 shows the lookup times during simulation runs with different numbers of
mobile nodes. The data shows the mean lookup delay which over time converges towards
zero. This is because with each handover that cannot be performed with data from
the local session cache, an access router learns the neighboring access router that a
mobile node handed in from via the global session cache. Over time the neighborhood
lists become more and more complete and data of mobile nodes can be shared prior to
handovers. Eventually the neighborhoods are completely learned and the configuration
data of any active mobile node can be disseminated as soon as a mobile node associates
with any neighboring access router. The process of learning neighborhoods is getting
faster the more mobile nodes are active and triggering handovers. As shown in the
figure it takes considerably longer in the scenario with just one mobile node for the
5Note that the numbers for the hybrid approaches are based on 100 node DHTs while the numbers for
the distributed approaches are based on 1,000 node DHTs. The reason is that in hybrid approaches
the DHT is only formed between dedicated caching peers which can be expected to be deployed in a
substantially smaller number than access routers.
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Figure 6.4.: Configuration lookup delays for different numbers of mobile nodes.
configuration look time to converge to low values. In this scenario the only available
mobile node has to perform handovers between any possible (and feasible) combination
of access routers once before the neighborhood learning process is complete. Every
time the mobile node hands over to an access router from an unknown neighbor, the
corresponding access router must look up the mobile nodes data in the global session
cache which is reflected by long configuration lookup delays. New pairs of access routers
are learned in the single node scenario even after multiple hours. In the scenarios with
more active mobile nodes the likelihood that another mobile node has already triggered
the neighborhood learning process increases with the number of active mobile nodes.
Therefore the configuration lookup times converge much faster towards zero.
6.2.2. Forwarding Setup
ARA employs mobility anchors, as do many existing host based as well as network based
mobility support solutions. These mobility anchors provide a fixed relay that forwards
communication data from a correspondent host to the current location of a mobile node.
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In ARA the session access router as the routing destination of a mobile node’s prefix
needs to forward any data to the mobile node’s current access router which in turn
can relay the data to the mobile node. When a mobile node changes access routers its
new access router needs to look up the session access router and signal it to update the
forwarding. The time it takes to complete this process induces a (one-time) delay in the
packet forwarding.
Theoretical Analysis
In principle, setting up the forwarding is a straight forward process that requires an
access router to send a Session Update Request message to the session access router
of the particular mobile node. If an access router already has the information about a
mobile node’s session access router, for example via a neighborhood update, it can send
the request directly. However, if the access router for a mobile node is unknown, the
Session Update Request needs to be send indirectly via the global session cache. The
overall delay can be modeled as Dlookup + INL. Dlookup is the lookup delay for the
session access router information in the session and depends on the ARA deployment
type. The global session cache will directly forward the Session Update Request to the
session access router after the lookup is complete. Therefore, no additional delay is
introduced by sending a response message back to the access router that is requesting
the forwarding. If a session cache entry exists in an access router’s local cache the
lookup delay is insignificantly small as no network operation is required. INL is the
average inter-node latency and models the time it takes to deliver the Session Update
Request to the corresponding session access router. The session access router will send a
Session Update Response back to the access router that requested the forwarding which
will also be subject to an inter-node latency. However, the actual forwarding will be
setup as soon as the Session Update Request is processed. Therefore, the delay that the
response message is subject to is not relevant for the overall forwarding delay and is not
represented in the formula.
Similar to the theoretical evaluation of the configuration lookup times done in Sec-
tion 6.2.1, Table 6.3 shows theoretical values for the forwarding setup delay for different
cache deployment models. If there is no hit in the local session cache the forwarding
delay values are identical to the configuration lookup delay values. This is because in
both operations the global session cache will perform a lookup of the session cache entry
and subsequently send a message to an ARA node. The difference between a configura-
tion lookup and a forwarding setup is simply that in the former case a Session Update
Response will be send to the querying access router while in the latter case a Session
Update Request will be forwarded to the session access router. However, contrary to a
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Type of cache Avg. Setup Delay Result
Server-assisted/Distributed (One-Hop) 2 ∗ INL 40 ms
Distributed (Chord) (log10(Nar) + 1) ∗ INL 80 ms
Distributed (Tapestry/Pastry) (logB(Nar) + 1) ∗ INL ∼ 70 ms
Distributed (One-Hop) 2 ∗ INL 40 ms
Hybrid (Chord) (log10(Ncp) + 2) ∗ INL 80 ms
Hybrid (Tapestry/Pastry) (logB(Ncp) + 2) ∗ INL ∼ 73 ms
Hybrid (One-Hop) 3 ∗ INL 60 ms
Local Session Cache Hit 1 ∗ INL 20 ms
Table 6.3.: Forwarding setup delays for different deployment models. Results based on
20 ms inter-node latency (INL), 128 bit hexadecimal identifiers (B=16) for
DHT algorithms, 1.000 access routers (Nar) for the distributed scenarios, and
100 session cache peers (Ncp) for the distributed scenarios.
configuration lookup, a local session cache hit will not reduce the forwarding setup delay
to zero. With local information the delay can be merely reduced to a single inter-node
latency as a Session Update Request has to be sent to the session access router.
Simulation Results
The simulation results shown in Figure 6.5 corroborate the theoretical analysis. The fig-
ure shows the mean forwarding setup delay during handovers for scenarios with different
numbers of mobile nodes. In the beginning of the simulation when neighborhoods are
still formed data forward requests have to be forwarded predominantly via the global
session cache which leads to overall higher forwarding setup times. However with an
ongoing build-up of neighborhoods the forwarding setup times continuously decrease
and converge towards the average inter-node latency of 16.5 ms. Note that this value
is different from the inter-node latency that was assumed in the theoretical analysis as
it includes intra-domain nodes that have an average inter-node latency of 2 ms (see
Section 6.1.2). The theoretical analysis assumes every node to be an inter-domain node
with an average latency of 20 ms as an upper bound.
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Figure 6.5.: Forwarding setup delays for different numbers of mobile nodes.
6.2.3. Cumulative Handover Delay
The overall delay that is induced by the ARA framework on the network layer during a
handover is the combined delay of configuration lookup and forwarding setup. Although
a mobile node can already send data after the configuration phase is complete, the
forwarding setup needs to be completed in order for a mobile node be able to receive
data. Therefore, a bi-directional communication is not established before configuration
lookup as well as forwarding setup are performed. Once a bi-directional communication
is re-established for the mobile node the handover is considered complete.
Theoretical Analysis
When a handover is performed, the configuration lookup and forwarding setup processes
run in parallel. Therefore the overall handover delay can be modeled as
Dh =
{
Dlookup +max(d(GSC,CAR), d(GSC, SAR)) if local cache miss
d(CAR,SAR) if local cache hit
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In case the local session cache does not contain an entry for the mobile node’s configu-
ration data and its corresponding session access router, a lookup query has to be sent
to the global session cache which will experience a delay of Dlookup (see Section 6.2.1 for
Dlookup values for different cache deployment options). The global session cache sends
the (non-authoritative) configuration lookup result back to the current access router and
in parallel forwards the session update request which will trigger the forwarding setup to
the session access router. Therefore the overall delay is increased by the larger amount
of delay between the global session cache and the current access router d(GSC,CAR)
and the global session cache and the session access router d(GSC, SAR). If a local cache
entry is available the overall handover latency is simply the delay between the current
access router and the session access router d(CAR,SAR) as a lookup in the global ses-
sion cache is not necessary and the session update request to setup the forwarding can be
sent directly from the current access router to the session access router. In the scenario
with 20 ms as average inter-node latency and a server-assisted session cache the overall
handover delay according to the model would be 40 ms in case a local cache entry is not
available and 20 ms if a local cache entry is available.
Simulation Results
Figure 6.6 shows the simulation results for the completion times of handovers in the
respective access routers. The completion times reflect the overall latency that is induced
by the ARA framework during a handover and is measured from the time a mobile node
requests a configuration (node sends a Router Solicitation message) until the mobile
node can be provided a valid configuration (access router sends a Router Advertisement
message) and the data forwarding has been setup (session access router configures new
current access router as tunnel destination).
As the theoretical analysis suggests, the handover delay is very close to the forwarding
setup delay which has been discussed in the previous section. After an initial stabilization
time for the neighborhood forming process the mean handover time converges towards
the same average inter-node latency of 16.5 ms. This value coincides with the average
forwarding setup delay as a local session cache entry exists for most active mobile nodes
in a neighborhood after the neighborhood forming process has taken place. The same
considerations as in the previous section apply with regards to the difference between
the inter-node latency assumed in the theoretical analysis and the inter-node latency
shown by the simulation.
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Figure 6.6.: Handover Delay for different numbers of mobile nodes.
Approach Node Configuration Forwarding Setup
ARA
(Local Cache Miss) Dlookup + d(CAR,GSC) Dlookup + d(CAR,SAR)
(Local Cache Hit) 0 d(CAR,SAR)
Mobile IP n/a d(MN,HA)
Proxy Mobile IP 2 ∗ d(MAG,LMA) d(MAG,LMA)
Table 6.4.: Qualitative comparison of handover delays for different approaches
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6.2.4. Comparison with Other Approaches
Table 6.4 shows a qualitative comparison of ARA handover delays with other approaches.
With regards to node configuration delay, ARA without a hit in the local session cache
performs comparable to Proxy Mobile IP in a server-assisted deployment scenario. In
this case it can be assumed that
(Dlookup = d(CAR,GSC)) ≤ d(MAG,LMA)
since the ARA session cache server and the local mobility anchor will be both deployed
in comparable topological positions. The ARA global session cache server might even
be deployed in a better position as it does not provide data forwarding for mobile nodes
at the same time. Its deployment position, therefore, might be more flexible and be
better optimized. The current access router (CAR) and the mobile access gateway
(MAG) respectively is in both scenarios the particular access routers that a mobile
node is connected to. If a mobile node’s configuration is already present in the local
session cache, the node configuration time in ARA is near instant. In Mobile IP a node
configuration time does not apply since the mobile node will obtain a local configuration
every time it moves. Comparing the forwarding setup delay in a server-assisted ARA
deployment it can be assumed that
(Dlookup = d(CAR,GSC)) ≡ d(MN,HA) ≡ d(MAG,LMA)
for the same reason that nodes with similar roles will be placed in similar topological
positions. In that case ARA performs comparable to Mobile IP and Proxy Mobile
IP when a mobile node’s configuration is present in the local cache. Otherwise the
forwarding setup delay is about twice as much as the other approaches can signal the
responsible mobility anchor directly to setup the forwarding while in ARA the signaling
message is redirected via the session cache. Overall, the handover procedures among
the different approaches induce comparable delay under the assumption of similar node
placement.
6.2.5. Conclusion
The handover delay in the ARA framework is composed of two components: Config-
uration lookup delay occurs because an access router needs to lookup the proper IP
configuration data for a mobile node and forwarding setup delay occurs because the for-
warding of a mobile node’s data to its new current access router has to be configured at
the session access router. During the initial phase in which neighborhoods are still being
formed the handover time is strongly affected by the global session cache lookup time
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as the global session cache still has to be queried regularly. In this phase the handover
delay is upper bound by the global session cache lookup delay plus the maximum value
of the delay between the global session cache and the current access router and the delay
between the global session and the session access router. In a scenario with an average
inter-domain latency of 20 ms and an average intra-domain latency of 1 ms the simu-
lated handover delay converges towards a mean value of 16.5 ms after only a couple of
hours. ARA can reduce configuration lookup times to zero (after proper neighborhoods
are formed) and the forwarding setup time to one average inter-node latency between
the current access router and the session access router. In comparison with Mobile IP
and Proxy Mobile IP, ARA has comparable handover times under the assumption of
similar node placement.
6.3. Routing Efficiency
Similar to other approaches, ARA uses a mobility anchor to redirect a mobile node’s
traffic to its current point of attachment to the network. While this is an effective so-
lution to provide mobility support without requiring changes to existing protocols and
nodes it also introduce routing inefficiencies. Unless the mobility anchor is positioned
inside the direct communication path between the mobile node and the correspondent
node the redirection via the mobility anchor is an indirection. In intra-domain mobility
approaches, for example, Proxy Mobile IP, it might be possible to position the mobility
anchor in such a way that it always is within a mobile node’s direct routing path. A
positioning as an edge router, for example, would suffice. However, in inter-domain sce-
narios, it is much more difficult to find a position that is a common intersection between
all possible combinations of points of attachments for mobile nodes and correspondent
nodes. As a design goal ARA is not supposed to impact nodes before they start roam-
ing. With regards to the routing efficiency ARA realizes this by choosing the first access
router that a mobile node attaches to as its mobility anchor.
6.3.1. Theoretical Analysis
The routing stretch is a metric to evaluate the routing overhead a packet experiences.
It is defined as
DAct
DOpt
with DAct being the distance (in ms or hops) that a packet actually travels and DOpt
being the distance of the optimal path. In mobility solutions a routing stretch occurs
because the data between the corresponding node and the mobile node needs to be
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Figure 6.7.: Comparison of routing stretches
forwarded via the mobility anchor which might not be on the optimal path. Figure 6.7
shows an idealized comparison plot of routing stretches between ARA and Mobile IP.
The “HA-10” line shows the routing stretch for a path via a Mobile IP home agent
that is 10 hops away from the domain with the mobile node while the “HA-20” line
shows a home agent 20 hops away. The optimal path is 20 hops and the x-axis shows
the average number of hops between ARA access routers (i.e. the session access router
and the current access router). As the Figure shows in Mobile IP the routing stretch
can be significant if the home agent is far outside the optimal routing path. More
importantly it is always there. Even if the mobile node has not moved away from its
initial access router (average hop distance of zero) there is already routing stretch which
introduces additional delay for any communication. While in ARA the mobile needs to
move a significant number of hops away from its session router to experience a noticeable
routing stretch.
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Figure 6.8.: Comparison of routing stretches
6.3.2. Simulation Results
Figure 6.8 shows the mean routing stretch for all mobile nodes in different ARA simu-
lation runs. As shown there is no significant difference in routing stretch with a varying
number of nodes. That is because the number of nodes does not have a direct or indirect
impact on the routing of data traffic. Even though the number of nodes can influence
the speed of the neighborhood learning process, neighborhood information is only used
in the handover process and does not provide any means to optimize the routing of a
mobile node’s data. Another important observation is that the routing stretch in the
beginning of the simulation when every mobile node is still attached to their respective
session anchor is indeed 1. This means that the ARA framework satisfies its design goal
not to impact non-roaming nodes with regards to routing efficiency (see Section 3.1.2 for
the design goals of the ARA framework). The mean routing stretch converges towards
1.6. However, this value is determined solely by the simulation topology and does not
allow to draw a general conclusion. In the simulation scenario there is an optimal path
between any mobile node and correspondent node of only three hops. Intra-domain ac-
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Figure 6.9.: Routing stretch for a single node
cess routers are one hop away and inter-domain access routers are only two hops away
from any other access router. This is a very compact topology and even an increase by a
small number of hops has a sizable impact. In real-world deployments it can be assumed
that access router are geographically and topologically closer to each other than to the
correspondent node which would lead to a smaller routing stretch.
Figure 6.9 shows a more detailed course of the routing stretch for a single node while
it roams between access routers. Every “Link Up” event marks a handover to another
access router. The routing stretch is plotted against the y-axis to the left while the
round-trip-time between the mobile node and the correspondent node is plotted against
the y-axis to the right. The figure shows three different magnitudes for the routing
stretch. In the beginning of the simulation and every time the mobile node returns to
its session access router the routing stretch is 1 (DAct = DOpt = 3). When the mobile
node roams to an access router that is within the same domain as its session access
router the routing stretch increases to 1.34 (DAct = 4 and DOpt = 3). Lastly, when the
mobile node roams to an access router that is not within the same domain as its session
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access router the routing stretch increases to 2 (DAct = 6 and DOpt = 3). However,
when the round-trip-time is considered the magnitude of the routing stretch is put into
perspective. Although the routing stretch increases up to a factor of two, the round-
trip-time only increases marginally from 180 ms to 204 ms which is a factor of about
1.13. The reason behind this is that the routing stretch based on simple hop counts
does not consider the round-trip-times between the hops. In the simulation scenario the
ARA domains that the mobile node moves in are connected via inter-domain links and
have a much smaller delay between each other than to the correspondent node that is
connected via the core network. Therefore, even with a high routing stretch, ARA can
achieve a good routing efficiency assuming that the involved ARA domains are localized.
6.4. Signaling Overhead
There are two sources for signaling overhead in the ARA framework: Session update
messages and neighborhood update messages. Session update messages are only ex-
changed between the session access router of a mobile, the current access router of a
mobile node, and the global session cache and are essential for the basic operation of the
ARA framework. Neighborhood update messages are exchanged proactively between
neighboring access routers to exchange configuration data of mobile nodes that may be
handing over in the future to speed up the handover process. This section will discuss
the overhead introduced into a network by these two signaling mechanisms.
6.4.1. Message Sizes
The size of a basic session cache entry is about 60 bytes (see Section 4.4.3). Accounting
for some additional data such as information about the current or previous access router,
sequence numbers, or security tokens the payload of a session or neighborhood update
message can be expected to be less than 240 bytes. An IPv4 header would add 20 bytes
[120], an IPv6 header 40 bytes [34], a UDP header 8 bytes [119], and a TCP header
20 bytes [121] (assuming no additional header options are set for IP or TCP). In the
worst case scenario (TCP over IPv6) this adds up to a total of 300 bytes for a single
message. As 240 bytes of payload already seem a high estimate and are meant to provide
an upper bound, session update messages and neighborhood update messages will both
be assumed with a message size of 300 bytes for the remainder of this evaluation.
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6.4.2. Session Update Messages
Every time a mobile node roams to another access router Session Update Request and
Session Update Response messages must be exchanged between the session access router,
the current access router and the global session cache to coordinate the handover and to
keep configuration information consistent. Furthermore, depending on the state model,
session update messages have to be regularly repeated to keep the states for the particular
mobile node fresh.
Theoretical Analysis
Session update messages are triggered every time a mobile hands over to a new access
router and if necessary periodically to keep the states for session cache entries from
expiring. The overhead of session update messages can be modeled as
(α+ β) ∗NMN ∗ 2 ∗ (s(SUReq) + s(SUResp)))
with α being the handover frequency, β being the refresh frequency, NMN the number
of active mobile nodes, and s(SUReq)/s(SUResp) the size of a session update request
and response message respectively. The factor of 2 is because every update triggers two
Session Update Request messages: one is send to the session access router and one is
send to the global session cache. If the session access router is known to the current
access router, the current access router will send a Session Update Request directly to
the session access router which in turn will send a second Session Update Request to
refresh the global session cache. If the session access router is unknown to the current
access router, the current access router will send a Session Update Request to the global
session cache which will send a second Session Update Request to the session access
router. If the handover frequency and the refresh frequency stay that same the signaling
overhead can be expected to grow linearly with the number of active mobile nodes.
Simulation Results
The signaling overhead is expected to grow linearly with the number of mobile nodes
which is confirmed by the simulation. Figure 6.10 shows the simulation results for 1
to 600 nodes and a one hour (simulated time) simulation run. For a complete list of
simulation parameters please refer to Section 6.1.2. The overall signaling overhead is on
average between about 0.2 (single node scenario) and 110 messages (600 nodes) that are
being sent per minute per individual access router. Assuming an average message size
of 300 bytes this translates to an average signaling traffic between 1 byte per second and
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Figure 6.10.: Results of signaling overhead evaluation
550 bytes per second respectively per access router. As the figure shows the signaling
load is not evenly distributed between the access routers. The reason is that the Random
Waypoint Model used in the simulation implicitly favors central nodes. Therefore access
routers that are in the center of the simulation topology serve more mobile nodes and
have a higher signaling overhead. However, even the maximum signaling load of 260
messages per second or 1.3 kilobyte per second seems justifiable considering that the
access router serves an average of over 50 nodes. The figure also shows that the signaling
load per mobile node is constant and with about 4 messages per minute very small.
6.4.3. Neighborhood Update Messages
To reduce handover times access routers will synchronize data about active mobile nodes
with neighboring access routers via Neighborhood Update messages. This mechanism
can effectively reduce configuration lookup delays (see Section 6.2.1) but also induces
signaling overhead. A concern that needs to be addresses with regards to neighborhoods
is the scalability of the concept. Maintaining a neighborhood and exchanging information
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Figure 6.11.: Typical hexagon-shaped cellular radio access point deployment.
about any node that is active within this neighborhood is a process that creates a
notable amount of overhead. There are a number of contributing factors that affect the
amount of overhead a neighborhood creates: the size of the neighborhood, the number
of active nodes, the amount of data exchanged per node, and the interval in which data
is exchanged.
Theoretical Analysis
Neighborhood Update messages are sent periodically to every access router that is on
the neighborhood list. They are unidirectional messages and do not generate a response.
The overhead of neighborhood update messages can be modeled as
(α+ β) ∗ γ ∗NMN ∗ s(NU)
with α being the handover frequency, β being the refresh frequency, γ being the average
number of neighbors, NMN the number of active mobile nodes, and s(NU) the size of
a Neighborhood Update message. Similar to the overhead of session update messages
the overhead can be expected to scale linearly. As the size of a Session Update Request,
a Session Update Response, and a Neighborhood Update message is within the same
magnitude (see Section 4.2 for details about these protocol messages), thus s(SUReq) ≈
s(SUResp) ≈ s(NU), the overhead of Neighborhood Update messages will be larger
than the overhead of Session Update messages if the average number of neighbors is
larger than 4 (cf. the theoretical analysis done in Section 6.4.2).
Estimating the Neighborhood Size As an access router synchronizes its local session
cache with ever router in its neighborhood, the size of the neighborhood (i.e. the number
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of access routers in the neighborhood) has a direct, linear impact on the scalability of
the synchronization overhead. In cellular networks such as GSM or UMTS radio access
points are commonly distributed in hexagon-shaped cells as shown in Figure 6.11. In
such a deployment scenario the number of neighbors for each access router would be
six. However, such a deployment scenario is idealized and in reality the combination
of different cell sizes, physical and structural constraints, opportunistic deployment, or
heterogeneous deployments will lead to larger neighborhood sizes. Therefore, a neigh-
borhood size of six can only be assumed as a lower bound.
Estimating the upper bound is more difficult as there are many factors that can
influence the actual number of deployed radio access points in an area. However, it is
important to keep in mind that a neighborhood only includes access routers that allow
a mobile node to directly handover into the service are of the particular access point.
Typically a more dense deployment also requires smaller radio cell sizes which naturally
limits the neighborhood size. Otherwise the performance of the wireless medium in
dense deployments will be impacted by interference or erratic handover behavior [42,
43, 123]. While in heterogeneous networks such as 3G cellular networks, a substantial
amount of network planning is involved before radio towers are erected (cf. e.g. [153])
in other deployments such as shared Wi-Fi networks (e.g. FON6) access points are
deployed without co-ordinated planning or control in a opportunistic manner. In such
scenarios considerations about suitable placements of access routers to optimize overall
performance and minimize interference are not necessarily taken into account. Instead
access routers are deployed where the opportunity arises (e.g. in a person’s home). In
such uncoordinated deployments numerous access points can be clustered together in
a small area which increases the size of each access router’s individual neighborhood.
Numerous approaches exist to limit the interference in such uncoordinated scenarios
(e.g. [99, 7, 84, 28]). However, no approach can overcome the physical limitations of the
wireless medium. Moreover, it can be assumed that even in uncoordinated deployments
each individual access router is deployed with some feasibility in mind. For example, a
user would probably not deploy tens of access routers in a small apartment or business.
In conclusion, an upper bound for the neighborhood size is highly specific to a particular
deployment and cannot be accurately estimated. For the purpose of this thesis it assumed
that an average neighborhood size can up to 100 access routers.
Estimating the Number of Active Nodes The number of active nodes within a neigh-
borhood is another important factor when trying to estimating the overhead of cache
synchronization. The most limiting factor for the number of active users is the available
6http://www.fon.com/
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wireless bandwidth within a certain access technology. Since the wireless medium is a
shared access medium it does not scale with the number of radio access points in an area
unless they are using different frequencies. In addition, the available frequency spectrum
for a single radio access technology is commonly tightly regulated and limited. A direct
limitation of active nodes is not given by current access technologies as bandwidth is
usually dynamically allocated by the radio access point or preempted by the wireless
clients. However, Wi-Fi commonly supports tens of users up to a hundred while wide
range technologies such as WiMAX or 3G cellular networks commonly support hundreds
of users up to a thousand.
Worst-Case Estimation Using the estimated worst-case numbers an access router would
support 1,000 active mobile nodes and have 100 neighbors. Assuming a handover fre-
quency of 0.2 per minute (i.e. a mobile node hands over on average every 5 minutes),
an update frequency of 2 per minute (i.e. the neighborhood updates are sent every 30
seconds), and a message size of 300 bytes this amounts to 220,000 messages per minute
or 1.1 megabyte traffic per second. While this amount of signaling traffic seem sub-
stantial it reflects a worse-case with very high estimates of the neighborhood size and
the number of active mobile nodes. However, the estimation shows that even in such
a worst-case scenario the signaling overhead stays within a manageable region. More-
over, it can be expected that in such a high capacity environment some of the signaling
overhead optimization that were discussed in Section 4.4.3 are considered.
Simulation Results
The simulation results as shown in Figure 6.12 confirm a linear increase of the signaling
overhead of Neighborhood Update messages. The overall signaling load per mobile node
stays is stable. While the evaluation shows a lower signaling overhead for the scenarios
with one and five mobile nodes this is due to the fact that the neighborhood forming
process is overall slower in these scenarios. Once the neighborhoods are stable the
signaling overhead is on the same level as in the scenarios with more mobile nodes. The
overall neighborhood signaling overhead is on average between 0.14 (single node scenario)
and 170 messages per minute per individual access router. Assuming a message size of
300 bytes this translates to an average signaling traffic between 0.7 bytes per second
and 850 bytes per second. These values seem in line with the theoretical analysis as
the average number of neighbors in the simulation scenario is 4.45 which is only slightly
higher than theoretical value of 4 at which the neighborhood overhead would be in line
with the session update overhead. Similar to the evaluation in the previous section the
signaling load is not evenly distributed. The maximum signaling load is about 1,100
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Figure 6.12.: Signaling overhead evaluation of neighborhood messages
messages per minute or 5.5 kilobyte per second. Assuming that such an access router
would serve more than 50 mobile nodes this traffic still seems negligible considering
the bandwidth that would need to be available for the mobile node’s data traffic. The
average signaling overhead per mobile node is about 6 messages per minute.
6.5. System Performance
The system performance of the ARA prototype implementation has been evaluated on
embedded devices to show the feasibility of deploying ARA on such platforms.
6.5.1. Processing Demands
As processing power and memory is a constraint in embedded environments the main-
tenance of the session cache has been evaluated on two embedded devices. The Linksys
WRT160N was able to handle up to 50,000 entries with its available memory and the
Linksys WRT160NL was able to handle up to 100,000 entries. Figures 6.13 and 6.14
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Figure 6.13.: Creation times for session
cache entries
Figure 6.14.: Lookup times for session
cache entries
Data Memory Footprint
Mobile Node Configuration Data 78 Bytes
Management Data 32 Bytes
Management Overhead 18 Bytes
Sum 128 Bytes
Table 6.5.: Memory footprint details for a single session cache entry.
show the cumulative distribution function for the creation times and lookup times re-
spectively to fill the local session cache with 50,000 and 100,000 entries respectively and
perform the same number of read operations. While the creation times get marginally
slower with an increasing size of the session cache both operations complete in a few
100 micro seconds. Theoretically this is enough to handle thousands of cache entries per
second. Considering that commonly such an embedded access point only serves tens or
maybe a few hundred nodes altogether it seems feasible to maintain a session cache in
this environment.
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6.5.2. Memory Consumption
Table 6.5 shows the memory footprint details for a single session cache entry based on the
creation of 50,000 and 100,000 entries respectively (see previous section). The memory
footprint amounts to about 128 Bytes of data per entry. The Linksys WRT160N has an
internal flash RAM of 16 MB of which roughly 10 MB are occupied with the operating
system. This leaves about 6Mb which allows for the in-memory storage of roughly 50,000
session cache entries. This seems to be a greatly sufficient number considering that one
such device probably cannot support more than about 100 associated nodes. Even when
neighborhood entries are taken into account from 100 neighboring access routers that
support 100 associate clients themselves this only amounts to 10,100 session cache entries
in total or about 1.3 MB of memory. In small deployments such an embedded device
could even be used to host the global session cache. The Linksys WRT160NL has 32
MB of flash memory and therefore can maintain at least twice the amount of session
cache entries.
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7. Conclusion
This thesis has proposed ARA, a mobility management framework that provides network
based mobility management in a distributed environment. ARA completely integrates
mobility support into the access routers that serve the mobile nodes. No further support
from the network, dedicated mobility anchors, or the mobile node itself is necessary.
Because of this characteristics ARA has a very low deployment barrier. Furthermore
because of its decentralized approach it is well suited not only for small deployments but
also for large, multi-homed deployments, multi-provider deployments, and fragmented
networks. The ARA framework, its design, implementation, and deployment have been
thoroughly discussed and evaluated by means of theoretical analysis, simulation and a
prototype implementation. The results show that ARA can provide mobility support
with minimal handover times of 0.5 RTT between two access routers while introducing
an overhead that scales linearly with the number of nodes and access routers in the
network.
This chapter concludes the thesis. It will highlight the contributions made and discuss
future work.
7.1. Contributions
This thesis presents a framework for decentralized network based mobility management.
Its contributions are summarized below.
7.1.1. A Case for Decentralized Mobility Management
Currently deployable approaches to mobility management that do not require changes
to the mobile node rely on centralized components. In localized networks this approach
might be sufficient. However, this thesis makes a case for an approach to mobility
management that does not rely on any centralized components. In decentralized or frag-
mented environments such as multi-homed networks, multi-provider scenarios, or exten-
sive networks, centralized components not only present bottlenecks and single points of
failure, they also lead to routing inefficiencies and increase handover delays. A decen-
tralized approach can provide routing without any inefficiencies for non-roaming mobile
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nodes and handover delays that are only dependent on the distance between access
routers irrespectively of the overall network topology.
7.1.2. Architectural Framework
An architectural framework has been developed in this thesis according to the following
design goals:
• Minimize Bottlenecks and Single Points of Failure: The mobility support
in the framework is provided only by the access router that a mobile node initially
attached to and the access router that a mobile is currently attached to. This
makes the initial access router that a mobile attached to the only node that is
additional involved in a mobile node’s network access. Any other node is involved
to the same degree as it would be without mobility support.
• No Changes to End Hosts: ARA provides network based mobility support.
This means that any mobility related operations are solely provided by the network.
No changes are required to the mobile node or its correspondent nodes.
• Deployable within the Current Internet: ARA is implemented on the network
layer and on top of IP. There are no deployment barriers with regards to the current
Internet environment.
• No Impact on Non-Roaming Nodes: When a mobile node initially attaches to
an access router it will be provisioned with an IP configuration from a local pool.
There is no functional difference to a mobile node that attaches to any access
router without mobility support. A small lookup delay does occur at this point in
ARA. However, considering that the mobile node initially attaches to the network
and no connections are established yet this small lookup delay seems negligible.
• Low Deployment Barriers and Inherent Scalability: ARA’s functionality
can be completely distributed among access routers. In the simplest case an op-
erator just needs to deploy ARA-enabled access routers or update existing access
routers with an ARA-enabled firmware. As more and more access routers are
deployed the systems scales as mobile nodes can be distributed among them.
• Minimize Configuration Delay: The configuration delay during a handover de-
termines how long it takes to provide the mobile node with a valid IP configuration
so that it can send data. ARA proactively distributes a mobile node’s configura-
tion data in a neighborhood among any access router that is a potential handover
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candidate for a mobile node at any given time. This reduces configuration lookups
to a local operation without any network induced latencies.
7.1.3. System Design
Based on the architectural framework this thesis presented a system design that imple-
ments the ARA framework. A simple IP based protocol has been introduced that is
used for signaling operations during handovers and to manage neighborhoods. Synchro-
nization heuristics have been discussed to provide consistent session cache states among
multiple nodes, to maintain neighborhoods, and to efficiently distribute information in
neighborhoods under various conditions.
7.1.4. Deployment Considerations
A system’s deployability depends on numerous considerations that are not easily quan-
tifiable or measurable. Therefore, particular considerations about the deployability in
mixed environments, the security, and the accountability of the ARA framework have
been made.
7.1.5. Evaluation
Using theoretical analysis, simulations, and prototype implementation the ARA frame-
work has been thoroughly evaluated. Some noticeable results are as follows:
• The configuration lookup delay in ARA converges towards 0 after neighborhoods
are formed.
• Neighborhoods are being formed in a matter of hours in a stable topology
• The forwarding setup delay converges towards the average inter-node latency
• The overall handover delay is defined by the forwarding setup delay and therefore
also converges towards the average inter-node latency
• Compared to other approaches ARA performs better in terms of handover latency
under the assumption that the average inter-node delay to a geographically local-
ized access routers is smaller than to a centralized node
• ARA introduces a noticeable routing stretch, comparable to Mobile IP only when
mobile nodes start roaming
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• In terms of latency even a noticeable routing stretch can be negligible if the stretch
is produced locally
• The signaling overhead of ARA increases linearly with the number of mobile nodes
for session update messages and linearly with the number of mobile nodes and the
average neighborhood size for neighborhood update messages
• The performance requirements of an ARA implementation can easily be provided
by embedded systems
7.2. Future Work
A number of issues exist that have been considered out of scope of this thesis. The issues
are not of fundamental nature but might be worth investigating in future work.
7.2.1. Dynamic Environments
The evaluations of the ARA framework have been made under the assumption of a sta-
ble topology which holds for the envisioned deployment scenarios. However, in highly
dynamic scenarios where access routers move, are only sporadically available, or change
their radio transmission range the efficiency of neighborhood updates might be impacted.
Possible results of such dynamic environments are that neighborhood lists grow in an un-
controlled manner or become inaccurate as neighboring access change frequently. While
the basic mechanism is still warranted in such scenarios the neighborhood maintenance
algorithms might need to be adjusted.
7.2.2. Network Mobility
The ARA framework is designed with the goal of providing host mobility, that is mobility
to single mobile nodes. Another form of mobility support provides network mobility, that
is mobility to a whole subnetwork. Scenarios for network mobility are, for example buses,
airplanes, or ships that carry a large number of mobile nodes. In such scenarios it often
makes more sense to provide mobility to a whole subnetwork instead of every single
host. Host based mobility and network based mobility share a number of basic concepts
and assumptions. For example, the Network Mobility Basic Support Protocol [36] is
implemented as an extension to Mobile IP. It is not clear if the ARA approach can be
transferred to provide network based mobility. However, conceptually every subnetwork
is also anchored at an upstream router. Therefore, the ARA framework might be adapted
for such a scenario.
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